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Join the Well -paid
Ranks of the I.C.S.

TRAINED MEN
THERE IS ALWAYS A GOOD POSITION FOR THE MAN

WITH A SPECIALIZED TRAINING, BUT THERE'S

NO WORTH -WHILE PLACE FOR THE UNTRAINED

Ambitious men everywhere have succeeded through
I.C.S. Home Study Courses. So also can you. We
offer you the benefit of our 54 years' matchless ex-

perience as the creative pioneers of
postal instruction. Since our establish-
ment in 1891, more than 1,000,000
British men and women have enrolled
for I.C.S. Courses.

The man with an I.C.S. Training in any one of the subjects
listed below knows it thoroughly, completely, practically.
And he knows how to apply it in his everyday work.

Accountancy
Advertising
Aeronautical Engineering
Aero Engine Fitting
Aero Fitting and Rigging
Aeroplane Designing
Air -Conditioning
Aircraft Eng. Licence
Architecture
Architectural Drawing
Boiler mak ing
Book-keeping
Building Construction
Building Specifications
Business Training
Business Management
Carpentry
Chemical Engineering
Chemistry, Inorganic and

Organic
Civil Engineering
Clerk of Works
Colliery Examiner's
Colliery Overman's
Commercial Art
Concrete Engineering

Cotton Manufacturing
Diesel Engines
Draughtsmanship

(State which branch)
Drawing Office Practice
Electrical Engineering
Electric Power, Lighting,

Transmission, Traction
Eng. Shop Practice
Fire Engineering
Fuel Technology
Garage Management
Gas -Power Engineering
Heating and Ventilation
Hydraulic Engineering
Hydro -Electric
Joinery
Journalism
Machine Designing
Machine -Tool Work
Marine Engineers
Mechanical Drawing
Mechanical Engineering
Mine Surveying
Mining Electrical

Motor Engineering
Motor Mechanic
Motor Vehicle Elec.
Municipal Eng.
Plastics
Plumbing
Quantity Surveying
Radio Engineering
Radio Service Eng.
Ry. Equip. & Running
Refrigeration
Salesmanship
Sanitary & Domestic Eng.
Scientific Management
Sheet -Metal Work
Steam Engineering
Structural Steelwork
Surveying

(State which branch)
Telegraph Engineering
Telephone Engineering
Textile Designing
Welding, Gas & Elec.
'Woodworking Drawing
Works Engineering
Works Management

And most of the Technical, Professional, and Matric Exams.
Special terms for members of H.M. Forces and discharged disabled members of

H.M. Armed Forces.

if you need technical training, our advice on. any matter concerning
your work and your career is yours for the asking-free and without
obligation. Let us send you full information regarding the subject in which you
are specially interested. DON'T DELAY. Make ACTION your watchword.

The successful man DOES to -day what the failure
INTENDS doing to -morrow. Write to us TO -DAY

.......Use this Coupon...

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS LTD.
Dept. 95, International Buildings, Kingsway, London, W.C.2.

(Use penny stamp on unsealed envelope)
Please send me particulars of your courses in

Name Age
(USE BLOCK LETTERS)

Address

Addresses for Overseas Readers
Australia : 140, Elizabeth Street, Sydney.
Egypt : 40, Sharia Malika Farida, Cairo.
India : Lakshmi Bldgs., Sir Pherozsha Mebta Rd. Fort.

Bombay.
New Zealand : 182, Wakefield Street, Wellington.
south Africa : 45, Shortmarket Street, Cape Town.

ICS

THE " FLUXITE OUINS "
AT WORK

"That trumpet's a dud, you'll
agree,

/ can't hear a sound," chuckled
EE.
Look out or you'll burst,

If it doesn't burst first.
Gosh, it has! Job for FLUXITE,

strikes me !"

For all SOLDERING work-you need FLUXITE-the paste flux
-with which even dirty metals are soldered and " tinned." For
the jointing of lead-without solder ; and the " running " of white
metal bearings-without " tinning " the bearing. It is suitable
for ALL METALS-excepting ALUMINIUM-and can be used
with safety on ELECTRICAL and other sensitive apparatus.

With Flarite joints can be " wiped"
successfully that are impossible

by any other method.
Used for over 30 years in Government works and by leading
engineers and manufacturers. Of all Ironmongers-in tins,

1/1.d. and 2/8. Ask to see the FLUXITE POCKET BLOW
LAMP, price 2/6d.
ak TO CYCLISTS! Your wheels will
W NOT keep round and e unless the
spokes are tied with fine wire at the crossings
AND SOLDERED. This make; a much
stronger wheel. It's simple-with FLUXITE

-but IMPORTANT.

ALL MECHANICS HILL HAVETHE " FLUXITE '
GUN puts " FLUX-
ITE " where you
want it by a simple

pressure.
Price 116 or filled

216.

UXITE
IT SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERING

Write for Book on the ART OF SOFT!' SOLDERING and for Leaflets on
CASE -HARDENING STEEL and TEMPERING TOOLS with FLUXITE.

Also on. WIPED JOINTS... Price Id. Each.
FLUXITE LTD., Dept. P.M., Bermondsey Street, S.E.I

THIS NEW AND SIMPLE READY -TO -USE
SOLUTION WILL BE WELCOMED BY ALL
AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHERS. ONLY
NEEDS THE ADDITION OF WATER

UNIVERSAL
DEVELOPER

)4414
Jotin.34-,

uNIVERsAt
()EVE LOPtp

M tt
,o.
,AN

INVALUABLE FOR FILMS,
PLATES, LANTERN SLIDES.
GASLIGHT PRINTS AND
BROMIDE ENLARGEMENTS

Prepared from a new and con-
centrated M -Q formula including the
appropriate proportions of the twc
new chemicals ONE -FOUR -TWO,
the best developer improver, to
brighten prints and make old papers
usable, and THREE -TWO -SIX,
the better wetter, to ensure the
even flow of solution and the
elimination of all drying troubles.

Sold by all Photographic Dealers

JOHNSON & SONS
MANUFACTURING CHEMISTS LTD.,
HENDON, N.W.4. ESTAB. 1743
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S. TYZACK & SON LTD.,
ENGINEERS MACHINERY AND TOOL SPECIALISTS

Self Centring
Geared Scroll Lathe Chucks.
High-grade Nickel Chrome Steel Scrolls.
Alloy Steel Pinions.
Complete with 2 Sets of Jaws (Internal and External).
4in. diam., £311216 ; 6in. diam., 2411216 ; Tin. diam., 1515/-.
Independent 4 Jaw Chucks with Reversible Jaws,
31in. diam., 3916 ; 4in. diam., 411- ; 41in. diam., 4319.

DELIVERY EX STOCK

Combination Grinding and Polishing
Heads.

Heavy Construction Gunmetal Bearings. Shaft, 101n.
x lie. Height of Centres, 6in.

Price Complete, 2716.

Calico Mop, 31-. Wire Brush, Circular, 316.
Polishing Soap, 21- bar.

DELIVERY EX STOCK

B.A. Stocks and Dies in Sets.
Size 0 to 10 inclusive. with Taper and Plug.
Tap to each size, Tap Holder and Diestock.

All Complete, Fitted in Polished Case.

Best Quality Throughout.

DELIVERY EX STOCK, 52/6
Complete

e:Ce-TAIL

COMM, CRarS, I
We have good stocks of all types of Taps and Dies. Whit., B.S.F.,

Model Engineer. Please send us your enquiries-

S. TYZACK & SON LTD.,
341-345, OLD STREET, LONDON, E.C.1

Telephone CLE. 4004-5-6

RAWLPLUG

TOOLS
TN addition to being the manu-

facturers of Rawlplugs and other
well-known fixing devices, the
Rawlplug Co. Ltd., have for many
years made a wide range of boring
tools. Introduced originally to make
the holes to accommodate Rawlplug
Fixing devices, the range of tools
has been extended year by year until
today there is a Rawlplug boring tool
suitable for boring holes of all sizes
in all materials.
In order -to bring Rawlplug Tools
to their high standard of efficiency,
thousands of pounds have been spent
in research, with the result that the
tools are manufactured from a
special steel, produced to our own
secret formula. This special steel
ensures both efficiency and long life.
Please write today for fully illustrated
literature of complete range.

THE RAWLPLUG CO.. Ltd.
CROMWELL ROAD, LONDON, S.W.7.
B145

PERFECTION IN MINIATURE
Model making is our work, detail perfect
models to any type or scale. Visit our
London or Manchester branches, our staffs
will gladly assist you in any model matters.

WRITE for
Wartime Stock List (L112), price 4d.

" Building a 211n.
gauge Flying Scots-
tnan," Price ]s..
"How to Build a
Traction Engine."

Price 6d.
"LayingModel Per-
manent Way."

Price 3d.
"Perfection in Min-
iature" (waterline
models). Price 3d.
All above are post free

BASS ETT-LOW K E,Ltd.
NORTHAMPTON

LONDON : 112, High MANCHESTER: 28, Corporation Street, 4.

Alitiegeittaxa.k4oary
itatizelf. Ariyfizi.tem.

BOBBIES 1946
11ANDISOOK

Now on sale, price '91, at
newsagents, bookstalls rand
Hobbies Branches. Contains 60
pages of things to make, range
of tools, free coloured Nursery
Rhymes, and large design
sheet for a Model Aircraft
Carrier. By post from Dept.
70, Hobbles Ltd., Dereham,

Norfolk. 1.

Any handyman or home
craftsman finds them useful
on many occasions. For
woodworking, sheet metal
cutting, bakelite or plastics
the fretsaw is the tool to use.
Hobbies designs provide all
details for model making,
fretwork, household articles
of all kinds. A Hobbies
Outfit contains a complete
set of tools. See if you

cannot get one.
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IN ALL PARTICULARS ASKED

Great FREE Offer
to Metalworkers

Prepare now for post-war success and security by studying. THE NEW PRACTICAL
METALWORK ER -a three -volume work that teaches thoroughly every branch
of metalworking. You may examine it in your own home FREE for seven days

by accepting this special Free Examination Otter.

THE NEW PRACTICAL

METALWORKER
A New and Up-to-date Textbook on
Modern Machine - Shop Practice

Editor: BERNARD E. JONES
Assistant Editor : JOHN ST. DENYS REED

Written by Engineering Experts
Three Volumes. Oyer 2,300 illustrations

MODERN Industrial conditions demand that the
worker, if he is to progress, must be well infon»ed,
and the information contained in " The New

Practical Metalworker" will assist the metalworker
to make that progress. There Is no major process known
to the modern metalworker and no important tool that
is not adequately described in this new work ; its
functions, uses, and purposes in every brands of engin-
eering, flow the foundry to the finished work.

It is a workman's bottle, thoroughly workmanlike in
its treatment of metalworking. The thousands of
Must reticule show in a way no words could ever express
the methods and operations, stage by stage.

"The New Practical Metalworker" treats fully and
efficiently all the latest and most modern developments
of workshop practice. It includes all the remarkable
developments of machine -shop tools, machinery and
practice of recent, years.

Progressive workers, craftsmen and practical mechanics
of all grades will realize that this up-to-the.minnte work,
written by expert engineers, working specialists and
leading mechanics, is the newest and best handbook of
machine -shop practice ever issued,

616.A.0"11S.111,11411FINK.dr..

ALL YOU WANT
TO KNOW
ABOUT :

Metalworking Toe's
Metalworking Equipment
Metals. Alloys
Casting. Forging
Fitting and Erecting
Boiler Work
Modern Lathes
Milling. Planing
Precision Grinding
Screw Cutting
Gear Cutting
digs and Fixtures
Gauge and Temp/ate

Making
Presswork in Sheet Metal
Polishing and Finishing
Electro-plating
Soldering. Brazing
Welding. Pipework
Hardening. Tempering
Electrical Equipment
Workshop Calculations
Mechanical Drawing.etc.

Don't Miss This Splendid
Opportunity. Send To -day
Just sign and post the form below and on
acceptance we will send you these three volumes,
carriage paid, to examine for one week, free.' You
may- either return them to us within 8 days
tc end the matter, or you may keep them on the very
easy terms outlined.

r - -- 1---
1" PRACTICAL MECHANICS " FREE EXAMINATION FORM

i

i To the WAVERLEY BOOK CO., LIMITED, I
96 and 97, Farringdon Street, LONDON, E.C.4. I

Please send me, carriage paid, for seven days' FREE examination, "THE NEW
I PRACTICAL METALWORKER," complete in three volumes. It is understood
I that may return the work on the eighth day after I receive it, and that there the

matter ends:a the
beojnning

books
days

aIf;veirfour
further

send !ot4te onr the eighth day a First Payment
of consecutive monthly payments

I of iris. each, thus completing the purchase price.
(Price for Cash on the eighth day, 62 is. 6d.)

Householder

Date

We still can't give you

much film as you want,

as
labour

the reason
being

shortage.
But

were trying

hard,
and the best film

r made
should

soon be

eve

yours for the asking.

pile please
grant us your kind forbearance.

Meanw

OPPORTUNITIES
IN PLASTICS

A most informative handbook entitled " OPPORTUNITIES
IN PLASTICS" is now available for distribution. This guide
discusses in considerable detail the prospect of careers in ail branches
of the Plastics Industry-knowledge required, salaries, possibilities
of promotion, and so on-and explains how you may prepare for these
opportunities through our modern home -study courses.
We specialise in Plastics training and our courses are authoritative,
up to date and comprehensive. The range of our tuition is wide,
covering Elementary Instruction in Basic Subjects, PLASTICS
TECHNOLOGY, coaching for the CITY AND GUILDS
EXAMINATIONS, and specialised instruction in such specific
branches of the industry as

Plastics Mould Design, Plastics in the Paint, Varnish
and Lacquer Industries, Plastics Costing and Estimating,
Plastics for the Aircraft Industry, Plastics for the
Electrical Industry, Plastics for the Building Industry,
Plastics in Sales Promotion, Plastics in Textiles,
Designing in Plastics, Synthetic Rubber Technology,

etc.
All courses are conducted under a guarantee of

"SATISFACTION OR REFUND OF FEE "
" OPPORTUNITIES IN PLASTICS" will be sent on request.
free and without obligation. The book contains so much useful
information and guidance that whatever your interest in Plastics
may be, you should make a point of writing for your copy at once.

BRITISH INSTITUTE RF PLASTICS TECHNOIOGY
4, SHAKESPEARE HOUSE,

17, STRATFORD PLACE, LONDON, W.1
Ammirmsononni
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MUTUAL
AGREEMENT
There are many differences of opinion
between Professional and Amateur
Engineers regarding methods and
tools, but on one point both agree
-that is, on the handiness of the
Myford Lathe.

For short run repetition work
within its capacity, for awkward
jobs calling for special adaptability
and for the thousand -and -one little
jobs which crop up in every machine
shop, there is nothing to touch a
Myford.

leki as:W artsatyout Iltigke.

MYFORD ENGINEERING COMPANY LIMITED
BEESTON NOTTINGHAM 'Phone: 54222 (3 lines)

TOWER

78 78A.

TOOLS
BRITISH MADE
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Now obtainable from;

tTO

WALNUT TREE WALK, KENNINGTON, LONDON, S.E.11.

3 CORES
OF

ERSIN
FLUX

Radio Experimenters are
now able to use " The Finest Cored Solder
in the World," Ersin Multicore. The three
cores of extra active non -corrosive flux
ensure speedy soldering and eliminate high
resistance or dry joints.

Available from electric and radio
shops, ironmongers, etc.

Size 2 cartons: 16 S.W.G.
13 S.W.G.

Nominal 1 -lb. reels :
1,16 S.W.G. -

6d. ea.
4/10 ea.
5/3 ea.

MULTICORE SOLDERS LTD., COMMONWEA TH HOUSE,

NEW OXFORD ST, LONDON, W.C.I. Tel: CHAncery 517112

s"

GO-ort

HEIGHT
GAUGES

kilft E

VERNIER
CALIPERS
Built to B.S.S. accuracy :
graduated in 40ths of an inch,
vernier readings in 1000ths,
or in i mm. vernier readings
in 50ths. Height Gauges :
10 and 18- (English) ; 25 and

45 cm. (Metric) ; 10725 cm. and 18"/45 cm.
(Duplex) ; Vernier Calipers: 6*, 9 and 12 -
(English); 15,25 and 30 cm. (Metric) and 6"j
15 cm., 9";25 cm., 12'730 cm. (Duplex).

*6" size also supplied with knife edge jaws,
measuring both inside and outside dimensions.

STOCKED BY ALL LEADING TOOL DEALERS.

BRITISH N.S.F. COMPANY LTD.
KEIGHLEY, YORKS.

London Office : 25 Manchester Square, W.1
Agents: Stedall Machine Tool Co.147-155 St. John Street,
London, E.C.I. Phone : Clerkenwell 1010 (10 lines)

CR
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"ENGINEERING

OPPORTUNITIES"
PREPARE FOR PEACE -TIME COMPETITION
In the more competitive days of peace, technical training will be a vital necessity to the
Engineer who wishes to safeguard his position and make advancement. " ENGINEERING
OPPORTUNITIES " will show you how to secure this all-important technical training
quickly and easily in your spare time. This 100 -page book is full of valuable information
and explains the simplest way of preparing for recognised Examinations. Among the
courses described are :

MECHANICAL EN GINEERI NG GROUP ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING GROUP
A.M.I.Mech.E.
City & Guilds
General Mechanical Eng.

Estimating
Foremanship
Jig & Tool Design

A.M.I.E.E.
City & Guilds
General Electrical Eng.

Electricity Supply
Electrical Meters
Electrical DesignDiesel Engines Viewing & Inspection Alternating Currents IlluminationDraughtsmanship & Tracing Welding Power House Design InstallationsWorks Management

Press Tool Work
Sheet Metal Work
Maintenance Eng.

Traction
Mains Eng.

Telegraphy
TelephonyPattern Making Metallurgy

Foundry Practice Refrigeration WIRELESS GROUP

COMMERCIAL ENGINEERING GROUP
A.M.I.A.E. Cost Accounts
Commercial Eng. Languages

CIVIL ENGINEERING GROUP
A.M.I.C.E.
Inst. Mum & Cy. Engineer
A.M.LStruct.E.
M.R.San.l.
Sanitary Inspector
Specifications
Structural Design

SURVEYING AND
A.R.I.B.A.
F.S.I.
A.M.I.H. &
L.I.O.B.
F.A.I.

Road Eng.
Hydraulics
Municipal Eng.

.General Civil Eng.
Structural Eng.
Reinforced Concrete
Railway Eng.

BUILDING GROUP
Costing & Valuations
Heating & Ventilating
Clerk of Works
Surveying & Levelling
Building (all branches)

A.M.Brit.I.R.E.
City & Guilds
General Wireless
Short -Wave Wireless

AUTOMOBILE
A.M.I.A.E.
M.I.M.T.
City & Guilds
I.A.E. Repair Certificate

AERONAUTICAL
A.F.R.Ae.S.
R.A.F. (Maths.)
Pilots' Licences
Ground Licence

- Advanced Wireless
Radio Servicing
Television
Talking -Picture Eng.

ENGINEERING GROUP
General Automobile Eng.
Garage Management
Electrical Equipment
High Speed Diesels

ENGINEERING GROUP
Aero Engines
Navigators' Licence
Aeroplane Design
Meteorology

UNIVERSITY DEGREES
London Matriculation University Entrance
School Certificate Intermediate B.Sc.

WE DEFINITELY GUARANTEE

"NO PASS -NO FEE "
If you are earning less than £10 a week you cannot afford to miss reading " ENGINEERING
OPPORTUNITIES " ; it tells you everything you want to know to make your peace -time future secure,
and describes many chances you are now missing. In your own interest we advise you to write for your
copy of this enlightening guide to well -paid posts NOW-FREE and without obligation

BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING TECIAOLOGY
410A, SHAKESPEARE HOUSE, 17, STRATFORD PLACE, LONDON, W.1

THE .4..gAmp INSTITUTE. OF IT KIND N THE .-wpg1.4
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Inland
Abroad
Canada

SUBSCRIPTION RATES
(including postage)

- - 10s. 6d. per annum.
- 10s. per annum.

- 10s. per annum.
Editorial and Advertisement Office : " Practical

Mechanics," George Newnes, Ltd.
Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2

'Phone : Temple Bar 4363
Telegrams : Newnes, Rand, London.

Registered at the G.P.O. for transmission by
Canadian Magazine Post.

Copyright in all drawings, photographs and articles
published in " Practical Mechanics " is specially
reserved throughout the countries signatory to the
Berne Convention and the U.S.A. Reproductions
or imitations of any of these are therefore

expressly forbidden.

FAIR COMMENT

PRACTICAL
MECHANICS

Owing to the paper shortage "The Cyclist," "Practical Motorist," and "Home Movies" are
temporarily incorporated.

Editor : F. J. CAMM
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New Maps of England
AGLANCE at Ogilvie's original road

book of England, with its strip maps,
beautifully coloured, and a comparison

with a modern Ordnance Survey map, indi-
cates the great progress which has been made
in cartography during the past century.
Although these maps, in conjunction with
our road numbering system, have made the
lot of the traveller easier, they still leave
much to be desired. A simple place -to -place
map was satisfactory in the days of the stage
coach, when only rich people could afford
to travel, whilst the world of the average
individual was confined to the parish boun-
daries. Indeed, the maps of those days were
merely lines drawn between the locations of
the coaching inns, taverns and hostelries-
the places of call, where messages and parcels
were delivered and passengers picked up or
discharged.

The great time which must necessarily
lapse between the preparation of a map and
its publication renders it more or less
obsolete before it is published-for toad
developments in peacetime proceed apace,
but the process of charting the roads and
the changes have not been speeded up to
the same extent. Hence it is that a map will
often take the traveller by the longer or the
most uncomfortable route.

Maps are thus a good guide to the past,
only a moderate guide for the present and
quite inadequate for the future. There can
be little doubt that this country has led
the world in the making of maps, and it
undoubtedly is the best mapped country in
the world. The contour map is not so neces-
sary to -day, except perhaps for cyclists; as
it was in the days of horse-drawn vehicles,
for modern cars can easily surmount the
steepest hills encountered on our roads.

Now that the war is over plans will be
made for building new towns, industrial
centres, and for making the new roads which
must link them with the old. The need,
therefore, for a prompter system of charting
the changes in our topography is keenly felt.
Indeed, it was recognised before the war
when a committee appointed by the Council
of the Town Planning Institute recommended
that a commission should be set up for the
purpose of making a factual survey of the
national life. The National Atlas Committee
of the British Association also made pro-
posals for the compilation of an atlas which
should embody information of service to
administrators, public men, educationists
and students in many fields, since it would
present in convenient form the data upon
which many conclusions of national import-
ance must be based. In 5941 the Minister
of Works set up an Advisory Committee

to consider the preparation of a series of
maps in readiness for the promised planning
of post-war Britain. The chairman was the
Director -General of the Ordnance Survey
Department, and the members included
Professor E. G. R. Taylor, Dr. L. Dudley -
Stamp, and Sir Edward Bailey, Director of
the Geological Survey.

A Useful Series
THIS committee decided to produce a

series of maps to a uniform scale of
: 625,000, which is equivalent to about ten

miles to an inch. A Maps Office, under the
direction of Dr. E. C. Winans, was established
in the Planning Branch of the Ministry of
Works to give effect to the decision. A
similar office was instituted in the Depart-
ment of Health for Scotland. As is well
known, the Ministry was reconstituted in
5943 as the Ministry of Town and Country
Planning, but this did not affect the work
of producing the maps, which are now begin-
ning to appear. Forty-seven maps are in
preparation and 55 have appeared. Each
map consists of two sheets, one covering all
Scotland and the part of England north of
Kendal and Northallerton, and the other
the rest of England and Wales. Each map
measures 5ft. 6in. by 3ft. 6in. The first
of the series is the base map, which is in
lightly printed outline, indicating, the main
topographical features. It forms the main
underprint for the remainder of the maps,
with one exception. The maps now published
deal with land utilisation, administrative
areas, topography, population density in 1931
(date of the last census), types of farming,
the population of urban areas in 1938, and
land classification.

Three more maps, roads, coal and iron,
and iron and steel, are in the press. A
further nine are approaching the proof stage,
and these include maps of physical features,
railways, and the statutory electricity supply
areas, a solid geology map, and one dealing
with gas supply and the grasslands of the
country.

Further maps in preparation depict popu-
lation distribution and changes, the distri-
bution of various minerals of economic
importance, a drift geology map, maps of
electricity transmission lines, and maps
showing the location of ports, canals and the
distribution of water.

Special Value to Industry

T maps should be of extreme value
to industry, although a great deal of

modification will be necessary to take care of
the changes brought about by the war. The
coal and iron map, and the iron and steel

BY THE EDITOR

map, together will show the location of the
beds of coal and ore, and the number of
persons employed, as well as the situation
and capacity of all iron and steel works,
with indication of blast furnaces and
whether the steel works are of the Bessemer,
open hearth or electric types. Coke ovens
and limestone quarries will be shown, and
those owned by the iron and steel industry
will be marked distinctively. They will be
of great value to those whose work it is
to plan large engineering developments ; the
large scale Ordnance Survey Map, used in
combination with Admiralty charts for
harbour, seashore, or estuarine work, are
valuable, but they do not eliminate the need
for improved small-scale maps on which to
correlate work in prospect to others in exist-
ence or in prospect. An enormous amount
of work will be involved in keeping these
maps up to date, and it seems to me that
purchasers should be kept informed of any
important changes from time to time. Cer-
tainly it will be necessary for the changes
to be recorded promptly if the maps are
to fulfil the function for which they have
been produced at so high, but unavoidable,
a cost.

Regional Boards to Assist Peace -time
Reconversion

AS part of their plans for the recon-
version of industry to peacetime

requirements, the Government have decided
to retain the Regional Boards formed in the
war to assist the Government to make the
best use of all productive resources for
munitions production.

Regional offices were established and
representatives of the supply departments
acted as Enid between 19eal industry and
their headquarters in London. To provide
the machinery of co-ordination the first
Regional Boards were established under the
name of Area Boards in the Regional Areas
in 1940.

In their present form the Regional Boards
and the National Production. Advisory Coun-
cil were set up in July, 1942, as an outcome
of the' report of the Citrine Committee.
Responsibility for their work was exercised
by the Minister of Production, whose
regional controllers have been the chairmen
of the Boards.

Hitherto the functions of these Boards
have been chiefly concerned with the pro-
duction of munitions, and their interest has
been consequently mainly in the engineer-
ing and allied industries, while more recently
they have 'been concerned with the transi-
tion from munitions production to produc-
tion for civilian needs.
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The Story of Radar
Its Development from its Conception

to the End of the War in Europe

THE present and following artices In
the series tell the story of the scien-
tific principles, technical devices, and

operational triumphs of radiolocation. There
is some danger that the inner essence of this
British achievement may be obscured by
the very wealth of external facts. So we
speak first of that inner essence.

These devices which have transformed
every major aspect of war were born of a
timely combination of scientific imagination,
technical resource, technical restraint, opera-
tional appreciation, and organisational
courage.

The scientific imagination was exercised
in taking the step from old knowledge,
available to everyone, of many isolated facts
and methods in radio research to a coherent
new system fitted to military needs and cap-
able of use by military personnel. The old
knowledge-much of it not very old-was
international in 'origin, much of it British,
some of it American, the crucial part of it
a British experimental method.

The technical resource was exercised in
producing, under severe difficulties imposed
by the need for stringent secrecy, pulse
transmitters of unprecedented power, re-
ceivers of unequalled sensitivity, aerials of
unique design, ancillary equipment of novel
character, all doing somewhat better than
before something previously done after a
fashion, some doing things never done before.

The development of airborne systems for
locating ships at sea was deliberately slowed
down in favour of night -fighter equipment,
the night -fighter equipment in favour of
ground early warning and location equip-
ment ; the improvement of that ground
equipment was deliberately sacrificed to the
installation of rudimentary systems to give
nothing but early warning. A ruthless
objectivity sacrificed refinements, elegancies,
and versatilities to the desperate need for
" something to be going on with."

Operational appreciation and understand-
ing were achieved in the course of the most
intimate and productive co-operation be -

Gunnery radar in a British cruiser. The radar operator turns a handle to
align the radar echo with the marker and so transmits range automatically

to the Runs.

tween scientists and
officers of the fighting
services that has ever been
attained. To admit that
co-operation of this kind
in 1945 is less close than
it was in 1937 is not to
crticise those concerned to-
day ; it is to recognise with
gratitude and admiration
the heights to which the
men of 1935-39 rose in
planning how to save their
country from a fate that was
constantly in their minds.

The organisational cour-
age was exercised by the
first half -dozen workers in
their firm assurances that
they could do things
hitherto undone, in their
persistent and intolerant
badgering of all branches
whose ideas on tempo
differed from their own,
and in their firm refusal to
await solutions to the tem-
porarily insoluble problems
posed by " what the enemy
might do if he knew as
much as we do." It was
exercised by the Committee for the Scientific
Survey of Air Defence in the acceptance,
support and reinforcement of the workers'
promises, claims and impatiences. It was
exercised by the Secretary of State for Air
and his Civil and Air Force Advisers, who
obtained Cabinet sanction for heavy expendi-
ture on a grandiose and far-flung chain of
stations, of which the military value was
assured only by the confidence of scientists,
and by the not invariably satisfactory
performance attained in small air exercises..

The Scientific Background
Radiolocation was a direct but not an

inevitable fruit of pure research. Britain
had for many years been a prominent leader

in pure research
on the travel of
radio waves, on
the things which
make long
distance radio
communica t i o n
possible and the
things which
make it difficult
or imperfect. The
Department of
Scientific a n d
Industrial Re-
search had fol-
lowed the very
enlightened
policy of accept-
ing the advice of
its Radio Re-
search Board,
that the best con-
tribution which
it could make to
better radio com-
munication was
the long term
and fundamental
investigation of

An R.A.F. pilot leaves his radar -equipped Beaufighter after a
reconnaissance sortie.

the basic processes rather than the short
term search for individual cures to individual
ills. The Department had supported
the pioneer research of Dr. E. V. Appleton
on the existence and properties of these
electrified regions in the upper atmosphere,
now called the ionosphere, which made
long distance communication possible.
Appleton had trained a number of iono-
spheric workers who are now continuing and
expanding ionospheric work in many parts
of the British Commonwealth and Empire.
The Department had gathered together and
trained a team of young research workers
which at Radio Research Station, Slough,
and in the National Physical Laboratory,
had done work of the highest quality on
other aspects of the physics of radio com-
munication. Appleton had been the first to
measure distance by means of radio waves,
when he devised a way of measuring the
height of the Heaviside layer. Briet and Tuve,
in America, had very soon afterwards pro-
posed and used an alternative and a somewhat
more convenient method which was adopted
and improved by Appleton and his co-workers.
Throughout the programme of the Radio
Research Board, the cathode-ray oscillo-
graph had been increasingly applied as the
most versatile and powerful single imple-
ment of radio research. Since the time when
Heinrich Hertz laid the foundations of radio
telegraphy, it had been known that radio
waves were reflected from material objects.
The British Post Office had in December,
1931, observed such strong reflections from
aircraft in flight near a radio receiving sta-
tion as to produce considerable interference
with reception.

The British pioneer work in radio
research, the British leadership in ionospheric
research, the British pioneer observations of
the magnitude, of the radio echo from an air-
craft, the British leadership in research,
development and production in the television
field, combined with British vulnerability to
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arrival of the " rather ancient lorry " near
a handy short-wave transmitting station.

But there was still no more than a paper
plan, backed by a rough trial of something
which did not pretend to be the system
proposed, looking at am.aircraft known to be
there and isolated from other air traffic. The
paper plan promised a radio ring -fence
through which no aircraft flying at any
reasonable height could penetrate unobserved,
however many aircraft were approaching the
ringIence, and promised tracking of each
separate formation as it advanced, not merely
tracking across the map, but measurement

also of the height
at which it was
flying. As a pre-
liminary to keep-
ing this promise,
the plan de-
manded the solu-
tion of a mass of
technical prob-
lems still un-
solved - for ex-
ample, no radio
pulse system had
ever measured
distances as short
as 3o miles, be-
cause of the
crudity of th e
" sorting -out " by
pulses of incon-
veniently long
duration. A sys-
tem that became
confused while
the enemy was
still 3o or more
miles away would
be a poor defence
system, yet this

difficulty had to be overcome, while at the
same time the pulses were being made much
stronger than any previously sent out-this
to ensure detection and location at distances
much greater than 3o miles.

All this required courage born of special
knowledge and enthusiasm in the proposers ;
it required the more difficult courage born
of wide knowledge and cool judgment in
the members of the Committee to put their
high scientific reputation and sense of re-
sponsibility behind the scheme ; it required
the courage of statemanship in the Secretary
of State for Air to accept and apply their
advice and that of the Air Staff on this
gamble against formidably long odds.

As soon
as the Air
Ministry had
taken the
momento u s
decision to
proceed, a
very smallparty of
gifted re-
searchers
with picked
technical as-
sistants be-
gan to make
the first
radiolocation
equipm e n t,
and on May
13th, 1935.
they moved
into a labor-
atory at
Orfordn e s s
" to extend
ionospher i cinvesti-
gations" in
the pecu-liar 1 y

surprise air attack, provided a most favourable
background for the synthesis and rapid evo-
lution of radiolocation. When the Air
Ministry set up, towards the end of 1934, a
Committee to examine the applications of
science to air defence, the Superintendent of
the Radio Department, National Physical
Laboratory, Mr. R. A. Watson -Watt, pro-
posed to it a system for the detection and
location of aircraft by radio means, based
on techniques, including mainly the earlier
work of Appleton and Breit and Tuve,
which his Department had used in their
experiments at Slough.

r

On the left is the height finding set. On the right is the plan positioning
apparatus. These units work in conjunction and were designed for use in the

Pacific war. (Note the small generators in the foreground.)

Pulse Technique
He submitted a memorandum showing in

great detail how he would propose, using
the pulse technique, to find from a ground
station the distance, bearing and flying
height of any aircraft, in a wide zone in
front of his observing station, how he would
affix a radio label to friendly aircraft for
their identification by the radiolocation
station, and he gave figures which led
to a probable location range of too miles
on a high -flying aircraft. He gave reasons
for choosing the pulse method in preference
to others which he mentioned as " reserves."

At the request of the Air Ministry he
arranged a field demonstration, not a
demonstration of the system which he pro-
posed for operational use, but a demonstra-
tion that the amount of radio energy re-
flected from an aircraft many miles away
would suffice for accurate measurement by
the proposed system when it had been set
up. This was the experiment referred to,
at the time of the 1941 broadcast which
revealed the existence of " radiolocation,"
as having taken place in a " rather ancient
lorry " near Daventry on February 26th,
1935. A junior scientific officer in the Radio
Department of the N.P.L. had, with the
assistance of one laboratory assistant (who
also drove the lorry), set up the equipment in
the late hours of the 25th, and was ready to
demonstrate near dawn on the 26th.

It was on this demonstration that the Air
Ministry based its policy for the immediate
development of a radiolocation system. The
improvised demonstration showed that an
aircraft eight miles away gave very strong
signals in an insensitive receiver with a poor
aerial when the aircraft was " illuminated "
by a radio beam of only moderate intensity ;
the mention of 300 kilometres in the memo-
randum proposing radiolication had not been
wildly optimistic if 52 kilometres could be
surpassed within a few hours of the first

favourable conditions of quiet and isolation
offered for the academic work of this little
team of National Physical Laboratory
workers by an enlightened and benevo-
lent Air Ministry! Under the general
direction of the Superintendent of the
Radio Department N.P.L. the party
worked on the design of the novel and
powerful transmitter required, on the receiv-
ing antennas, amplifiers and cathode-ray
display systems, and one engineer supervised
both the field engineering and the workshop
constriction. The earlier Radio Research
Board work on the " squegging oscillator "
and precision " timebase generators " was
extended and used at Orfordness.

Within three days of their arrival the team
had their transmitter " on the air," within
eight the receiver was installed, and on May
31st echoes from the ionosphere were
observed.

Meanwhile, at a meeting of the Scientific
Air Defence Committee, held on March 11th,
1935, to discuss possible means of detecting
aircraft in naval warfare, the naval repre-
sentative had referred to the Post Office
experience of 1931, and suggested that the
interference could be put to good naval use.
No immediate action followed, but after the
first experimental results of the N.P.L. party
had been obtained at Orfordness in July,
1935, D.S.R. Admiralty was invited to
participate actively in the experiments at
Orfordness. A naval officer was appointed
for liaison duties, civilian scientists were
attached to Orfordness, and H.M. Signal
School undertook to make the silica valves
needed to produce more powerful pulses.
Their later contributions in this direction
were of very great importance to the
operational success of radiolocation.

To return to the experimenters at Orford-
ness, there is no official record of the modest
ranges at which, in the next fifteen days, they
" saw aircraft by radiolocation. The ranges
were better than their rivals the sound -
locators could normally give.

On June 16tn, 1935, through what the
officer commanding the Air Ministry Wire-
less Station called the " worst conditions for
radio reception in years," because of the
atmospherics from widespread thunder-
storms, the Air Defence Committee saw an
aircraft followed by radiolocation out to 17
miles ; a few hours after the members of
the committee had left, the experimenters
followed an aircraft to 27 miles ; a month
later rang',; -..s of 40 miles were being exceeded ;
and on July 24th a formation of three Harts

The special intermediate transportable aerial system, as used for offensive as well
as defensive purposes.
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was picked up at 20 miles, correctly diagnosed
as comprising three aircraft. One was seen
to break formation at about 15 miles, and
this one and the two which remained in
formation followed simultaneously for some
time. The correctness of the diagnosis was
confirmed by the pilot of the " target "
aircraft which had been under observation
when the Harts unexpectedly appeared.

Measurement of Flying Height
On August 21st work on measurement of

flying height began, and in mid -September
an aircraft flying at 7,000ft., 15 miles away,
was read with an error of 1 deg. in elevation,
t,zooft. in height.

Up to this point distances had been
measured accurately, heights were beginning
to be measured, but azimuth or compass
bearing, promised in the paper plan, was
missing. It had been concluded that two
years might well elapse before a direction -
finding system of sufficient sensitivity and
accuracy could be developed. Indeed, so
firm was the pessimism on this point, in
an otherwise optimistic atmosphere, that the
initial letters R.D.F." were selected as a
code name for the new system, with the
deliberate intention of misleading the
uninvited and undesired inquirer into believ-
ing that the new system was a mere improve-
ment in the existing direction -finding net-
work. The initials were chosen to have not
true meaning, but to suggest a false one.
Most inconveniently, the solution of the
direction -finding problem for R.D.F. came
almcst as soon as the false trail had been
laid ; the later impression that R.D.F."
meant " Reflection Direction Finding " or
" Range and Direction Finding," was thereby
given some colour.

An elaborate, ingenious and not wholly
dependable system had, in the absence of
early hopes for direction -finding, been
worked out for locating individual formations
by " range -cutting " from adjacent stations ;
the elaboration and the independability aris-
ing from the need for ensuring that when
station A observed a range on aircraft X,
this was not married to Station B's observa-
tion on Aircraft Y to put a ghost formation
on the plotting table. It had already been
decided to proceed with a coastal chain of
stations working on this range -cutting
system when the solution of the problem
of a direction -finder with sufficient sensitivity,
and preserving the essential feature of a
" radio -floodlight " system as opposed to a
" radio -searchlight " system, presented itself
and made a vastly more convenient plan
available in time for the first big -scale
construction.

The argument about floodlighting as
opposed to searching with radio beams was
fundamental to the plans for practical air
defence by radiolocation, and thus requires
fuller mention here. Our natural geography
has made us vulnerable to attack on a wide
front, with no political or natural barriers
to constrain attacking aircraft to follow a
limited direction of approach. Radio beams
of wavelengths practicable in 1935, and of
sufficient power to give observable echoes,
could not be " swung " sufficiently fast to
ensure that the enemy should not slip in
unobserved while the searching beam was
investigating another part of the wide area.
It was most desirable that the radiolocating
device should have " eyes all round the front
of its head "-it was desirable that, until the
system made great advances, it should not
have " eyes in the back of its head " with
which to see friend or enemy, easily able
to be confused with enemies in front. It
was therefore, to repeat the obvious analogy
with light already used, desirable that the
primary radiolocation chain should " flood-
light " the whole zone to seaward of it,
should " illuminate" brightly the landward

zone behind it, and that its associated receiv-
ing equipment should " see " simultaneously,
but separately, all the aircraft thus " illumin-
ated " by the radio floodlighting, and should
be able to make quick measurements on any
one of them without losing sight, even
temporarily, of any of the others. It was
this insistence on floodlighting that most
strongly characterised our fundamental
operational thinking about radiolocation in
contra -distinction to much nlannin in

A magnetron transmitting valve (left) and a
Sutton valve.

Germany and elsewhere of which we learned
later, planning which put all emphasis on
searching with radio beams. We, too, were
clamouring for radio searchlights, but we
hardened our hearts against letting them
interfere with the satisfaction of our greatest
need, an unblinking watch over our unbroken
zone of seaward radio -floodlighting.

Experiments began in the last days of
November, 1935 ; in January, 1936, good
bearings were being read at 25 miles on
an aircraft
flying at
7,000ft. On
December
5th, 1935, a
promise was
given t h a t
directionfinding
would be
incorporated
in the Air
MinistryEstuary
Chain.
Special

Valves
After a

period of
attachm e n t
of a navalliaisonofficer
to the Air
Ministry
Station at
Orfordness, the Admiralty agreed their re-
quirements of " R.D.F. for Naval Uses," and
ordered Signal School to explore the wave-
length spectrum below if metres and
provided a staff of three scientific officers
and three assistants to do it. It must be
understood how closely the progress in radio -
location has been bound up with progress
in design of very novel electronic valves and
similar devices. Where special progress has
been required, it has been obtained only
after the related progress in valve design

had been achieved. The silica valves with
very large -emission filaments, their " metal -
glass " counterparts and successors, the
velocity -modulated tube, the multiple -cavity
magnetron, the cathode-ray tube with
peculiar screen characteristics, the host of
ionised gas devices and the many advances
in receiving valve design ; all have played
their part, and without them, and without
the enthusiastic workers who have devoted
themselves to the design and practical pro-
duction of them, little' progress beyond the
" 1935 " stage would have been possible.

By now the need was pressing for taller
masts than the loft. ones at Orfordness,
which gave 70 km. ranges on aircraft flying
at 7,000ft. altitude. (The limiting range to
the horizon goes up as the square root of
the mast height.) The effective range could
also be put up by reducing the wavelength
used, but there were serious limitations there,
as work on 4 -metre wavelengths (which had
been carried on in parallel with the main
work on 5o and 26 metres) had shown. So
self-supporting timber towers of at least
zooft. were demanded, with' a second station
to try out the first link in the unbroken
East Coast Chain which was being planned.
On March 7th, 1936, the first 24oft. tower
was completed, and on March 13th a new
record was achieved in locating a Hart flying
at ',soon. at 120 km. (75 miles).

By September, 1936, the experimenters
were ready to participate in the first air
exercise to be devised round radiolocation ;
they disagreed with some of the aircrews
about where they had been over the North.
Sea, and demonstrated that some aircraft had
turned round the wrong lightship. A stage
had been reached at which the men at the
radiolocation station knew more about the
whereabouts of an aircraft than did the men
in the cockpit. ,

Here ends the first chapter of the story
of radiolocation ; the original experimenters,
taking to themselves reinforcements, moved
to " larger and more commodious piemises "
at Bawdsey Manor, near Felixstowe ; they
knew more about the estimated time of
arrival and place of landfall of the K.L.M.

A radar " magic eye" photograph of the woods at Nordhausen which, giving an
" echo " and showing up their outlines distinctly, are of great help in navigation.

liners from Amsterdam and the D.L.H.
liners from Hamburg than did the controller
at Croydon Airport ; they even noted a
tendency for D.L.H. to make landfall near
Bawdsey, and they wondered The next parr
of the story tells of the conversion of an
ingenious technical device worked by
scientists into an everyday weapon of war
worked by Service personnel and fitting into
a planned defence system.

(To be continued)
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The Foundations of Thermodynamics-1
The First of a New Series of Informative Articles on this All-important Subject

THERMODYNAMICS is a branch of
physical science which is concerned
with the laws of exchange between the

different kinds of energy. The subject had its
origin, as its name suggests, in the discovery
of the laws relating heat to mechanical work,
but its principles have since been extended
and generalised so as to include energy in all
its known forms. It has proved to be an
instrument of great usefulness to the scientist
and engineer in the work of reasoning about
scientific matters and in probing the secrets of
the physical universe. Thermodynamics is
greatly concerned with one quantity called
" energy," and another quantity called
" entropy," and some understanding of these
quantities is needed to appreciate the meaning
and aim of the subject.

Energy
The conception of energy in science grew

out of the study of the mechanics of matter
in motion. It remained for many years as
little more than a vaguely defined idea whose
description in words and symbols was
debated and argued over by rival schools
of scientific thought. It is only in relatively
recent times that the familiar definitions and
formuke found in modern textbooks which
discuss energy have passed into common usage.
In 1695 the mathematician Leibnitz observed
from experiments on the impact of solid
bodies that the quantity of m.y' (where m
denotes the mass of a body moving with a
velocity v), summed up for the bodies
before and after the collision, appeared to
remain constant. He gave this expression the
name "vis viva," or living force, as it seemed
to be a suitable measure of the force of a body
in motion, just as " vis mortua," or dead
force, was subsequently used to describe the
pressure which a body at rest exerts on the
surface supporting it. In 1807, Dr. Thomas
Young, a medical doctor who had formerly
been a professor of physics and chemistry at
the Royal Institution, introduced the word
" energy " into scientific literature in con-
nection with the force of a body in motion,
but the term was not universally accepted, and
for some time afterwards vis viva continued
to be widely used to describe the same thing.

A satisfactory quantitative description of
energy was not made until the meaning of
mechanical work had been clearly defined.
This advance was made in 1826 when J. V.
Poncelet, a French mathematician, used the
word work " to mean the act of overcoming
a mechanical resistance by moving a force
against it, the amount of work expended
during the action being measured by the
product of the force itself and the distance
moved through in line with the force. It
was recognised that any object or system
capable of performing work in this way was
in possession of some peculiarity which for
the time being distinguished it from other
similar bodies in its neighbourhood ; just
as a rifle bullet in the process of leaving the
muzzle of a fire -arm has for the time being
a distinction over all the similar bullets
remaining at rest in the magazine. Such
objects were said to possess energy, inasmuch
as they were able to perform mechanical
work by moving a force against a resistance,
and their expenditure of energy was defined
as being equal to the amount of work per-
formed by them.

Newton's Law of Motion
A simple formula for this particular kind

of energy can at once be found from this
definition by using the famous law of motion

By R. L. MAUGHAN, M.Sc., F.Inst.P.

established by Isaac Newton in 1687. When
an (Meet is flung upwards in a vertical direc-
tion it has to climb against the opposing pull
of gravity. It loses velocity at a- uniform
rate, remains at rest for an instant at the peak
of its flight, then returns along its course with
gathering speed, and if the small effects of the
viscous drag of the air on the body at all
stages of its motion are allowed for, it is found
that the velocity of the body has the same
magnitude at the beginning and end of its
journey. The weight of the body is given by
Newton's law as m.g.
(where m is the body's
mass and g is the
acceleration it would
experience in f r e c
,fall), and represents
the resistive force
which must be
overcome if the body
is to ascend. If h
denotes the height
climbed, then the work
expended during the
ascent i s m.g. h.
according to the Ponce -
let definition of mech
anical work. The well-
known law of uniform
motion of a point in
space gives h =v2,2.g
(where v represents
the instantaneous
velocity of the body at
the beginning of its
flight), and therefore
m.g.h. =

One interpretation
of this equation is made
as follows : At the
instant the body begins
its flight it possesses
in virtue of its motion
an amount of energy
represented by 1.m.v2.
In the process of rising
the body gradually loses
this energy by per-
forming work against
the gravitational pull
of the earth. The lost
energy of mot i o n
reappears as a new
and different kind of
energy, a latent energy
of position, w hich
reaches its greatest
value at the instant
the body is poised at the peak of its
climb. This energy of position is then
re -transformed into its equivalent amount of
energy in motion when the body falls. By this
manner of reasoning the earlier scientists made
the discovery of the first two forms of energy,
both of which are mechanical, the first
associated with matter in motion (4.m.v2),
was called " kinetic energy " in 1867 by
Professors Thomson and Tait, a name which
finally displaced the older expression " vis
viva," and the second associated with matter
at rest at a given level in a gravitational field
(m.g.h.) was given the title " potential energy "
by J. M. Rankine in 1853.

Electrical Energy
As science has advanced, many more forms

of energy have been discovered and labelled.
Electrical energy is possessed by a circuit
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Fig. .-Diagram indicating the origins of the subject of thermodynamics.

impact of steel on stone. Chemical energy is
released or absorbed when the atoms of
substances regroup themselves to form
molecules of new substances ; the chemical
energy locked in the molecules of a fuel is
released largely as heat energy when the fuel
burns. Acoustic energy is propagated through
the air surrounding a vibrating bell or
stretched wire. Electromagnetic energy is
carried through space at great speed in waves
whose lengths vary from the relatively long
radio waves to the very short waves of X-rays
and Gamma -rays. Atomic energy, a British
discovery made earlier' in the present century,
and one which has lately aroused wide
interest through its use in bomb warfare, is
the most recent addition to the list of energy
forms. It is encountered in the bursting of
atomic nuclei and in cosmic ray phenomena.
Its discoverer, Ernest Rutherford, later Baron
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Rutherford of Nelson, was the first to make
atoms explode artificially in the laboratory.
He achieved this in 1919 by bombarding
atoms which under normal circumstances are
quite stable, with small, very fast particles
thrown out of the nuclei of the naturally
explosive atoms of radio -active substances.
The shattering of a nucleus of a normally
stable atom in this manner discharges the vast
store of energy bound up in a potential form in
holding the nuclear particles together. The
released atomic energy is a mixture of two
sorts, the familiar mechanical kinetic energy
of swiftly moving material fragments, and the
wave energy of electromagnetic radiations
produced by the less familiar phenomenon
of the total annihilation of matter, an energy
transformation first predicted by the relativity
principle in 1905.

It is easier to believe in the existence of
energy than it is to define it fundamentally in
general terms. Its existence is believed in,
though its ultimate nature is not understood,
in order to have something to hold responsible
for the endless sequence of changes everywhere
observable in the physical world. It cannot
be directly perceived, but its presence is
inferred from its effects. Whenever a change
of condition takes place in a material substance
-and the word " condition " is used here in
its most general sense and is intended to
include all the varieties of physical and
chemical states, and all the possible locations
in space and time which matter and radiation
may possess-it is acknowledged that energy
has operated on that substance. Two of its
particular effects-its capacity to set material
bodies into visible motion and its readiness to
transform into heat-are themselves such
familiar, occurrences that they are often
offered as definitions of energy, the first one
in the well-known sentence that energy is a
capacity for doing work, and the second in
the statement that energy is something which
can always be made to reveal itself as heat.

Energy is present in the universe in great
abundance, and though its exact amount has
not been assessed with any certainty it is
believed that the total amount, whatever it
may be, has a fixed and unalterable magnitude.
The energy theory, founded upon the results
of experience and experiment, consists of a
table of the known forms in which energy
may exhibit itself, a list of the measured rates
of exchange which operate between various
pairs of these forms (the mechanical equivalent
of heat, sometimes called " Joule's equiva-
lent," is perhaps the best known of these
rates of exchange), and a ruling that although
transitions from one form to another are
taking place everywhere at all times, the sum
total of energy is always the same.

Mechanical Theory of Heat
I A little less than too years ago heat was

placed on tile list as a distinct form of energy.
At the beginning of the nineteenth century
the accepted view among scientists and
philosophers was that heat was a substance,
an igneous fluid called caloric, described in
the literature of the time as " a weightless,
invisible, indestructible, subtle fluid capable
of permeating the pores of material bodies
and filling the interstices between the mole-
cules." More than a century of fair agreement
Joetween theory and trial by experiment had

one towards grounding the caloric theory
upon what seemed to be a reasonably secure
basis, but in spite of this the contrary opinion
was often voiced that heat was not a fluid or
indeed a quantity of anything substantial at
all, but was just a condition or state of a
substance brought about by the vigorous
motions of the small particles out of which
the body was composed. In other words,
that heat ,was a sum of kinetic energies of a
great number of very small swiftly moving
material bodies. This view is described ,as
the dynamical or mechanical theory of heat,

and is one of two main sources from which the
subject of thermodynamics springs. It is a
view which gained a footing only very slowly
as items of experimental evidence were
gradually pieced together to support it, and it
was not until the middle of the last century
that it finally succeeded in displacing the
caloric theory of heat. From the time it
became accepted as a new way of regarding
heat, the subject of thermodynamics became
established as a new branch of physical
science.

The early growth of thermodynamics,
sketched in outline in Fig. r, can be traced
from two main sources which can be conveni-
ently described as the energy branch and the
entropy branch respectively. The energy
branch is mainly concerned with the problems
of converting work into heat, and has a
somewhat nebulous origin in the speculations
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in the workshops of the military arsenal at
Munich, and while watching the boring of the
brass castings was impressed by the immense
amount of heat produced by the friction of
the drill on the brass. His interest in the
purely scientific aspect of the work led him
to make a measurement of this heat in an
attempt to correlate it to the labour expended
in the drilling process. The machinery used
by him is illustrated in Fig. 2. The cannon
were cast in the vertical position, muzzle -end
upwards, with an additional head of metal
above the muzzle to allow for shrinkage and
piping, so that each brass casting received
from the foundry carried a solid cylindrical
head projecting from its muzzle -end. Each
casting was laid horizontally on bearings and
turned about its axis by means of an iron
shaft coupled to the breach -end of the cannon,
the motive power being provided by a team
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Fig. 2.-Cannon boring apparatus used by Rumford in 1798.

of the seventeenth and eighteenth -century
philosphers as to the true nature of heat.
The entropy branch deals with the converse
problem of converting heat into work, and
begins more abruptly in 1824, with the work
of Nicolas Sadi Carnot on the efficiency of
steam engines. The union of the two branches
was brought about in the middle of the
nineteenth century by the enunciation of the
first and second laws of thermodynamics,
and from this union springs the main stream
of the subject.

Energy Branch
Out of the earlier expressions of the view

that heat is a form of energy three may be
selected as typical of the trend of thought
which, coupled with the necessary backing of
practical test and experiment, was to lead
to the downfall of the caloric theory approxi-
mately two centuries later. In 162o the
English philospher, Francis Bacon, published
the opinion that " the heat content of a body
is a state of motion of its material particles."
About 6o years later Rene Descartes explained
the sensation of hotness as " motion conveyed
to the nerves," and in 1706 another
philosopher, John Locke, stated that " heat
is a very brisk agitation of the insensible
parts of an object. These are amongst the
first recorded statements of the mechanical
theory of heat, and in them lie the° beginnings
of thermodynamics. Some considerable
time was to elapse, however, before these and
other purely theoretical speculations were to
receive any reliable experimental evidence
to support them ; the eighteenth century was
almost out before the first serious challenge
was offered to the caloric theory.

This challenge came from Europe from an
English speaking, American born soldier,
scientist and statesman, Benjamin Thompson,
afterwards known as Count Rumford. In
1798 Rumford was engaged in superintending
the. work of casting and boring gun barrels

WOW

of two horses harnessed to a wheel which
turned the shaft. At the muzzle -end of the
casting a non -rotating blunt -bladed steel
boring tool about 4in. wide was kept pressed
against the brass by means of a screw at a
pressure of several thousand pounds. Slow
turning of this screw kept the pressure steady
and moved the tool forward as the drilling
proceeded. The cylindrical head was enclosed
in a wooden water trough containing about
two gallons of water, and the rate of heat
production estimated in terms of the rate of
rise of temperature of the water.

Rumford's experiment was not successful
in the quantitative sense. His tabulated
observations between work done and heat
developed were not sufficiently accurate to
enable him to find the true rate of exchange,
but the qualitative deductions he made from
them attracted the respectful attention of
scientific circles throughout Europe. Accord-
ing to the caloric theory the brass casting
contained a definite amount of heat fluid
dispersed between its particles which would
in part be squeezed out of the metal and into
the water by the pressure of the drill, but
Rumford contended that there could not be
room enough inside the brass block to house
the quantity of heat fluid needed to produce
such a high temperature in the metal and
the water. He maintained that some relation
must exist between the labour spent in turning
the brass against the friction of the drill and
the amount of heat generated. He argued that
just as a wet sponge when squeezed cannot
indefinitely give out water, so a solid when
pressed cannot indefinitely give out heat
fluid, and that even as a bell will continue to
give out sound as often as it is struck, so will
a solid continue to develop heat as long as it
is rubbed, since the heat has its source in the
state of motion of the particles of the solid,
just as the sound has its source in the state on
vibration of the bell.

(To be continued.)
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Makin Pipe Bowls
How the Engineer Can Make His Own Pipes from
Roots and Burrs of Hardwood. By A. E. BOWLEY

DURING these recent years of war, how
difficult it has been for the confirmed
pipe smoker to gratify the old habit

of casting aside the well-worn briar in favour
of a new one.

Indeed, this difficulty is still with us, and
the writer was constrained to take steps to
remedy this for himself, and for certain of his
friends.

It was first of all decided to obtain any
available literature on the subject This,
however, proved small indeed, though
Dunhill's " The Pipe Book " (published by
Black), mentioned that in the Black Forest
of Germany the peasants utilised the root of
the dwarf oak, and our own country labourers
sometimes made a pipe from the root of the
gorse bush. Holtzapffels, in his 4th volume of
" Turning and Mechanical Manipulation,"
speaks of the manufacture of smoking pipes,
and mentions the use of the roots and burrs
of pear, cherry and cocos wood as well as
the so-called " bruyere," or Erica Arborea,
the tree heath-our well-known briar.

A Walnut Bowl
A first experiment was made with a

piece of well -seasoned walnut which had
hitherto done good service in a gun -stock.

2"
Fig. i.-Block of
walnut roughly shaped.

q- c8 -.pare

The wood was first sawn to the shape and size
indicated in Fig. i. It was then held in a
four -jaw chuck and the stem turned, bored,
and opened for the mouthpiece as in Fig. 2.
Before removing from the lathe, files and sand-
paper were used to obtain the initial smooth
finish. The piece was then re -chucked as in
Fig. 3 and the outside of the bowl turned as
far as possible. It should here be stated that
experience showed the necessity for marking
out the job carefully. It proved insufficient
to bring the lathe poppet up to the approxi-
mate centre and set it by eye. A line should
be scribed round the whole piece, otherwise
it will be found that the hole in the stem
may not centrally meet the base of the bowl.

The bowl was next bored, first using up to
',in. drills, and then a tool as shown in sketch;
files and sandpaper then removed all knots
and excrescences.

After removal from the lathe, a taper peg,
previously turned from hardwood, was held
in the vice, and the partially finished pipe

Peg

Fig. 4.-The partly
finished pipe, show-
ing peg for holding

in a vice.

held as in Fig. 4 in order that by the aid of a
small saw, files, and linen -backed sandpaper,
the corners might be removed.

Finishing this pipe proved a failure, though
it smoked well, for after staining with spirit
stain it was shellac polished, and the writer
was reminded of the fact each time it was
smoked.

Finishing
Search was then made to discover how the

finish of commercial pipes was accomplished,
and at the same time some well -seasoned
apple root was cut up in readiness, pear not
being obtainable just then.

Messrs. Cannings, Ltd., of Birmingham,
the well-known plating specialists, publish a
very useful work, " Handbook on Electro-
plating, etc." In the 9th edition the prepara-
tion and polishing of pipe bowls is briefly
dealt with and is here quoted verbatim.

" Polishing Briar Pipes and Vulcanite
Mouthpieces "

" The briar bowls are sandpapered on a
disc polishing machine, first with coarse
sandpaper and afterwards with finer grades.
Subsequently, they are polished with
powdered pumice, which is moistened with

Fig. 2. - The
stem turned

and bored.

water and applied to a polishing disc about
9in. diameter, having a felt surface. As an
alternative process, a pumice composition
can be used on a brown cloth polishing
mop.

" To get a perfect surface before staining,
another disc with felt surface or with a
special leather known as Buffle ' is em-
ployed, and a specially prepared polishing
earth known as Tellurine ' moistened with
a little oil is applied to the disc while
working.

" After staining, use a swansdown mop
with a small quantity of Vonite ' for
finishing.

" Vulcanite mouthpieces are either (r)
cut from sheet vulcanite, (2) moulded to
shape. Both are polished on a felt -covered
disc with pumice, as above, after they
have been filed or ground to shape. Subse-
quent polishing is carried out with a brown
cloth polishing mop about 9in. or loin.
diameter, and tripoli compo followed by a

.................BOOKS FOR
Screw Thread Tables, 51-, by post 513.

Refresher Course in Mathematics, 816, by
post 91-.

Gears and Gear Cutting, 61-, by post 616.
Workshop Calculations, Tables and

Formulae, 6/-, by post 616.

Engineer's Manual, 1016, by post III-.
Practical Mechanics' Handbook, 1216, by

post 131-.

Fig. 3.-The bowl held in the chuck for turning
and boring.

swansdown mop with Vonite ' special
finishing composition."

An Applewood Bowl
These materials quoted above were quite

easily obtained with the exception of the
Tellurine, and the next pipe prepared in
applewood, as mentioned above. This
material did not prove so close grained and
therefore pleasant to turn as the walnut.
Indeed, there was a strong tendency for the
drills to run out when finishing. To minimise
this, the small hole to the bowl (approxi-
mately *in.) was put through last, and the
preceding one used for the stem fitting kept
short and stiff.

However, this pipe and its fellows proved
quite successful, the polish being retained
quite well despite the heat, and the reader
can be assured that an applewood pipe
smoke's quite as sweetly as many of the
reasonably -priced pre-war briars.

A word as to the interior of the bowl. It
is well known that a new pipe requires
" breaking in " in order that a thin film of
carbon may form on the walls. An experiment
was tried which was that of coating the inside
of the bowl with graphite. This certainly
took away the initial woody taste, and gives
quite a professional touch to the work, par-
ticularly if the pipe is to be a gift to one of
the old-time " critical " pipe smokers.

Pearwood was obtained, and also some
more apple root freshly unearthed. Both
these samples being green were very kindly
kiln dried for the writer by a manufacturing
acquaintance. Results were not so good, but
in fairness it should be stated that the walls
of the bowl were a trifle thin on this effort.

In conclusion, it can be re -stated that of
the woods tried out, walnut and apple root
are quite good, yew is believed to be suitable,
and any interested readers with relations in
the B.A.O.R. might get some Black Forest
oak. Vulcanite stems are not too difficult
now, indeed they are more plentiful than

 " briars " in the Midlands.
The making of a pipe, or pipes, is quite

interesting, and frankly, the results have been
worth while, particularly when one occasionally
sees or is offered rubbishy pipes at a fantastic
price, and made apparently from deal. The
desired qualities are a close -grained hard-
wood which is well seasoned and suitable for
turning.

Engineer's Pocket Book, 1016, by post
Wire and Wire Gauges (Vest Pocket

Book), 316, by post 319.

Plant Engineer's Pocket Book, 61-, by
post 616.

Screw Thread Manual, 61-, by post 616.
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A Model Motor -boat
Constructional Details of a

Small Boat Driven by a Simple
Automatic Propulsion Unit

By A. J. BUDD

SEVERAL years ago there appeared on
the market a toy boat driven by a
novel propulsion unit consisting of a

coiled piece of copper tubing, the ends of
which projected into the water at the stern

10"

Fig. 2..-Sectional elevati6n and plan of the motor -boat showing the arrangement of the
propulsion unit.

of the boat. The coiled tubing was heated
by a small methylated spirit burner.

In response to inquiries made by several
readers of PRACTICAL MECHANICS for par-
ticulars of this novel boat, the Editor asked
me to prepare a simple design for a model
boat incorporating this automatic propulsion
unit. The result is shown in Fig. I, from
which it will be seen that the boat is of
the cabin cruiser type.

0

As far as can be remembered, the " boiler"
in the original models took a similar form
to that used in the boat illustrated (see
Fig. 2) ; anyway, it works satisfactorily.

Constructional Details
The hull is made from a single piece of

thin tinplate, cut to the shape shown in Fig. 3.
The metal is bent along the dotted lines,
and the bottom of the hull at the forward

2 3 4 5 6

Fig. i.-General view of the finished motor-
boat.

end is bent slightly to conform to the curva-
ture of the sides. All the joints are then
soft soldered.

By the way, all the tinplate for making
the boat described was obtained from two
21b. jam tins, which were cut up with the
aid of a fine hacksaw and small tin -shears.

The next part to prepare is the boiler
tube, and for this an i8in. length of 1 -in.

outside diameter light gauge copper tubing
will be required. The middle part of this
tubing is gradually bent round a wooden
mandrel, about IBin. diam.-a tool handle
will answer the purpose-to form a double
coil, as shown in Figs. 2 and 4. One end
of the tubing is passed through a hole made
in the stern of the boat, the other end passing
through a hole made in the bottom of the
hull lin. from the rear end, so that the
projecting ends of the tube are one above
the other when finally soldered in place.
To enable this to be done the lower end
of the tube is bent as shown in Fig. 2.

Before soldering the ends of the copper
tubing in place put a small block of wood,
Kin. thick, underneath the coiled part of the
tubing in order to provide sufficient space
for the burner. The wood block is after-
wards removed, leaving the copper tubing
in the position indicated in Fig. 2, which
also shows the methylated spirit holder in
position.

7 6
I I I I

SCALE OF INCHES

Fig. 3.-Shape of the tinplate blank for forming the hull.
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Superstructures

The " turtle " deck is cut out to shape
and dimensions given in Fig. 8 and carefully
bent till it fits snugly in the bows of the
boat. It is then soldered in place.

The cabin is made from a single piece
of tinplate cut out, as indicated in Fig. 5,
and bent on the dotted lines after drilling
the hole for the funnel and the portholes.
After soldering the four corner joints, place
the cabin in position, and on the front of
it mark a line coinciding with the curved
back edge of the. turtle deck. With the aid
of a small metal saw, cut a curved slot, as
shown in the illustration, Fig. 4. The edge
of the turtle deck, by projecting slightly

. into this slot, supports the front of the cabin,
the rear of which is held in place by the
upturned edge of the rear deck part, which
is formed by a piece of tinplate soldered
in place. This part is cut to the dimensions
given in Fig. 6. For the funnel, a strip
of tinplate is cut out (see Fig. 7) and bent
round a wooden former tin. diameter. The
butt joint is soldered on the inside, after
which the funnel is soldered in the hole in
the cabin roof, on the inside.

Is

Fig. 4.-View of the boat with superstructure removed. Note the curved slot in the front
of the cabin.

A

,

Fig. 5,-The metal blank for forming the

The Burner
In the boat illustrated the burner consisted

of a metal screwed cap about tin. diameter
and 5/16in. deep. This was filled with
solidified methylated spirit and placed under
the coiled " boiler " tube each time the boat
was run. The cabin, complete with funnel,
was then placed in position, the boat placed
on the water, and the burner lighted with

Here
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Fig. 6.-Metal blank for forming the
after deck.
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and
this

cabin.
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a match inserted through
one of the portholes.

As soon as the coils get
hot, the boat begins to
" chug " away in quite a
realistic manner, and
travels along fussily till
the burner spirit is used
up.

An important point
concerning the successful
running of this kind of
boat is that the coiled
tubing must be kept as
low as possible in relation
to the water level when
the boat is afloat. It will
be noticed, with reference
to the sectional view in
Fig. 2, that the greater
part of the tubing is be-
low water level.

It may be found neces-
sary to adjust the distance
between the water level

the top end of the propulsion tube, and
can easily be done by placing a small

weight about the middle of the after deck.
Finally, with regard to the burner, if

there is any difficulty in obtaining solidified
methylated spirit, the small tin holder can
be packed with asbestos yarn and a circular
cover of fine mesh wire gauze fitted over it
to keep it in place. The asbestos yarn can
then be saturated with methylated spirit in
the ordinary way.

Fig. 8.-A piece of metal cut to the shape
shown forms the turtle deck.

Fig. 7.-The funnel is formed from a
strip of tinplate cut as shown.

Attempts are now being made to seal off the breaches in the dykes on Walcheren Island. Parts
of Mulberry Harbour used for the invasion of Normandy are being taken to Walcheren, and our

illustration shows pontoon units being brought alongside tugs in Southampton Docks.
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Rocket Propulsion
Further Details of the B.I.S. Space -vessel

By K. W. GATLAND

AS has been emphasised earlier, the
development and selection of a propel-
lant in the B.I.S. Space -vessel

conception cannot be governed by thrust
yield alone. The cellular method of
construction relies upon a high fuel density
to provide its structural stability ; and the
" otherwise ideal " propellant may also be
grossly unstable, liable to detonation. The
problem is, obviously, no slight one, and
much extensive research will doubtless be
necessary before the " Lunar propellant "
becomes reality.

A beginning, however, has already been
made in the work of a research chemist, Dr.
A. M. J. Janser, officer of the pre-war
B.I.S. Council and member of the Technical
Committee, whose researches have resulted
in the development of certain original
propellant forms which bear much promise
in a cellular arrangement. These can be
described as fuels which embody an oxygen -
bearing organic substance of viscous consist-
ency with a finely comminuted metal dispersed
therein. Many exacting checks remain to be
made before anything definite can be
expressed of such compounds. What can
be said, however, is that the factor of
efficiency approaches more closely the
theoretical value than any of the more
conventional propellants previously tested.
There are several metals and metaloids
which release very great energies on oxidation,
and the comparative values and corresponding
exhaust velocities of these, as well as those
tested by Dr. Janser, are given in the
accompanying table.

The " Life -container "
The crew's compartment presents another

factor of design that requires most careful
consideration. It must 6e provided with
means for sustaining an artificial atmosphere,
sufficient to satisfy the needs of three for three
weeks.

The B.I.S. suggest the solution to this
problem lies in the use of hydrogen peroxide.
This, they assert, would he carried as a
syrupy viscous liquid that could be broken
up into air and water either by the application
of heat or by catalytic action one molecule
of which can be readily split up into one
molecule of water and half a molecule of
oxygen. Thus, not only is a continuous
supply of oxygen issued into the life chamber,
but also a supply of water is maintained
which alone would satisfy the needs of the
crew. It is found that 341b. of hydrogen
peroxide yields 161b. of oxygen and t8lb.
of water, and sib. of oxygen occupies
13 cu. ft. at N.T.P., which is sufficient for
one man who is normally active for a period
of six hours. Working from this basis,
approximately 5oo1b. of hydrogen peroxide
will provide sufficient oxygen for three men
for 20 days, while allowing also a small surplus
for emergency purposes. This same quantity
of peroxide will also yield about three pints
of water per man each day for zo days, and
allow a little to spare for chemical purposes
and other uses.

In this arrangement, weight is saved by
the use of one storage tank for two commodi-
ties, and also entails a saving in space, since
the two substances could never he stored as
compactly as when they are in chemical
combination. Furthermore, only one set of
controls would be necessary to regulate both
air and water.

As a precaution against a possible break-

: The Lunar Flight

(Continued front page 20, October issue)

down of the peroxide water oxygen plant, a
small amount of liquid oxygen would also
be taken. This would also be necessary as an
air supply for the " space -suits," which the
crew would use outside the Space -vessel
while on the Lunar surface.

Navigational Instruments
One problem solved invariably presents

another. The " Vessel's " axial rotation

Perrac table
Shock Absorber
Landing Legs

(Six)

Outer
A/ rlock
Manhole

Fig. 39.-Space-vessel, as "t would appear after
alighting on Lunar surface.

means that the control compartment is also
revolving, and although, as already observed,
this condition serves to stabilise, and also
stimulates an artificial gravitation, it does not
facilitate the navigational problem. First,
however, the one other principal advantage-
gravitation. In order to gain this condition,
it will obviously be necessary for the crew also
to be rotating-the gravitational effect being
stimulated by centrifugal force. The crew
are, therefore, accommodated on full-length
couch type " chairs," radially fitted, which
rotate on rails round the life -compartment, and
the navigators recline on these with their
heads towards the " Vessel's " axis. There
is also provided a circular catwalk for them
to move round the circumference of the
chamber.

The main ignition controls are fitted to the
arms of the " chairs," while the navigational
instruments, altimeter, speedometer, accelero-
meter-all functioned by impulse-are
mounted on a central pillar in full view of the
crew.

The difficulty lies in the fact that, under
these conditions, the field of vision will be
rotational, and since from time to time the
crew will need to make navigational observa-
tion, this must be converted to one both
stationary and accurate.

A satisfactory solution was found in the
development of a system of rotating mirrors-
a development of the stroboscope-and the
B.I.S. have already constructed a successful
test instrument along these lines. The new
device has been termed the " coelostat."

The apparatus is fitted on the central con-
trol assembly (sec Fig. 38) so that direct view
in three directions is permitted : (a) axially,
away from the firing face (three viewing ports,
situated near the apex of the life -container
shell) ; (b) axially, towards the firing face
(viewing panels provided in that section of the
" Vessel " where the - circular life -container
floor overhangs the hexagonal main body shell),
and (c) radially (12 viewing ports provided
in the dome of the life -container, cir-
cumferentially spaced equally at 3o degs.).

The presence of the ceramic nosing carapace
will mean that the ascent through the
atmosphere will have to be made without
external vision. This is no great problem,
however, as the navigational corrections would,
in any event, be best left until after the pre-
determined thrust phase.

The Lunar Flight
Navigational requirements made it desirable

for the launching to take place from near the
Equator.

The " Vessel " would ascend from a special
launching installation, and be pre -rotated at a
designed rate of one revolution every three
seconds. This rotation would be maintained
throughout the voyage-a duration of almost
four days.

Acceleration would be applied to obtain
" release velocity " (6.95 miles per second)
within 71 minutes, and the " Vessel " would
emerge from the extreme limits of atmosphere
after three minutes. At this stage, the ceramic
nosing would be jettisoned, and as the propul-
sion cellules become expended, these, too,
would drop away, together with their retaining -
structure and shell segments.

Having attained " release velocity," power
would be cut off ; momentum carrying the
machine to the Lunar orbit. It is during this
period that any navigational corrections would
be made.

Still travelling under momentum, the
" Vessel " would be steadily slowed by
the influence of the Earth's gravity until the
transitional point of the opposing gravities-
Earth and Moon-is reached. Once beyond
this, however, the Lunar influence would
come into effect, causing the machine to
accelerate toward the Moon's surface. During
this period of natural acceleration, the
" Vessel " would be turned completely
through 18o deg., so that, in preparation for
the landing, it approaches the surface stern
first. This manoeuvre may appear, at first
thought, a somewhat delicate operation, but
taking into consideration the absence of
atmosphere, and remembering that the
acceleration at this period would not be very
great, the difficulties involved are really slight.
It would, of course, be necessary to check
the machine's axial rotation before applying
lateral forces, employing sensitive steam jets
in both instances. This would involve a
loss. of stimulated gravity, although a limited
gravitational " pull " would have effect from
the Moon.

Once the turning manoeuvre had been
fully executed, further banks of cellules would
be fired to retard the " Vessel's " speed.
These would exert a negative acceleration
and serve to further stimulate artificial
gravitation within the machine.

The immediate approach to the surface
would be made in conjunction with special
instruments developed on the basis of time,
and rate of negative acceleration. There
would also be an instrument to check height,
similar in application to the " echo sounding "
device used at sea. The individual readings
would need to be automatically integrated.
In this way direct figures would be shown
of the " Vessel's " position, relative to the
surface, at every instant of descent, and the
thrust modulated accordingly, ultimately, to
just balance the Lunar gravitation a few feet
above the point of alightment. The force
of landing would be taken by six hydraulic
shock -absorber " legs," and if correctly done,
this should not be excessive, allowing a
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reasonably level surface. The " Vessel's "
mass will have been reduced to less than a
third at the time of landing (Fig. 39), and,
in consequence, will allow a fine degree of
control, with a minimum expenditure of fuel.

The return would be made in much the
same manner as the outward journey, although,
of course, there would be no launching device
or means of pre -rotation. The " Vessel "
would simply thrust off on its landing
" legs," allowing steam jets to set up the
axial stabilising spin as soon as possible.
This solution is considered practicable only
through the decreased masses involved, and
the diminished gravity, which enable the
rocket to attain Lunar release velocity with
considerably less expended energy than
in gaining exit from the Earth. Once this
figure is reached the " Vessel " would be
allowed to coast under momentum, and having
re -passed the area of gravitational equilibrium,
would accelerate in free fall towards the
Earth. Having attended to any necessary
navigational adjustments earlier in the
momentum phase, the " Vessel " would be
again completely turned about its axis, and
further cellules fired to retard it to a safe
velocity for re-entering the atmosphere.
Having consumed almost completely the
propulsive cellules, any reserve that remained
would be jettisoned to further lighten the
" Vessel."

Once at a specified distance from the
surface the supporting parachute would be
released, and the life -container housing
crew and records, brought gently to the
ground (Fig. 40).

Space -vessel Development Programme
The B.I.S. Space -vessel conception was

developed for the express purpose of obtaining
a bird's-eye view of the space -flight problem
as a whole. Thus, the preliminary design of
a space -rocket was commenced ; a work
started during 1937, and which occupied
the B.I.S. technicians for over 18 months.

It ;was presupposed that certain essential
conditions must be met, and the " Vessel "
designed to satisfy these conditions. In this
way it was readily determined within reason-
ably close limits where contemporary
knowledge would require supplementing by
further research. The limitations imposed
can be classified as follows : (a) The voyage
should serve a definite scientific purpose, and
the crew and equipment should be the
minimum that could serve that purpose.
(b) That provision should be made to
allow a reasonable chance of the successful
return of the participants. (c) That every
danger that could be foreseen should be
provided against as far as was practicable ;
and (d) That no assumption should be made
as to the possible development of new fuels
or materials of construction that might not
reasonably be expected to be developed from
those in existence. Having concluded the
provisional design of the Cellular -space -
vessel, the Technical Committee of the B.I.S.
published a report of its findings in the

Propellant C V

C to CO2 2,220 4.3
C to CO 1,050 2.9
H2(I/2 Os) 3,240 5.2
.C2H2(2-1/2 0021 2,880 4.9
C2H4(3 02) 2,58o 4.6
CH4(2 02) 2,400 4.5
C6116(7-1/2 02) 2,430 4.5
CA -150H (3 02) 1,970 4.0
H2S (1-1/2 02) 1,380 3.4
Cialiu (16-1/2 02) 2,500 4.6
B (B202) 3,98o 5:8
At (At203) 3,850 5.7
Mg (MgO) 3,590 5.6
Si (SiO2) 3,000 5.1
Ca (CaO) 2,720 4.7
P (P202) 2,580 4.6
Metal Sol. ;,300 4.4
Cordite 1,140 3.2

,---,--.014...11=7:,:,-.--
 C T-4-- Calories per gramme of reaction mixture.

V .--. Exhaust velocity in km/sec. --1.
Various propellants tabulated to show compnative

efficiencies, including those tested by the B.I.S.

---`,

Society " Journal " (January, 1939), and
appended a further recommendation to cover
an extension of the researdh programme for
the purpose of investigating the following
points : (t) The exact experimental verifica-
tion of the laws of rocket reaction to show how
the power developed by a rocket motor was
determined and governed by the method of
combustion. (2) That a given list of fuel
combinations should be tested to discover
the maximum energy available, and the best

Steady
Ping

The Lite Container
(Note the Absence
of All Propelling
Gear and Superfluous
Equipment Which
has Been
Jettisoned to
Reduce Weight)

Fig. 4o.-The " Vessel," having decelerated
against gravity to zero at a safe distance within
the earth's atmosphere, descends by parachute.

means of preparing and igniting  the fuels.
Also, that the results of the tests be applied
to the production of improvements in the
performance of rockets used for life-saving,
signalling, etc., etc. (3) That the results of
the foregoing experiments should be applied
to the design of high -altitude atmosphere
sounding rockets bearing recording instru-

ments for the purpose of recording the extent
and density of the atmosphere, and the
prevalence arid density of cosmic radiation.
(4) That a mathematical treatment of the
dynamics of space -flight should be prepared
in such a form as to establish the navigational
procedure and power requirements of the
Lunar Trajectory. (5) That working models
of the instruments, and such original
mechanical devices as were embodied in the
Report should be made to ascertain their
efficiency in so far as circumstances made this
possible ; and (6) That the physiological
aspects of certain conditions the space -
navigators might encounter should be
investigated as far as possible.

This second part of the programme was
curtailed by the outbreak of war, which caused
the British Interplanetary Society to abandon
its activities in September, 1939. A Nuclear
Committee, however, remained in existence,
and although little active participation in the
science was possible for some little while
following the formal disbandment, in more
recent years this body has recommenced
theoretical work in the form of calculations
of the exact masses and cellule powers involved
in the Lunar Space -rocket. Other investiga-
tions have concerned the calculation of
space -rocket trajectories, and similar research
connected with spacial navigation.

A National Society ?
This same Committee, two years before the

conclusion of the war in Europe, was busy
formulating plans for the official re -
inauguration of the Society, and in league
with -the remaining British rocket groups the
Astronautical Development Society and the
Manchester Astronautical Association (now
coalesced under the title, Combined British
Astronautical Societies), preparations are
now in hand for the amalgamation of the
three groups under a common heading.

Workshop Calculations,
Tables and Formulae

By F. J. GA 11/1 M

6/- By Post 6/6
From George Newnes, Ltd., Tower House,

Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2

During the war small craft of the Light Coastal Force did invaluable work in sinking, destroying
and capturing enemy supply ships, escort vessels and E-bOats. Our illustration shoos one of these

small fighting craft, a British motor -torpedo-boat, at speed in heavy weather.
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More About Atomic Fidler,
Further Noteworthy Features, together with
the Problem of Continuous Power Production

THE fact that, locked up in the
ceaselessly moving atoms of matter,
there resides an almost illimitable

store of energy can hardly be dwelt on too
often.

Lord Rutherford was one of the first to
suspect such a state of affairs, although
Albert Einstein, of " Relativity " fame, even
as far back as 19°5, contended that Mass
(which is, naturally, a universal attribute of
all forms of matter) and Energy are
equivalents, and that they are pretty much
one and the same thing.

If you have anything having the property
of Mas:: (and anything weighable or tangible
must have Mass), then, reasoned Einstein,
you must also have an Energy source. Like-
wise, Energy (which was usually reckoned
to be something utterly intangible) has Mass,
and, therefore, it ought, in theory, to be
capable of being weighed.

But although Mass and Energy are
equivalents, there is an enormously big
ratio between them. This means that a
very large amount of Energy is equivalent
to only an extremely small amount of Mass.
Hence, from a practical standpoint, we can-
not actually weigh Energy, for the simple
reason that it would take an enormous
amount of what we may term " Energy
substance " to make up the smallest
weighable Mass.

Now, since Mass and Energy are equiva-
lent, and since, as we have just seen, it
takes a gigantic amount of Energy to give
even the most minute amount of Mass, it
follows that this very small mass of material
must represent or be equivalent to an
enormous amount of Energy.

Enormous Energy Production
If, therefore, by some means

we could break up and destroy
(even partially) that very minute
mass of material substance, the
latter would be converted into
a correspondingly prodigious
amount of Energy, for the
reason, again, that the ratio be-
tween Mass and Energy is so
enormously large.

Were it practically possible to
convert controllably a mass of
material weighing an ounce
into, say, pure Heat energy, the
heat produced would be suffi-
cient to change about a million
tons of water almost instan-
taneously into steam.

Such is the character of the
once supposedly " dead " mate-
rial substances on and among
which we live and have our
being, and of which even our
very bodies are composed.

The atomic bomb, as outlined
in the October issue of PRAC-
TICAL MECHANICS, has, once and
for all, demonstrated in a very
practical, notwithstanding a
very tragic and spectacular man-
ner, the fact that some types of
matter (for the present very
limited in nature) are capable of
liberating their. colossal energies
with disastrous results at the behest of
human scientific direction.

The atoms of matter, as most of us know,
are -all ultimately composed of a
central positively -charged group
or cluster of almost inconceiv-
ably minute particles which is
called the " nucleus " of the
atom, this nucleus being sur-
rounded by a system of revol-
ving electrons, or negatively -
charged particles of electricity,
which are mostly situated at
relatively great distances from
the nucleus.

The negative electrons exactly
balance in electrical charge the
positive particles in the nucleus,
so that the atom as a whole is
always electrically neutral when
it has its full complement of
electrons.

When substances react or
combine together, it is only the
surrounding electrons of the
atoms which become linked up
or otherwise involved in the re-
action. The atomic nuclei re-
main entirely undisturbed.
Ordinary chemistry, therefore,
is concerned only with the elec-
trons of the various atoms, for
no chemical reaction, not even
a most violent one, such as an
explosion of T.N.T., can have
any effect upon the nucleus of
the atom.

Apparatus for the collection of active " emanation" from
radiuM and other radiation materials.

The activity
_fluorescence
X-ray and z
of uranium

Three Possibilities
If we could devise some sort

of reaction which would inter-
fere with the atomic nucleus,
which would modify it, split it

of uranium atoms is evidenced by the intense
which uranium compounds give rise to under
dtra-violet ray excitation. Here are a number
solutions fluorescing brilliantly under a stream

of invisible ultra -violet rays.

up or deal with it in some other way, we
should at once have it within our power to
effect three very wonderful feats.

First, we should be able to convert all
or part of the atom's mass (for practically
all the atom's mass is in the nucleus) into
Energy. Secondly, we should be able to
change one type of atom into another type,
thus realising the long -cherished dream of
" transmutation," and, thirdly, and perhaps
mole amazing still, we should be able to
build up artificially elements which have
never been known before, elements, such as
metals, which do not occur naturally on
earth and, probably, nowhere else in the
entire universe. Such " artificial atoms "
and " synthetic elements," if they were
sufficiently stable, would have a number of
uses.

Quietly, and on a small scale, relatively
speaking, all the above " possibilities " have,
with the coming of the atomic bomb, actually
been realised, and such a fact seems to have
opened out enormous .possibilities for the
future.

In the atomic bomb, uranium, the " Last
of the Elements " (so called because it is
the 92nd and lait member of the
Chemical Table of Elements) is used for
producing the gigantic and devastating
explosion. But it is not ordinary uranium
which is utilised for this purpose.

It will be remembered that most elements
are really mixtures of different modifications
of such elements, each separate modification
being called an " isotope." The isotopes of
an element have different masses or weights,
but they are chemically so much alike that
they ati only be separated with extreme
difficulty and the highest chemical skill.

The Three Uraniums
The greater part of uranium comprises

a stable isotope which has a mass of 238,
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A split-second photograph showing the initial
phase of an ordinary " chemical" explosion.
An atomic explosion releases thousands of times
inore energy than the Fieatest chemical explosion.

and which is consequently known as U.238.
But there are also uranium isotopes of masses
235 and 234 respectively, these being denoted
by the symbols U.235 and U.234.

When it became clear that it was possible
to split the uranium atom by means of
neutrons shot off from atomic nuclei, it also
became a demonstrable fact that the uranium
isotope U.235 was much more easily split -
table than the common uranium isotope
U.238.

To extract the U.235 from ordinary puri-
fied uranium metal was a very onerous and
difficult task for the Anglo-American
scientists. They had to use a " vapour diffu-
sion method," by which ordinary uranium
metal, extracted from its ores, was ptirified
and then electrically vapourised through
diffusion membranes. The uranium isotopes
diffused at varying rates, and thus, in the
course of time, an effective concentration
and ultimate separation of the varying
isotopes was obtained.

U.235 was the isotope which the bomb
scientists were after, and in the end they
g& it in workable amounts.

Now, if a neutron (which is a neutral
particle shot out from an a.tomic nucleus)
strikes the nucleus of a uranium atom, it
has the effect of splitting, that atom up with
the liberation of its inherent energy. If the
bombarded atom is one of the common
isotope of uranium (U.238), the neutron has
to have a very high energy content to effect
the splitting up or " fission " of the atom.
In the case of the rarer uranium isotope
(U.235), however, the nucleus of this par-
ticular uranium modification is much more
readily split up, so that a neutron particle
of much lower energy content is able to
effect the same result.

" Critical Size"
When a stream of neutrons impinge upon

a block of uranium metal an explosion will
not result unless the metal contains a cer-
tain minimum amount of atoms, that is to
say, unless, in practice, it is of a certain
definite size, which latter is known as the
" critical size."

The reason for this is that if the amount
of metal is insufficient to attain this " critical
size," the neutrons will escape into the
surrounding air or surrounding material and
will thus be wasted.

But if the uranium metal has a size in
excess of its " critical size," then the bom-
barding neutron particles will split up
individual uranium atoms, and each exploded
atom will give out, besides its energy, other
neutrons which will in their turn explode
other atoms, so that a " chain reaction " will
be set up in the mass of uranium material,
which reaction will, within a split second,
develop to such an extent that the whole, mass

of material will explode and fly apart with
stupendous rapidity and violence. For in
such an instance the bombarding neutrons
will not be able to work their way through
the mass of uranium material to the sur-
rounding air without setting countless other
uranium atoms into detonation and thus
eventually resulting in the disrupting of the
entire material.

In an atomic explosion of this nature,
not all the uranium atoms are disrupted and
so enabled to give out their energies. Only
a prOportion of the atoms are thus split,
the remainder flying apart by the force of
the exploding atoms. Nevertheless, even
when only a proportion of the atoms in a
block of uranium explode (which is always
the case), a temperature of several million
degrees Centigrade is almost instantaneously
attained, as well as an expanding pressure
of several million atmospheres. (One atmo-
sphere pressure equals 15lb. per sq. in.)

Neutron
Source

Uranium blocks below
critical siee.

the presence of the neutron stream, the chain
reaction will be set up in the uranium (for
the combined blocks have now reached or
exceeded the critical size), and within a
fraction of a second the atomic explosion will
haik resulted.

Death -dealing Dust
It has been stated that anyone inhaling

radio -active dust produced by the explosion
of an atomic bomb would die, since radium
particles, once in the body, can never be
expelled, and they would continue to evolve
their rays to the speedy destruction of the
blood corpuscles. This is quite a truism,
yet, at the same time, the amount of active
radium material carried by an atomic bomb
is, on economic grounds alone, necessarily
small, so that the chance of this type of
" post -bomb " fatality is not very great.

Can other elements besides the uranium
isotopes be exploded ? So far as we know
yet there are two others which could pos-
sibly be detonated, although, they would

Neutron
Source

Uranium blocks sliding to-
gether, thereby forming a
composite block of critical
size and rendering explo-

sion imminent.

Illustrating diagrammatically the principle of the " critical size" in a mechanism for exploding
uranium bomb. In the presence of a stream of neutrons, even the most sensitive uranium

material will not disrupt unless it is of a certain' minimum size. It is, therefore, simple enough
to arrange matters so that two blocks of uranium metal, each below critical size, are made to
slide into intimate contact, thus building up the combined block of metal to its critical size, the
block then being immediately exploded by the neutron stream from a fragment of radioactive

material mixed with beryllium metal or compound.

The " critical size " of the uranium
isotope U.235 is equivalent to a weight of
between ilb. and 21b. only. Hence, the
" active material " of an atomic bomb need
weigh no more than 21b., and if this explodes
it will give an energy -release equivalent to
at least the explosion of 16,000 tons of good
quality T.N.T.

Source of Neutrons
As a source of bombarding neutrons, a

mixture of radium (or polonium) substance
and beryllium can be used, for the " alpha "
particles shot out by the radium. bombard
the beryllium, with the result that the beryl-
lium metal emits a stream of neutrons from
the nuclei of its atoms. Here, therefore, is
a convenient and steady (althoogh expensive)
source of neutrons for any atomic bomb -
maker.

It will be remembered that the uranium
metal must be above a certain " critical size "
before an explosion can develop in it under
the influence of bombarding neutron par -
ticks. So that if we.take a block of uranium
metal of or above this critical size and cut
it in half, the metal will be quite stable and
will not detonate, no matter how high the
energies of the neutrons may be.

What, therefore, could be simpler in atomic
bomb construction than to arrange a fixed
source of neutrons from a radium -beryllium
mixture and to have two separate blocks
of U.235 metal, each df which is below the
critical size, these blocks being arranged to
slide into intimate contact by means of a
clockwork or other motive mechanism ?
Once the uranium blocks are in contact in

require very fast-moving neutrons to do the
trick.

The first of these elements is thorium, a
metal whose compounds are present in gas -
mantles and which is definitely radioactive,

A brass hinge, a penny and a sixpence photo-
graphically silhouetted by means of the
penetrating rays evolved from fragments of
thorium -containing gas -mantle, thus indicating
the intense activity of the thOrium atom, itself

a candidate for atomic energy release.
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as witness the fact that when a fragment
of thorium -containing gas -mantle is laid in
the dark on an unexposed photographic plate
for a few days, the plate, on development,
will show a pattern of the mantle, due to
the thorium rays affecting the sensitive
emulsion.

The other element in question is proto-
actinium. This is extremely rare, so much
so that its use would be an economic impos-
sibility. But if it could be used for atomic
energy generation its sensitivity would be
about half -way between that of " common "
uranium, U.238, and " rare " uranium, U.235.
Nevertheless, it would appear that, provided
we can obtain neutron sources of still higher
energies, other and commoner elements might
become capable of being utilised for atomic
bomb making.

Continuous Energy
Coming now to a far more agreeable aspect

of the case, to wit, that of releasing atomic
energy continuously and non -explosively for
utilitarian purposes, this scientific dream, as
was explained in our previous article, is still
unfulfilled.

Yet even at the present time a good start
has been made in this direction, because it
is known that there exist certain " slowing -
down " materials which do actually inhibit
the explosive chain reaction which results
from the impinging of neutrons on a block
of uranium above critical size.

Particulars

These slowing -down substances are four
in number-beryllium, carbon, helium,
" heavy " hydrogen (the heavy isotope of
common hydrogen gas), or, alternatively, the
compound of the latter with oxygen which
is known as " heavy water."

If any of these materials are mixed with
the " explosive " uranium or uranium com-
pound, the very fast and high-energy neutron
particles which arc produced by the splitting
up of some of the uranium atoms will lose
much of their energy contents by numerous
collisions with the " slowing down " or
" buffer " substance. li&ice, after such
collisions, they will not have sufficient energy
to split any further uranium atoms.

Artificial Elements
Before concluding, it may be interesting

to devote a little space to the rather amazing
" artificial elements " which have been made,
despite their not having any direct connec-
tion with the atomic bomb.

When ordinary or common uranium
(U.238) is bombarded by neutrons of one
particular low energy value, the neutrons,
instead of splitting the nuclei of the uranium
atoms with explosive results and consequent
energy liberation, are actually absorbed by
the said uranium nuclei. We now get an
entirely., new nucleus with a mass of 239,
which results in a new element being brought
into being by this entirely artificial means.

In this way two new elements have been

created. The first has been called
NEPTUNIUM, the second PLUTONIUM. Both
are absolutely man-made elements. They
have never had any existence on the earth
before their recent laboratory creation, nor
have they ever been detected within any of
the confines of the universe.

Because they are heavier than uranium (the
last and the heaviest of the " natural
elements), they have been styled the " trans -
Uranium elements."

Plutonium
Neptunium is unstable, but Plutonium, if

it could be made in quantity, would be found
useful inasmuch as it seems to correspond
in properties to the rare isotope of uranium,
the explosive U.235, which recently has been
very much in the foreground. It is suggested,
indeed, that Plutonium might become the
pattern on which other explosive elements
could be created.

Such are the scientific tendencies and trails
of thought of the present hour. Undoubtedly,
therefore, methods for the controlled (non-
explosive) liberation of atomic energy will
come far sooner than any of us ever thought
would be possible, but whether the creation
of other types of artificial atoms " and
" synthetic elements " will ever be of much
practical benefit is more than even the most
sanguine scientist of the present day would
care to express any definite and confirmed
opinion on.
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Human sh
of Underwater Swimming and Diving Equipment,
and the Work the " Frogmen

fl
on D -Day

AFURTHER Dunlop contribution to
the war effort, just released by the
Admiralty, was demonstrated in

Kingston baths, Surrey, recently, when men
from the Landing Craft Obstruction Clear-
ance Units showed how the way was cleared
for our landing craft on the invasion
beaches. Wearing underwater swim -suits
with fins on their feet, and equipped with a
new breathing apparatus, they slipped from
their dinghy and swam like fish to place
charges of explosive on a reproduction of the
structures found in rows under the sea on
D -Day.

The divers' swimming equipment was
first tried out by Royal Marines in an open-
air road house swimming pool, at 43 degrees
Fahr., near Dunlop's Manchester factory,
where it was made.

Underwater Rubb er
Suits
At the beginning of

1943, the Admiralty
called in the Dunlop
Rubber Company to
assist in developing a fully
flexible close -fitting rub-
ber suit which would
completely enclose a

diver and give protection
against the coldest waters
and against abrasions.
Mr. W. G. Gorham,
special development man-
ager, was allocated to the
Admiralty for the work.

At this time it was
primarily intended for the
use of swimming sabo-
teurs, who had to be
capable of free swimming
under water and simul-
taneously to be able to

paddle canoes and operate
ashore without discarding
the suit. They had also
to be ready at a moment's
notice to scramble back
into the water. Existing
types of shallow water
dresses were made of un-
stretchable fabric, which
had to be cut on generous
lines to accommodate
dressing and give free-
dom. The resulting folds
and bulk (which tend to
trap air, thus increasing
the amount of weight to
be carried by diver) made
underwater swimming in
such a dress impracticable.

'oh

Frogmen go out on patrol in a pneumatic rubber dinghy, all but
one using paddles.

First Experiments
The new suit had to be developed upon

quite different lines. Many trials were
carried out, frequently in most unusual
places, in order to save undue loss of time
-municipal swimming :baths, open-air road

The designer of the frogmen's swim-stki,
Mr. W. G. Gorham, discusses the equipMent
with one of the D -Day froititen, Petty Officer
L. A. Maloney, in Trafalgar Square, during

London's thanksgiving week.

house swimming pools, in midwinter, a tor-
pedo test range, and a south coast bathing
beach. Alterations in dimensions and in
Manufacturing detail have been necessarjT
and the design of the outfit is as shown ill
the accompanying illustrations.

The trials were carried out by divers from
the Experiinental Diving Unit under Conl*:.
mander Shelford, and from the Royal Marine
Boom Patrol Defence, which latter title had
no true relation to the organisation's func-
tion. It was headed by Colonel Hasler,

- D.S.O., R.M., Officer Commanding
R.M.B.P.D., whose. exploits in cockles r
(two -man canoes) had brought forth
advanced schemes for underwater sabotage.
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An essential feature of the underwater
swimming gear is the use of rubber fins on
the feet. This device had been used for many
years for sporting purposes in warm water,
but samples of successful types were not
available in this country, and those specially
sent over from the U.S.A. were lost by
enemy action in the Atlantic. Dunlop
therefore had to attempt production for use
with the underwater swim -suit from sketchy
descriptions and a photograph of a film star
wearing them beside a swimming pool.

Now that underwater swimming was
proving to be practicable, it was evident
that a special breathing apparatus was also
required which would give the most com-
fortable breathing in every position which a
swimming diver might assume. Up to this
time underwater work could be said to be
performed with the feet downwards or, at
most, when crawling on all fours. Further-
more, the physical energy expended by a
swimming diver was somewhat greater than
that for the more normal diving work. Dun-
lop designed a special apparatus which met
these requirements and was, specially stream-
lined in keeping with the rest of the under-
water swimming gear.

Human Fish on D -Day
The results of this work were conveyed to

an organisation formed towards the end of
1943 for dealing with underwater and beach
obstructions. This organisation, now known
as the Landing Craft Obstruction Clearance
Units (L.C.O.C.U.), and commanded by
Lt. Cd. E. C. Davis, R.N.R., cleared the way
for our landing craft on the invasion beaches.
They were equipped throughout with the new
underwater swim -suits.

Shortly after dawn on D -Day, these men
slipped unobserved from small rubber
dinghies to swim like fish beneath the surface
towards the rows and rows of massive under-
water structures which the Germans had
erected in the shallows at all probable land-
ing beaches. The seaward lines of these
defences were steel units soft. high and
soft. wide, weighing 2+ tons each, and
loaded with mines and artillery shells. A
single heavy charge placed in the centre of
this structure would only have resulted in
twisting it into an obstruction of another
shape, and bombardment was out of the
question because of beach craters which
would have impeded the landings. It was
therefore necessary to place a number of
small charges at predetermined points of the
structure. Thirty-six charges were necessary
to make the mass fall flat so that the result-
ing debris was no higher than s8in. from
the sea bed.

Only mobile swimmers could possibly
reach the centre of the structure, place the
charges at the vital points and, at the same
time, neutralise the explosive booby -traps.
In all, 2,40o such obstructions, practically
all of them mined, were cleared on the
beaches, and were removed from a dozen
"Beetle " tanks.

As the work would be carried out under
heavy fire, some measure of protection
against the effects of underwater explosions,
mortar shells and bombs had to be pro-
vided. Naval physiologists carried out a
hazardous programme of trials, using them-
selves as " guinea pigs," and finally evolved
a kapok jerkin to be worn under the diving
suits. Dunlop assisted in producing experi-
mental waterproof models for use during the
tests.

Passed on to U.S.A.
Early in t944 the United States con-

fessed that they had so far failed to produce
a suitable underwater swim -suit for use in
European waters. and asked the Admiralty

(Above) The frogmen's
swimming suit is a second
skin of supple rubber, dry
and shiny like elephant -
hide. His breathing
apparatus allows him to
stay under water for 90
minutes without discom-
fort, and his " flippers "
enable him to swim' as
fast beneath the surface
as a champion racing
swimmer can move on top.

sent up to the Manchester factory for
measurement, one 6ft. 4in. tall, the other
with enormous shoulders, yet in four work-
ing days several units of the enlarged suits
were on their way to the training base.

Production was never, in fact, started in
America, as time did not permit of the
development of the special technique on that
side of the Atlantic.

Frogmen in Midget Submarines
Underwater swim -suits of a heavy pattern

were also used in X -class midget submarines.
These craft had to be able to force a passage
unobserved through the anti-submarine nets
in closely defended harbours. A special air-
lock was built into one craft from which
highly trained divers emerged on to the
upper deck. Armed with net cutters, they
severed the heavy wire strands of the nets,
allowing the ship to nose her way through
the gap they made. In the cramped quar-
ters of the craft, dressing a diver was
extremely difficult, and a slight modification -
of the equipment enabled this to be done
with remarkable ease. Furthermore, the
streamline of the dress was a great advan-
tage in avoiding fouling the diver in the
narrow hatchways.

X -craft divers wore either fins or special
streamlined Dunlop rubber boots, according
to taste. On one occasion a diver wearing
fins was swept from the submarine as it
surged ahead through the nets, but, thanks
to his underwater swimming gear, he was
able to overtake it and regain the hatch.

By intensive training, the time for the
whole cutting operation was reduced to a
matter of minutes and no disturbance of
the surface part of the nets was visible to
even the sharpest look -out ashore. The
same technique was used for placing delayed
action " limpets " on ships' bottoms.

Frogmen preparing to blow up a replica of the two ton soft. high
German steel obstruction on which they mainly relied to stop Allied
landing craft reaching the shores of France. Nearly 3,000 of these -
obstacles were blown up in less than five hours before the first
boats touched Normandy on D -Day at a cost of one casualty.

to supply some hundreds of underwater
swim - suits. As Admiralty demands on
existing facilities was heavy, it was suggested
that the United States should undertake their
own production. Complete information,
including moulds, photographs and sample
equipment was passed over to them, Ameri-
can personnel being meantime attached for
training to units using the equipment in
this country. America chose crawl swim-
ming experts of " Tarzan physique for the
work, and the suits had to be specially
enlarged for them. Two of their men were

Against Japan
All midget submarines used against Japan

had this equipment. One of their major
successes occurred three days before the
Japanese surrender when two British midget
submarines, after several attempts, pene-
trated the minefield in the narrow Johore
Strait between Singapore island and the
mainland. The divers placed their explo-
sives under an enemy cruiser and escaped.
Six hours later another submarine saw a
great explosion, and air reconnaissance
showed that the cruiser had sunk.
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High-power Short-circuit Testing -7
IN the last article a list of values was given

as obtainable from a short-circuit test
record. We concluded by considering

the method of measuring and computing the
symmetrical and asymmetrical breaking
currents. The next item on the list to be
considered is the power interrupted.

Power Interrupted
This is expressed as M.V.A. and is evaluated

by :
m.v.a. --Recovery Voltage x Breaking Current.

As already explained in Article 2 the term
m.v.a. is used in preference to k.v.a.

i m.v.a. -1,000 k.v.a. Therefore in the
above formula the recovery voltage would
be in kilo volts and the breaking current in
kilo amps.

Energy in Arc
This is expressed in kilowatt seconds and

is evaluated by measuring the area between
the phase watts trace and their respective zero
or undeflected position.

Arcing Time
The arcing time is the time interval

measured between the instant of contact
separation and the instant of final arc extinc-
tion. Incidentally, the arc length can be
measured by means of the contact travel
record.

Making Speed
This is obtained by measuring the distance

moved through by the contacts in 0.01 second
immediately before the instant of contacts
make.

Phase MM. Peak Amps.

R 15 3,000

Y 12 2,600

B 16.5 3,500

Table No. 2. -Making current values.

Breaking Speed
This is determined at the instant of contact

separation. The contact travel is measured
during the first 0.01 second after the separa-
tion of the contacts. If the average breaking
speed is required, this is taken as the average
speed of the contacts as they move from the
instant of contacts separate to the position at
which the oil dashpots commence to function.

Short-circuit Duration
This is the time interval between the instant

of contacts make to the instant of final arc
extinction.

Opening Time
This is measured from the instant at which

the trip coil is energised to the instant at which
the arcing contacts separate.

Make -break Time
This is the time interval measured between

the instant of contacts make and the instant
of final arc extinction.

Total Breaking Time
The total breaking time is the time interval

measured between the instant of energising
the trip coil and the instant of final arc
extinction. In other words, it is the sum of
the opening time and the arcing time.

Fluid Pressure
The measurement for this is taken across

the envelope of the high frequency pressure

Measuring and Computing Records

. By S. STATON

(Continued from page 14, October issue.)

record at any particular instant of time so
required. The maximum point of pressure is
usually recorded. Fig. 19 shows an exploded
view of a high frequency fluid pressure trace
and the method of measuring.

Computing Values from Typical Records
Having now considered oscillograph records

in some detail we can go on to compute actual
values from a typical record. Fig. zo shows

........
High Frequency A.C. Wave

Fluid Pressure = .4x Scale in lb/a/mm.

Fig. 19. -Measurement of fluid pressure.

an oscillograph record of a make -break test
in which the D.C. component of the current
in any one phase never exceeds zo per cent.
This is, therefore, a record of a symmetrical
test.

The open -circuit generator voltage is
obtained from trace No. s. Measuring
across the voltage wave envelope with a
millimetre scale we find it to be 20 mm. The
scale shown in Table 6 is 805 volts per mm.

Phase MM. Current in Amperes

Peak R.M.S.
Red 9 1,80o 1,272

Yellow 7.5 1,625 1,r5o

Blue 7 1,484 1,048

Table No. 3. -Breaking currents (A.C.
component).

The open -circuit generator voltage is there-
fore 8o5 20 = 16,100 volts peak value.

The corresponding red phase value is
shown on trace No. 3. Measuring in the
position indicated, the dimension is found to
be 20 millimetres again. This time, however,
the scale is different from that of the top
trace and is 500 volts per mm.

Then initial red phase volts
20 x 500 = to,000 volts peak value. -
The yellow phase dimension will be

noticed to be slightly smaller than the above,
being 19 mm. The scale in this case is 500
volts per mm. thus making the peak value :

19 500 = 9,50o volts.
The blue phase value is computed in

exactly the same way. It is not proposed to
work through every value and figure as the
reader may, if he so desires, check through
the values tabulated.

Table No. i gives values for the initial
and recovery voltages as computed from the
oscillograph record Fig. zo. The R.M.S.

Phase

R.B.

value is obtained by dividing the peak value
by V2.

Total of initial open -circuit phase values -.
7,070 + 6,716+6,575 -20,361 volts (R.M.S.).

Then equivalent line to line open -circuit
361value - 20,

11,75o volts.
A/3

Total of recovery phase R.M.S. values
6,716 + 6,000 + 6,743 =191459 volts.

Therefore, equivalent line to line recovery
19,459

-value= - 11,240 volts.
3

Making Current
The next items to measure are the values

of the making currents in the red, yellow and
blue phases. As stated before, the measure-
ment is taken on the first major loop after the
instant of short-circuit. On measuring,
the dimensions will be found to be 15, -12.
and 16.5 mm. in the red, yellow and blue
phases respectively. The scales for the
current traces are shown in Table 6.

The red phase scale is 200 amps.i'mm.
and therefore the making current = Is x 200

3,000 amps. (peak value).
Yellow phase scale -217 amps. per mm.,

giving a making current value of
12 X 217=2,600 amps (peak value).

Blue phase scale -212 amps, per mm.
This gives a making current of

16.5 X 212 ==3,500 amps. (peak value).
The above making current values are

shown tabulated in Table 2.
The highest value (i.e., 3,50o amps. in

blue phase) is the most important figure in
the record.

Breaking Currents
It will be recalled that the breaking current

is measured at the instant of contact separa-
tion. The instant is indicated in Fig. 20 by
the vertical line X -X. The dimension to
be taken for computing the symmetrical
or A.G. component is shown as " K " on the
red phase current trace (Number 2). On
measuring this it will be found to be 9 milli-
metres. Reference to Table 6 will show that the
scale for trace 2 is 200 amps. per millimetre
This gives a current in the red phase of
200 X 9 -1,800 amps. peak value. The dimen-
sions for the red, yellow and blue phases
together with their respective current values
are shown in Table 3. Here again, the R.M.S.
figure is obtained by dividing the peak value
by A/2. Thus in the red phase the R.M.S.

1,800
value = = 1,272 amps.

1/2
The asymmetrical or D.C. component of

the breaking current is measured at the same
instant as the symmetrical value. The
dimension is indicated in the red phase current
trace as " J." This dimension is multiplied
by the corresponding phase scale in exactly
the same way as for previous values. The D.C.
component values of the breaking currents
obtained from Fig. 20 are shown tabulated
in Table 4. The values shown in column 4
are those of column 3 expressed as a percentage

MM. Initial or Open Circuit

Peak
20 16,000

R 20 10,000

Y 19 9,500

B 18.5 9,300

R.M.S.
11,300

MM. Recovery Values

Peak R.M.S.
i8 14,490 10,244

7,070

6,716

6,575

19 9,500 6,716

17 8,500 6,009

19
I 9,538 6,743

Table No. 1. -Voltages.
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of column 3 in Table 3. Thus in the case of
the red phase :

Percentage of A.C. peak=
200

1,800
X too - IL I per cent.

It will be seen from this column that the D.C.
component of the current never exceeds
zo per cent. of the A.G. component peak
value as mentioned earlier.

a

3

4

S

6

7

a

9

/2
/3

/4

Blue

IS AA AA A A Pt A AA A la T A A A

-1

Power Interrupted
Red phase - 6.716 1.272 =8.55 m.v.a.
Yellow phase 6.009 x 1.15 - - 7.00 m.v.a.
Blue phase -6.743 x 1.048 =7.05 m.v.a.
Total power interrupted--

8.55 + 7.00 1-- 7.05 -22.6o m.v.a.

IA A A

6 Cycles 4.1 Cycles 4 J Cycles
x

Fig. 20.-Oscillograph record of make -break
current symmetrical.

Table 5 sets together the values of the A.C.
component peak amps, the D.C. com-
ponent amps. ;. this latter value expressed
as a percentage of the A.C. peak amps. and
the total R.M.S. value or asymmetrical
breaking current.

The R.M.S. or asymmetrical breaking
current is given by the formula :

I asymmetrical -/1[1 r i9
2 K 2 , T.

8/2
as stated in article 6.

Taking the red phase as an example for
calculating this asymmetrical value we have :-

1

I asymmetrical (red phase) =

L2722 2002

=
r

:11,618,000 -I- 40,003

= ;/1,658,000

LA/2 -1

=1,288 amps. R.M.S.

Test

Phase ..

Arc Energy
It is not proposed to give details of the

calculation of the arc
energy since it involves
the area of an irregular
figure, and is purely a
mathematical matter. A
typical value for the arc
energy in this case would
be 50 -watt seconds. The
arc watts at any instant
can be obtained by multi-
plying the deflection by
the respective scale. Thus
in the. red phase the
maximum watts -2 x 565

1,130 watts.

Arcing Time
This, when measured

on the so cycle timing
wave, will be found to be
3 cycles.

3 cycles o.o6 seconds
for 5o cycles per second.

Making Speed
To evaluate this, it is

necessary to know the
pitch of the contacts on
the travel recorder. In
the particular case under
consideration, the total
travel of the circuit

A It AA A breaker contacts is 4in.
and the pitch of the re-
corder contacts 0.28125in.
The making speed is,
therefore, 56.25in. per
second, since there are
two steps on the travel

the half cycle immediately
before contacts make.

Breaking Speed
On examination of the travel trace in Fig.

zo it will be seen that there are two steps
during the first half cycle after the instant
of contacts separate. This gives a breaking
speed equal to the making speed, since the
contacts travel 0.5625in. in o.ot second.

Short-circuit Duration
The time interval between the instant of

contacts make to the instant of final arc
extinction is evaluated by counting the
number of cycles during the interval on the
record and multiplying by 0.02. Then time =

6.o 1- 4.1-1- 3.0 = 13.1 cycles.
13.1 0.02 -= .260 seconds.

Opening Time
The measured number of cycles on the

record is 4.1, therefore
Opening time =4.1 x 0.02 =0.082 seconds.

Make -break Time
This is exactly the same as short-circuit

duration : .260 seconds.

test Breaking

trace during

Break

Red Yellow Blue I Red

Total Breaking Time
The easiest way to evaluate this is to add

together the opening time and the arcing
time. Thus :

Total breaking time -0.082 +0.060 -
0.42 seconds.

Phase MM. Current in Amps. Percentage
of A.C. Peak

Red 1 . o 200 II.1

Yellow . 0 217 13.35

Blue 1.3 275 18.6

Table No. 4. -Breaking currents (D.C.
components).

Phase A.C.
Peak

D.C. (om-
ponent

Percentage
of A.G.

Peak

Total
R.M.S.
Value

Red .. ,too I 200 11.1 1288

Yellow 1625 217 13.35 z168

Blue .. 1484 275 18.6 ,o68

Table No. 5. -Breaking currents (summation)
current values.

Scale for trace No. 1=805 volts/m.metre, 2=200 amps../m.metre
3 -500 volts/m.metre
4=565 watts 'in.rnetre
5=217 amps. /rn.rnetre
6=500 volts/m.metre
7=570 watts/mmette
8=2,2 amps.im.metre
9=502 voltsfm.metre

zo =576 watts/m.metre
 11= tolbs. per sq. in. per

millimetre
Pitch of steps on trace No. 12 Corresponds to 0.28125

inch movement of circuit breaker contacts.
Scale for trace No. 13 =3 amps. per millimetre

14=0.0t amp. per millimetre
Trace No. 25=50 cycle per second timing wave.

Se

Sf

Table No. 6. -Scales for use with oscillograph
record, Feg . 20.

Fluid Pressure
It was commented earlier that the maximum

pressure was usually recorded. This occurs
just prior to the instant of contacts separate.
Measuring across the envelope at this point,
we find the dimension to be 9 millimetres.
The scale for trace No. II, KO. per square
inch per millimetre. From this the width
of the plain light spot portion of the trace
has to be subtracted. This will be found to
be 3 millimetres. The maximum tank or
fluid pressure is, therefore

to (9 -3) -6o1b. per square inch.
Having now considered the methods of

interpreting, measuring and evaluating
electromagnetic oscillograph records the reader
should readily understand the figures recorded
in table below. They are taken from a series
of tests on. a iso m.v.a. I L000 volt circuit
breaker. Each term recorded has been
discussed in some detail and it is therefore
not proposed to comment on them.

The value of power factor has been left
out since this has not yet been discussed.
The method of measuring this latter value
will be set out in the next article.

(To be continued.)

Make -break Make -break

Yellow Blue Red Yellow Blue

Making Current (Peak Value) .. 19,000 15,10o 18,900 20,009

Recovery Voltage (R.M.S.) 7,120 7,000 6,900 6,900

Initial or Open -circuit Voltage .. Nil Nil Nil 6,800

20,850

6.820

6,8co

A.C. Component of Current Ruptured (R.M.S.) 9.500 8,950 9,220 9,000 9,100

16,500 17,050 18,000 20,000

6,870 7,00o 6,900 6,96o

6,790 6,920 6,900 7,000

8,900 8,900 9,020 9,000

M.V.A. Broken

Total m.v.a. Broken

67.64
,

62.65 64.618

194.908

62.1
I

j 62.962 60.983 61.588 62.238 i 62.64

186.045 1 126.466

Table No. 7. -Record of values taken from short-circuit test on 11,000 volt 15o m.v.a. 3 -phase oil circuit breaker.
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Photo-en ravinA at Home
The Apparatus Required, and Method of Operation

By E. H. JACKSON

Fig. 1.-General view of the process camera and easel. A short extension has been fitted to
the back of the field camera to house the screen mechanism. At the bottom left-hand corner
can be seen an old type office press which is used for taking proofs of the finished blocks. Also
at the bottom of the picture are the transformer for the arc lamps and the etching machine with

motor attached.

THE art of photo -engraving is perhaps
one of the least discussed subjects of
present-day craftsmanship, and it

seems regrettable that more is not written
to encourage owners of small home printing
presses to acquaint themselves with this
fascinating technique.

Modern process -engraving has, of course,
become a highly skilled trade, entailing the
use of expensive apparatus and special
equipment which is quite beyond the scope
of the small jobbing printer in its present
form. But, like most other crafts, it had
small beginnings, which are the foundations
of the nresent process, and examination of
the basic principle will show that the process
is really very simple, and there is no reason
whatever why the enthusiastic amateur
printer who has an elementary knowledge
of photography, coupled with a flair for
improvising and adapting odd pieces of
apparatus, should not enhance his letterpress
work by the introduction of an occasional
half -tone block which he can make himself
at home.

Half -tone might seem a strange word to
many readers, but we should be quite
familiar with it since we see half -tone repro-
ductions in the form of newspaper pictures
every day. All it means really is that the
lights and shades of a picture are split up
into countless small dots of varying size.
The skies or whites of a picture are made
up of very fine black dots, and the shadows
consist of large black dots all joined together.
Thus by varying the size of these dots we
get light and shade in any required form
from black, through half -tone, to white.
Actually the whites are not pure whites, but
nevertheless white enough for reproduction
purposes.

Process Camera and Screen
The method of splitting up a picture into

a series of fine dots of varying size is not
anything like so complicated as might be
imagined. It is done with a process camera.
This is just a plain camera, inside which
is incorporated
an adjustable
glass screen.
This screen is
made up of two
pieces of glass
cemented to-
gether, the in-
side faces of
which are ruled
with fine black
lines at right
angles to each
other, giving a
fine gauze -like
effect. The
screen is situ-
ated a short dis-
tance away from
t h e sensitive
plate in the
camera, and is
usually mounted
on some form of
rack mechanism
so that this dis-
tance (which is
important) can
be vafied.

The action of
the screen situ-
ated in front of
the plate is
really rather re-
markable, since

it does not, as would at first be imagined, split
up the picture into a series of square dots
all of equal size, but for reasons of which
there have been many advanced theories, each
dot is graded in size in accordance with
the amount of light passing through that
part of the screen. In other words, the
high -lights of a picture being copied
through the process camera produce a
series of large black dots on the plate when
developed, and the size of the dots diminish
through the half -tones into the shadows of
the picture where they are very small. Thus
we have what is termed a half -tone negative.
More will be said later about methods of
controlling the shape of these dots through
the medium of specially shaved stops, screen
distance and camera extension.
Preparing the Zinc Plate

Having produced the half -tone negative,
a piece of sheet zinc plate is coated with a
special glue solution to which has been
added hichromate of ammonia to make it
sensitive to light. When dry, the prepared
zinc plate is put in a printing frame behind
the half -tone negative and the picture is
printed on to the glue surface in front of
a powerful light. The action of the light
is to harden the glue at those points wherever
it has penetrated through the negative. Thus
the simple process of washing the plate in
warm water after printing removes the
unhardened glue and leaves a series of fine
dots for-ming the half -tone picture on a sheet
of zinc.

Subsequent heating over a gas ring " burns
in " the glue, turning it a chocolate colour
and making it acid resisting ; referred to
technically as " the resist." -

Having formed our " resist " picture on
the zinc, it only remains for us to etch it
in a bath of dilute nitric acid after painting
suitable protecting varnish on the back and
sides of the plate. Rotary etching is to be

Fig. 2.-Screen carrier with screen fitted. The base of the carrier is made
of 16 s.w.g. brass to which are sweated two short racks. The ends of the
baseplate slide in two slots cut in the walls of the screen housing extension
frame. Screen distance adjustment is made by turning the control knob
which is attached to a long pinion shaft engaging the rack teeth. An indicator
pointer and numbered dial gives the screen distance from plate in iI32nds

of an inch.
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preferred, which means placing the plate in
an etching machine incorporating a rotat-
ing paddle which splashes the acid against
the plate, etching it to the required depth
in a very short space of time.

The plate surface after etching will now
resemble a series of pimples with flat tops
of varying size in accordance with the
picture, and in the case of coarse -grained
half -tone pictures will feel somewhat like a
nutmeg grater when rubbed over the surface
with the fingers.

With the exception of trimming and
mounting, this is the finished half -tone block
which will stand long runs up to several
thousand reproductions of the picture.
The Process Camera

Process cameras are, of course, specially
made for photo -engraving work. They are
usually very large, elaborate and expensive
pieces of apparatus for making half -tone
negatives 24in. x zoin., or even larger. This,
no doubt, is all very well in its way for
anyone who proposes to go in for photo-
engraving in a big way, but the author
improvised and adapted an ordinary second-
hand stand camera which was purchased
from a furniture dealer for los. It is a half-
plate camera fitted with a Ross rein. lens of
the fairly common RR " Symmetrical type.
There was no iris diaphragm as is now usually
fitted to all lens mounts, but just a narrow
slot like a saw -cut midway between the
from and back lenses. A set of interchange -

extremely undesir-
able. Any good
rapid rectilinear
lens (usually marked
RR) will do, pro-
vided it fulfils the
condition as to
length of focus.

The purchase of
a prism costing
about £3, or mirror
for attachment to
the lens mount for
reversing the image,
is dependent upon
whether the reader
proposes to make
blocks from other
people's pictures or
just his own. If the
latter, he can save
the cost of a prism
by reversing his pic-
tures in the en-
larger, so that when
this is copied by the
process camera and
subsequently made
into a half -tone
block, it will print
the picture right
way round. A little
bit of thinking on
the reader's part

will soon reveal why a prism is
necessary in the ordinary way
for process engraving.

Fig. 3.-Front view of the screen housing extension franc
showing screen and carrier in position. This frame is
rabbeted as shown to fit snugly on to the camera back. The
original plate holder and focusing screen clips are trans-
ferred from the camera back and fitted in similar positions
on the extension frame. Two of the clips can be seen fixed

to the tdp of the frame in this illustration.

The Screen Mechanism
The choice of screen is depen-

dent upon the size of camera
and the class of work the reader
proposes to undertake. The
author chose a half-plate screen
(7in. x 5in.) of So lines per inch
ruling. This is quite a good
average ruling which can be
recommended for general work.
Such a screen cost £2 8s. before
the war, and was obtained from
Hunter -Penrose, Ltd., 509, Far-
ringdon Road, London, E.C.t,
who are manufacturers of photo-
engraving apparatus.

Having obtained the screen, a

metal carrier will have to be
made for it, and a short exten-
sion should be made to fit the
end of the camera to house the
screen carrier. The general lay-
out of the screen and -carrier
mechanism is shown in the
illustrations Fig. 2 and Fig. 3.
No dimensions are given, since

Cyclestyer pump ;,vs' /earner cup
washer

Schrader type .9;w screwed
able metal stops was provided ranging from n from this end.

f.8 to f.22. The old-fashioned idea of having
loose interchangeable stops was a distinct
advantage, since it is the usual practice for
photo -engravers to use irregular -shaped
square stops of different sizes during the
exposure of a half -tone negative in order to
assist dot formation.

If the reader is unable to obtain a lens
without an iris diaphragm, it is quite a simple
matter to remove the iris altogether and
make a slot for insertion of loose square
hole stops, which can be made from thin
black fibre or even cardboard blacked over.

In choosing a lens, it is best to go in
for one of fairly long focus. Certainly
nothing less than 9in. focal length, other-
wise we come up against several complica-
tions, including oval -shaped dots at the edges
of the half -tone negative, and this alone is

Plate glass

Motor cycle tyre valve
sweated nt0 pump Load

Fig. 5.-The whirling machine. This is a converted treadle sewing
machine. The vertical hollow spindle is fitted with a small horn bulb
at the bottom and a rubber suction cup at the top to which the plate
is attached by suction and rotated while the sensitised glue solution is
poured on the surface of the pleite. A gas ring provides heat for quick
drying of the plate during this operation. A modified 5 -gallon oil drum
seen detached at the back of the picture is used as a shield during the

glue -coating process.

these are dependent upon individual require-
ments, which can vary considerably. The
twin racE and pinion mechanism can be
obtained from any old stand camera and
modified as shown.

Some form of indicator dial and pointer
should be fitted to the outside of the screen

housing extension so that it
will be possible at any time
to see how far the screen is
from the surface of the half-
tone plate or negative. It is
usual to reckon screen dis-
tance in 1/32nds of an inch,

4.-Double-ended square
stop. With certain pictures it
may be difficult to .make the
high -light dots " join up" on
the half -tone negative. If
so, part of the exposure is
made by using a stop with
extended corners, as shown.

so the dial should be graduated in this manner
for ease of operation when adjusting screen
distance and camera extension.

It may be as well at this stage to explain
that the majority of half -tone negatives are

Portion of rubber Inner tube
(motor or motor cycle type)

Stout non -kink flexible tube
wired on at- each end.

valve stem
w,fh valve removed

Fig. 6.-Part sectional view of vacuum printing frame.

Wooden frames clamps to assist
adhesion of rubber to glass when
.9, is exhausted by pump.
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made with wet plates, known as the " wet
collodion process," and there are no doubt
distinct advantages to be obtained by this
method which need not be entered into here.
The beginner, however, will find the dry
plate process much less complicated, and
man;pulations will not require the same care
in regard to cleanliness and avoidance of
dust which is most important with wet
collodion and silver baths. Special " thin
film " plates can be obtained from Messrs.
Ilford, Ltd., for making half -tone negatives,
and the author has found them satisfactory
in every way.

Screen Distance
A certain amount of modification may

be necessary to the dark slide, or plate holder,
and the back of the camera, so that the screen
can be racked back to within I/ t6in. from
the actual plate surface. Actual screen dis-
tance, of course, will depend upon the catriera
exension and the focal length of the lens
used. The size of stop and mesh of screen
ruling are also deciding factors to be
reckoned with. It should be remembered
that screen distance increases with camera
extension and decreases as it is closed up.
The longer the focus of the lens, the greater
is the screen distance. A coarse screen will
also require a greater screen distance, and
vice versa.

Much can be found out by trial and error
methods, although there are rules to be
followed. Hunter -Penrose provide a very
useful little pocket book on this subject
entitled " Half -tone Stops and Screen Dis-
tances," price 2s.

All this may sound very confusing to the
beginner, but it is really very simple once
the principle is grasped, and is almost
mechanical when the limitations of the camera
are found.

The illustration, Fig. a, shows the copy
on an easel illuminated with two arc lamps.
Such a strong illuminant is more or less
essential for producing half -tone negatives
by the wet collodion process, since they are
much less sensitive to light, but four photo-
flood -lamps rain. distance were found to be
quite sufficient for dry half -tone plates.

Camera Mounting
Mounting the camera on a firm base and

adjustable gantry is very necessary in view
of the comparatively long exposures that
must be given, since any vibration would
completely ruin the result with blurred dots.
If a prism or mirror is used, the Camera will
have to be at right -angles to the easel as
shown in Fig. a. Professional process
cameras are arranged to extend backwards
from the lens, i.e., the lens and prism are
fixed, while the rear of the camera is racked
back for extension. This enables the
operator to keep the lens centred on the
copy easel all the time. Otherwise the easel
must be moved sideways in relation to the
camera extension.

Unlike ordinary photography, the half -tone
process requires the use of specially shaped
stops, both square, and square with extended
corners. Many other shapes have been tried
in the past, but square stops are now almost
universally adopted. A set of double -ended
square stops as shown in Fig. 4 should be
made ranging in the following sizes: 3/16in.,

5/ r6in., -lin., 7/ r6in. and 9/ r6irt. square.
Also one a in. round stop.

The baseboard of the camera should be
marked in inches to show the amount of
camera extension.

Making the Half -tone Negative
Fix the " copy " (as the original picture

is always called) on the easel upside down
and arrange two photo -flood -lamps in
reflectors on each side at about twin.,distance.
A certain amount of manipulation may be

Fig. 7.-The etching machine. Made from a
small enamelled bread -bin. Photo shows alu-
minium paddle at bottom of bin for splashing
the dilute nitric acid on to the prepared zinc
plate attached to the under side of the bread -bin

lid.

necessary in order to avoid unpleasant reflec-
tions from the surface of the print when
viewed from a position near the lens of the
camera. Focus the image on the ground -
glass screen to the required size with the
screen racked back close up to the plate,
then with the aid of a powerful watch-
maker's eyeglass or pocket microscope
examine the dot formation as the screen is
slowly racked away from the plate. Using
a medium size square stop of, say, Ain., the
ideal position to set the screen is where the
chessboard pattern of white squares as seen
through the eyepiece appear to be firmly
" joined up " or overlapping at the corners
on the high -lights of the picture. If there
are no high -lights on the picture being copied,
a piece of white and black printed matter
may be attached alongside the copy.

If the picture being copied is contrasty
with very dark shadow detail, a little dodge
known as " flashing " is resorted to in order
to form a foundation of very small dots all
over the negative and thus force the forma-
tion of a nucleus of dots in the shadows from
which the half -tones are built up.

" Flashing " consists of holding a piece
of white paper over the copy and making
a short exposure, using
a Sinal round stop.
With some pictures
`..` flashing " is not
necessary, and care
should be taken to
avoid excessive use of
it, since much detail
can be lost from a
picture if it is over-
done.

The author found
that very often two or
three different stop
settings were required
for one exposure, and
the following is a
typical example of ex-
posure given for an
average picture:
Camera extension, r Tin.
Screen distance

8/32nds (i.e., iin.).

Exposure
Large square stop

(9/ r6in. sq.), 18
seconds

Med. square stop (Ain.
sq.), 45 seconds

+in. round stop (flashing), 6o seconds to
white paper covering copy.

The above figures can only be a very rough
guide for beginners, who should really experi-
ment for themselves in conjunction with data
given in Penrose's pocket book already
referred to.

Develop the plate in a contrasty developer,
rinse and fix in hypo as with ordinary plates,
but before washing, and while there is still
some hypo clinging to the plate, immerse
for 3o seconds in weak potassium ferricyanide
solution comprising sufficient crystals of pot.
ferricyanide dissolved in water to give it a
pale straw colour ; then wash and dry.

The action of this bath is a form of
" cutting " or reducing which removes haze
from around the dot formation, thus making
them stand out sharp and clear for the
following process of printing.

Printing the Half -tone on Zinc
Suitable 16 -gauge zinc sheets polished one

side can be purchased from Hunter -Penrose,
Ltd. (Pre-war price, los. per 3ft. x aft.
sheet.) Cut out a piece of zinc slightly larger
than the half -tone negative. It is best to
cut this with a fine tooth saw rather than
shears, to avoid bending, and distorting the
plate.

Dress the edges of the zinc, removing all
burrs and sharp edges, and polish the surface
with pumice powder and water, using a piece
of cotton wool. Polish the plate with straight
up-and-down movements of the cotton wool
until dry and free from dust.

The zinc is now ready for coating with
sensitised glue, for which a whirling machine
is required.

The object of the whirler is to rotate the
plate at about 240 r.p.m. while the glue solu-
tion is poured on to the surface. The speed
is important, since, if too high, the glue
film would be too thin and vice versa.

Hand whirlers can be purchased from
Hunter -Penrose, Ltd., but it should be fairly
simple to make one.

The author converted an old sewing
machine for the purpose. A vertical tubular
shaft is fitted in the manner shown in Fig. 5
to the " business end " of the sewing machine.
The top of the vertical tube is fitted with
a rubber suction cup taken from a Ford
valve -grinding tool. To the bottom of the
tube is fitted a small horn bulb. The back

Fig. 8.-Front of the process camera showing how prism is mounted
inside a sheet metal case attached to front of lens barrel. One of the

square stops is shown in position in the slot in the lens mount.
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of the zinc plate centre is lightly pressed
on the moistened suction cup while the bulb
is depressed, and this is sufficient to hold
the plate in position during whirling. A cut -
down five -gallon oil drum provides a shield
to catch the surplus glue thrown off the edges
of the plate. An opening at the bottom of
the shield allows a gas ring to be inserted
for drying the plate during whirling. The
plate is removed when the glue is set dry
after about one and a half minutes. The
zinc plate is now ready for printing.

Printing Frame
The important thing in printing on zinc

is to get the half -tone negative in close contact
with the glue surface of the zinc over the
complete area. This can be done by using
an extra strong printing frame having a
front glass about tin. thick and powerful
clamping screws in the back. Such frames
can be bought, or even home-made, but at
best they are extremely heavy and cumber-
some. A better way is to borrow Hunter-
Penrose's own idea and make a vacuum
frame. This need not be so elaborate as
the one they supply for the purpose, and
all that will be required is a sheet of thick
plate glass and a piece of kin. thick sheet
rubber. A piece cut from an old motor -car
inner tube to include the valve will serve
the purpose. The rubber and glass should
be three or four inches larger than the nega-
tive. The valve with the inside removed
should be arranged in the position shown in
Fig. 6. A simple vacuum pump can be
made from an old cycle pump with the cup
washer reversed and a reversed valve sweated
to the end of the pump barrel. Connect
up as shown.

Arrange the half -tone negative and zinc
plate in the centre of the plate glass, gelatine
of negative in contact with glue, and lay the
rubber on top. Operation of the pump will
exhaust -the air from between the rubber and
the glass if the edges of the rubber have been
previously moistened and are clamped down
firmly (see Fig. 6) in contact with the glass
while operating the pump. Continue pump-
ing until iridescent circles appear through
the plate glass. If the rubber is pliable, the
vacuum should hold for a long time.

Printing by Artificial Light
Actual printing can be done in direct sun-

light, but since this is so unreliable, four
photo -flood -lamps, or an arc lamp, placed
12in. from the frame, will serve the purpose.
Exposure times are roughly from two to five
minutes, but, as before mentioned, much
depends on the type of lamp, thickness of
glue film, density of negative, and distance
from light source. If the exposure is too
short the glue will probably wash off the
plate altogether, or if too long it may not
be possible to remove it from between the
high -light dots, and the shadows will be
" filled up."

Before washing the zinc plate in warm
water it is a good plan to immerse it first
in a dash of water coloured with a few drops
of methyl violet dye. The dye stains the
glue, so that a careful watch can be made
while washing out the unhardened glue from
between the dots. It is a tricky stage in
the process, since the glue dots are very
tender and liable to wash off if carried on
too Ione.

When carried out correctly it is perhaps
the most interesting part of the process to
see for the first time the half -tone picture
in violet on the polished zinc background.

The glue solution should be freshly made
up the day before it is required. Special pure
photo -engraving glue, costing los. 9d. a
bottle, can be obtained from the Albumenoid
Products Co., Ltd., 164, Market Street,
Aberdeen.

Formula for Zinc
Solution r.

To 3oz. water add
5oz. of glue. Stir
up well.

Solution 2.
In 4oz. water dis-

solve loz. bichro-
mate of ammonia,
and filter.

Mix i and 2 together and add water to
make 150z. in all.

This should stand overnight, after which
it should be filtered. A suction type of filter

Sucf,on pump
operated from
water jet.

rilefed glue.

Fig. 9.-Type of suction filter worked from the water tap
used for filtering the glue solution.

(as shown in Fig. 9) worked from the water
tap is to be preferred, otherwise filtering
may take many hours.

Burning -in the glue image is just a simple
matter of heating the zinc plate evenly over
a gas ring. Care should be taken not to
overheat the plate, which will soon melt ;
at the same time it should be just hot enough
to turn :he glue a cholocate colour, and as
soon as this colour is obtained all over the
surface of the picture the plate should be
put to one side to cool. Before it is quite
cooled down the back and sides can be
painted with acid resisting varnish, which
will dry immediately if the plate is still warm.
It is now ready for etching.

Ordinary etching in a dish of weak nitric
acid is seldom satisfactory owing to the
accumulation of sludge between the dots,
and to try and brush this away during the
process usually ends in uneven etching and
damage to the "resist." The ideal way is
to make an etching machine, Fig. 7. This
is made from a small enamelled bread -bin in
which has been fitted an aluminium paddle
poised between two ball bearings as shown.
Since pure aluminium is not readily attacked
by weak nitric acid, the two paddles and
square axle to which they are riveted with
aluminium rivets are made of aluminium
as pure as it is possible to obtain. <

Two holes are cut through the sides of
- the enamel bin near the bottom, so that

the axle, when fitted, will revolve freely
with the tips of the paddles about in. clear
of the bottom of the bin. Rubber washers,
held in position with wood washers, make
a rough form of gland around the shaft at
each end to prevent excess acid splashing
out or creeping along the shaft. The paddles

are bent at the tips to form small scoops
and are drilled as shown.

Nitric acid, commercial grade, diluted one
part to eight parts of water, is poured into
the etching machine, sufficient to cover the
tips of the lowest paddle. The paddle is
rotated at about goo r.p.m. The author used
a small sewing machine motor for this
purpose.

The plate to be etched can be attached
with drawing pins to a flat board, forming a

loose lid completely covering the
open top of the enamel bin.
When the motor is started, acid
is thrown up with considerable
force against the zinc plate, and
any sludge is quickly washed
away from between the dots.
Etching usually takes about two
and a half to three minutes.

After etching is complete, the
plate should be removed,
washed in running water and
dried by warming. The dot
formation should then be
subjected to a careful examina-
tion under a powerful pocket
microscope. The ideal dot in
the high -lights should be like
a cone with a flat top, very small
in diameter. The darkest
shadows should have minute,
evenly spaced craters, also very
small in diameter. It should
be remembered that during
etching the acid attacks the zinc
in all directions once it is below
the surface of the " resist," and
a certain amount of undercut-
ting of the dots is unavoidable.
Actually, immediately after
etching, the high -light dots will
he like small toadstools.

Over -etching is just as bad
as under -etching. The former
produces sharp, pointed high-
light dots which will not print
properly. The latter will not

be etched deep enough and will fill up with
ink.

All that remains to be done now is to
trim the unwanted edges of the zinc down
to the required size and mount on a wood
block. Special clamped mahogany mounting
boards, ready planed to the correct thick-
ness which will bring the zinc to type height
when mounted, can he purchased from John
Meerloo & Co., Ltd., Cleveland Works, Mile
End, London, E.t, but any good quality
wood will do if planed to the correct thick-
ness. The professional way of mounting the
zinc is to cut a narrow step or bevel along
two edges to accommodate small, flat -headed
securing sprigs. This can only be done
successfully with an iron shootboard and
plane, which can often be purchased second-
hand from printer's engineers. Failing this,
the zinc can be trimmed with a fine saw and
stuck to the wood with hot bitumen.

Proofing can be done with an old office
screw press, as shown in the bottom left-
hand corner of Fig. t. A spot or two of
good quality printer's ink is rolled on to
a sheet of glass or metal faceplate with
a rubber squeegee, care being taken not to
use too much. The ink -charged roller is
then lightly applied to the block printing
surface. Half -tone blocks always print better
on good quality art paper, and blocks of
very fine screen mesh are always printed
on this paper. Coarse -screen blocks will
print on unglazed newspaper, but the screen
should not be finer than 8o lines per inch.

Copper is very largely used in place of
zinc for half -tone blocks, more particularly
on the finer meshes, and it etches very
smoothly and rapidly with perch!oride of iron
in solution. It will also stand higher tem-
peratures without risk of melting during the
" burning in " process.
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Lewis Paul
The Story of the World's First Spinning Machine

BRITISH prosperity has been to a large
extent based upon the textile industry
of our country. It was, indeed, largely

in connection with that industry that the first
mechanical inventions were made some two
centuries ago. The expansion of the textile
trade consequent upon these inventions
brought about a demand for mechanical power.
Then came the steam engine and its various
applications, together with the necessary
improved means of transport.

All this more or less rapid development of
commercial and industrial activity occurred
in the days of the eighteenth century, and
although the " Industrial Revolution," as it
is now conveniently styled, took place
chaotically, and gave rise to much social
suffering, it certainly made Britain enormously
rich, to say nothing of putting our nation in
a position of world power.

The Industrial Revolution was based on

A typical 57th -century wheel for the hand -
spinning of cotton and woollen yarns.

;'- '-
inventions in the cotton industry, the names
of Kay, Hargreaves, Arkwright, Crompton
and Cartwright being universally famous as
the great textile inventors of the period.

There is, however, another name which,
for some reason or other, has escaped the
historical celebrity which has been accorded
to the others. Such a name is that of Lewis
Paul, a Londoner who lived through and
played a most active part in the rise of
mechanised processes during the early part
of the Industrial Revolution in England.

It pleases the average history book writer
to inform us that Richard Arkwright, who
commenced his life as a barber's boy in
Preston, was responsible for the introduction
of mechanised cotton spinning. To a certain

extent this is true, but Arkwright himself
was no original genius, nor was he by any
means the inventor of cotton spinning
machinery. If anything, Arkwright was an
immensely successful purloiner of other men's
ideas.

Before Arkwright's time, Lewis Paul had
devised a machine for the spinning of cotton

A hand wheel for winding spun
thread.

and wool. The machine was
successful, but Paul himself had
net the right character to
ensure its commercial adoption.
Moreover, he dissipated his
energies in other inventive
directions, for which reason his
lack of concentration on his
spinning machine probably
resulted in its non -acceptance
as a means of speeding -up the
production of yarn.

Pinking Machine
Lewis Paul was of French

extraction, and his father was

physician to Lord Shaftesbury. To the
guardianship of this nobleman young
Lewis Paul was entrusted when his father
died. The lad must have been born soon after
the beginning of the eighteenth century, but
of his earliest life we knew nothing. The first
definite record which we have of him is that
of his runaway marriage to a widow, one
Mrs. Sarah Meade, in February, 1728. The
adventurous lady died a year later and left
her young husband a considerable amount
of property. There is reason to believe that
Paul married again, but the record of such a
subsequent marriage has not been found.

After the death of his first wife, Lewis
Paul devised his first invention, which was
a rather gruesome one. It comprised a
machine for " pinking " shrouds, that is to
say, for giving a serrated and decorated edge
to those garments. The pinking machine
was the most commercially successful of
Paul's inventions. It brought a good deal of
profit to him and the income which he
derived from it stood him in good stead in
after years when other inventive activities
went awry.

No details of this strange pinking machine
have survived and as Paul did not patent it
there is apparently no means of our ever
being ,able to ascertain its exact nature.

However, in 1738, Lewis Paul did take out
a patent (No. 562) for " a machine or engine
for spinning of wool and cotton in a manner
entirely new." In this patent, Paul is described
as a " gentleman," and " of Birmingham."
He met John Wyatt for the first time in
Birmingham about 5732, and Wyatt managed
to play a very big part in his life, becoming
his close associate in his inventions, and even
becoming closely coupled with him in
historical celebrity in the matter of the
spinning machine invention.

In 1732 Lewis Paul was developing some
invention of his own connected with gun -
barrel manufacture. Probably this was the
activity which first took him to Birmingham.
The exact nature of this invention is un-
known. Nevertheless, whatever it may have
been it resulted in Paul's becoming associated

The " business- end" of a hand -spinning wheel, showing the wooden bobbin on which the
spun thread is slowly wound. -
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with a Birmingham gun -barrel forger named
Heely.

File -making Machine
Now, this Heely was acquainted with John

Wyatt, of Birmingham, and Wyatt at this
time had invented a file -making machine in
which he had sold Heely a share. Lewis
Paul, after he went to Birmingham for the
first time, bought out Heely's share in Wyatt's
invention. It was Paul himself who ultimately
perfected this machine, but, so far as we can
gather, the machine was never very successful
and it probably never returned the money
which had been expended on it. Heely went
bankrupt in 1734, and that is the last we hear
about him.

There is little doubt that Paul's spinning
machine patent of 1738 represented the first
spinning machine design which had ever
been invented. True it is that even as far
back as the days of King Charles II (who
died in 1685) there had been various sporadic
attempts at mechanical spinning, and even a
few patents had been taken out for such
inventions. Nevertheless, no mechanical
spinning machine or device was successful
until Lewis Paul had hit upon the brilliant
idea of " roller spinning," an idea so funda-
mentally successful that it still at the present
day forms the basis of our modern systems
of spinning.

The act of spinning, as the reader will no
no doubt be aware, consists in the gradual
drawing -out of the mass of carded " or
combed -out wool or cotton -wool into a
continuous thread of wool or cotton. This
operation, from time immemorial, had been
achieved by a laborious and tedious hand
method of pulling -out the cotton or wool
fibres from the mass of raw material and, at
the same time, in giving them a twist in order
that they would cling coherently together to
form a thread.

Domestic Spinning Wheel
To this end, the various types of domestic

" spinning wheels " were used, the treadle -
operated wooden wheel serving to rotate a
wooden bobbin upon which the spun thread
was gradually wound. A so-called " spinning
wheel," therefore, was, at the best, little more
than a winding -wheel, an appliance for neatly
winding the spun thread on a bobbin.

As the eighteenth century wore on, the
demand for woven textile goods of every
description increased by leaps and bounds.
Kay's invention of the " flying shuttle "' increased the speed and the facility with
which fabrics could be manufactured. Yet
there was a bad bottleneck, this comprising

the slowness with which the necessary thread
could be spun.

Paul's idea was to draw out the cotton
material between two pairs of rollers of small
diameter, the upper (or lower) roller moving
slightly faster than its opposing one. The
" slivers," or lengths of cotton wool or raw
wool combings, on passing through these
rollers were stretched or " drawn " in a
regular manner, and, owing to the inequality

An 18th -century cottage interior, showing the processes of hand
spinning and hand weaving being carried out. (From an old print.)

in the rate of revolution of the rollers, the
cotton or wool material was subjected to a
continual pull or " drag " which resulted in
its being drawn out into a thread.

There is no doubt that Lewis Paul had the
skilled assistance of John Wyatt in building
his first spinning frames. What is more,
Wyatt was apparently a man of some means
wIg was able to assist Paul financially. Svich
facts are indisputable. But some go years
after the construction of the first spinning
machine in Birmingham, and long after
Wyatt's death, the latter's son set up a claim
to the effect that Wyatt himself, and not
Right : An 1 8th -
century hand -weaving
loom which operated
entirely on hand -Spun
material. Below : An
industrial vista in
present-day Lancashire
hxd n g the giant

Gorton -spinning mills
aliingside a canal

waterway.

r

Lewis Paul, was the original inventor of the
roller spinning machine. Such a claim still
remains unsettled, although it is more than
doubtful whether Wyatt ever had the inborn
originality of mind to hit upon the principle
of the unequally moving rollers for mechanical
spinning.

Dr. Johnson
A lot of people interested themselves in

Paul's spinning project,
so much so that Paul,
with Wyatt's assistance,
was able to set up a
spinning mill in Bir-
mingham a n d to
produce the world's
fi r s t mechanically
spun cotton material.

Among the interested
parties who patronised
the new invention was
the famous Dr.
Johnson, of London,
the great literary man
and dictionary -maker.
Dr. Johnson was related
in some distant way
to Wyatt, and Johnson
probably had a little
financial interest in the
invention.

Not only did Paul
and Wyatt set up a mill
in Birmingham, but

they also went farther afield and erected
one at Northampton. Still further, they
granted licences for other interested parties
to set up "spindles " for the mechanical
spinning of cotton and wool.

In 1748 Lewis Paul patented a machine for
the mechanical " carding " or combing -out
of raw cotton and wool. Previously this
operation had been more or less effected by
hand methods, but Paul's mechanical " card "
contained a circular fine-toothed revolving
drum operating in conjunction with a
mechanical comb which stripped off the

", carding " or mass of straightened and
aligned fibres from the drum.

Paul's carding machine was not successful.
Froth this time his connection with
mechanical spinning became more and more
remote. He had already left Birmingham
(1745) and was now living, according to a
third patent which he took out later, in
" Kensington GraVel Pits," London. Pos-
sibly only one or two of Paul's carding
machines were ever built. One of them,
however, was sold to a hat manufacturer, of
Leominster, who afterwards (about 176o)
introduced it into a Lancashire mill.
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Paul's Last Patent
The third and last of Paul's patents which

is mentioned above was obtained in June,
1758. It was for an improved type of spinning
machine. But even this was unsuccessful.
Paul, at the instigation of Dr. Johnson,
endeavoured to get one of his new machines
introduced into the Foundling Hospital,
London, to be run by the inmates there, and
a letter on this matter addressed to the
Duke of Bedford, the then President of that
establishment, still exists.

But luck was against Lewis Paul. He had
dropped away from his former associate,
John Wyatt, although the two still remained
quite friendly. There is no doubt that Paul's
machine was efficient (relative, of course, to
the standards of those days), and that it was
capable of doing good work.

The fact is, of course, that spinning
machine inventions were not popular in
Paul's day. The hand -spinners of the day
were intensely antagonistic to their use.
They saw in them the taking away of their
means of livelihood. Mill owners were
suspicious of them, also. To them, they were

new-fangled notions, uncertain in operation.
Moreover, they had to be operated unjer
licence of the patentee, so that they were
somewhat expensive to run.

Lack of Concentration
Still further, Paul himself was not a

commercial man. He lacked concentration
and, after an encounter with a difficulty, his
mind tended to fly off on to some other pro-
ject. Had Paul been made of sterner stuff,
had he engaged more continuously in the
textile trade, the spinning machine would
undoubtedly have commercialised itself long
before it was brought into industrial use at
the hands of Richard Arkwright some 20
years later.

Lewis Paul died at Kensington, London,
in April, 1759. He was not a poor man when
he died, but he certainly did not make any
money from his spinning machine inventions.

The Paul -Wyatt Controversy
The question of Wyatt's alleged invention of

roller spinning forms one of the unsolved
problems of engineering history. As we have
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previously remarked, Paul's claim to the
invention of the principle of roller spinning
was only first disputed some 90 years
after the first appearance of the machine, and,
appaintly, such a claim was only advance
in conseepretcce of the diseOverY of a fevb
isolated letters of Wyatt in which he refers
to " my " machine.

It is certain that Wyatt during his lifetime
never laid claim to the origination of the
roller spinning machine. The two roller
spinning patents were taken out in Paul's
name, and Wyatt himself, judging by the
tone of the still available letters written by
him, seems always to hive been subservient
to. Paul in the matter of the invention.

Yet the claim, in all fairness, cannot indis-
putably be decided in Paul's favour, for all
the necessary evidence is missing.

To -day, of course, high-speed spinning
is one of the most highly mechanised processes
of the cot$on and wool industries. Yet,
without the roller principle of " drawing -
out " the raw material, devised by Lewis
Paul, these present-day perfections of
mechanical ingenuity would be impossible.

Items of Interest

The " Beaperdell" going: down the slipway
after the launching ceremony

New C.P.R. Cargo Ships
THE first vessel of the Cartadian Pacific

Railway Company's post-war cargo
fleet, the io,000 ton turbo -electric vessel
" Beaverdell," was launched recently from
the shipyard of Lithgows, Limited, Port
Glasgow. The accompanying illustrations
show the vessel just before and during
launching.

Floating Seaport
FROM the commencement

of the war in the Far
East, the Navy had to
operate between 3,000 and
4,000 miles from its main
base in Australia, but the

for repairs, re -victualling or
to replenish ammunition.
The Pacific Fleet train under
the command of Rear -
Admiral D. B. Fisher, C.B.,
C.B.E., fed, serviced and
maintained the battle fleet,
enabling our ships to operate
continuously in Far Eastern
waters.

There were well over too
Royal Navy and Merchant
Navy vessels of 3o specialised

types in the Fleet train . . . a floating seaport
with factories, repair shops, floating docks,
cranes, stores, barracks, hangars, refrigerators,
fuel depots, waterworks, ferries.

Oiling at sea has developed to such a degree
that it is now possible for a battleship, a
cruiser and a destroyer to refuel at the
same time from one tanker.

To work the machines in each heavy repair
ship, 700 men are required and the
accommodation space holds only 200, so
"floating barracks " are supplied by the
accorifinvdation ships.

The Pacific Fleet train has done a good
job in helping our warships in the Far East.
Even now, when the fighting is over, the
Fleet trainhas still got work to do-maintain-
ing the occupational forces in the Pacific.

The Boeing B-29
HALF again as large as the Boeing B-17

Flying Fortress, the B-29 is the first
aircraft combining giant size, extreme range,
and load -carrying capacity with the speed of
a fast pursuit plane. The B-29 has a wing
spread of 14ift., a length of 99ft., and the
top of its tail stands z8ft. off the ground.

Shipyard war ers knocking away the last chocks prior to the launching.
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THE WORLD OF MODELS
The Work of a kiewly Formed Model Engineering Society

By " MOTILUS"

Fig. 1.-Commander P. W. Kent (managing
director of George Kent, Ltd.) and the members"
of the Model Engineering Society outside their
workshop on the flat roof of the firm's main

building.

NOT long ago we introduced Luton
to readers as a centre of model
engineering-and this month brings

news of another group of model makers in this
thriving Midland town-the George Kent
Model Engineering Society.

Messrs. George Kent, Ltd., are an old
established engineering firm, who celebrated
their centenary in 1938. They also have tin
distinction of having been conducted over the
whole of their first too yeaTi period by two
successive generations of one family, Sir
Walter Kent, C.B.E., and his father, George
Kent, the founder of the firm. Managing
director to -day is Cofnmander Philip W. Kent,
R.N. (retired).

The George Kent Model Engineering
Society was formed on Jarffiary 1st of this

year, with a membership of 4o (Fig. t).
The firm is noted for its fine instrument work,
which would account for several of its em-
ployees being expert model makers. Mr.
George Archer, A.M.Inst.B.E., the chairman,
has been a model maker from his boyhood
days and comes from a family of fine crafts-
men, his father being a clever model maker,
and his grandfather, the inventor of the
Sturmey-Archer three -speed gear. Secretary
of the society is Mr. Kenneth S. Terry-
also an excellent model maker-while his
father, Mr. H. A. Terry, is also a member of
the society and an exhibitor in the model
display held in connection with the official
opening of the society's workshop, which
took place on June 1st of this year.

Fig. 3.-The machine tool bench of the workshop.

Fig. 2.-Cietteral view of the workshop of the George Kent Model Engineering Society, opened on ,dune 1st, 1945.
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g. --The bogie of the model "Royal Scot."
This is all built up with complete brake gear, the
wheels being cast from Mr. Archer's own patterns.

A

Commander Kent is the society's president
and is also " heart and soul " in the project,
and when the society looked around for
'citable quarters for its own model workshop,
he, with works manager Mr. J. Buckley, the
society's hon. press officer, Mr. J. M. White,
and a " round table conference " of the
members, deeided to take over the Home
Guard's sleeping quarters- for this purpose,
now that its usefulness for its primary purpose
had lapsed.

Equipment
This little room, perched on the flat roof

of George Kent's main building, is well lit
by properly disposed windows and is the
right size for an ideal workshop (Figs. 2 and
3). It was thoroughly spring -cleaned and
painted. The maintenance department and
the millwrights put in and reconditioned the
machines, and also fixed up suitable poWer to
drive them. The machines are run from a
2 h.p. - electric motor and are as follows :
large drilling machine, vertical drilling
machine, din. Spencer lathe, small sensitive
drill, Lorsch lathe with Sin. centres, grinder,
forge, vice and well equipped tool cabinet.

Among those who showed great enthusiasm
in getting the workshOp started is Mr. john
,Gurteen, who has been draughtsman, calibia-
tor and photograPher to George Kent, Ltd.
His piece de resistance at the " workshop
.opening " was a scale model of a liner con-
structed of paper. The materials actually
used are post cards, paper and glue, and the
model, which is half -finished, is planned to be
a special demonstiation model, with all
sections removable to illustrate the working
of the vessel (Fig. 4). As a simple example,
five decks take out to discover the auxiliary
boiler room, and everything is to be completed
to this meticulous style. The model is 52in.
long, representing an actual length of 800ft.,
to a scale of approximately 3132in. to tft.
,The hull is built up in rib form and plated-
just like the real thing.

In addition to modelling, Mr. Gurteen is
very keen on music and Conducts his own
orchestra. We are told that music and models
are his main hobbies-a happy choice, because
psychologically the one should help the
other !

Oldest member is Mr. H. A. Terry, who is
64 and an enthusiastic model loco builder,
while the youngest exhibitors-Peter Sharp
and Keith Jacobs-are only 16.

Model Sailplane
Peter Sharp's effort was a " King Falcon "

Fig. 4.-The boat section of the model display, including in
the foreground Mr. John Gurteen's scale model liner
constructed of paper. In the background are to be seen the'
model 1R footer yacht of Mr. J. Grout and model motor

torpedo boat "Christine " of Mr. A. Readman.

6ft. 4in. span sailplane, which took up most
of the space in one corner ! It was an excellent
piece of woodwork and its constructor, an
apprentice in the instrument -making depart-
ment of the firm, is also a member of the
Luton Model Airplane Society.

The other 16 -year -old is Keith Jacobs, who
recently started work in the main toolroom as
an apprentice toolmaker. His exhibits were
two small aircraft, very nicely finished-an
M.E. 163 and a DFS. 230 German jet plane,
both to the scale of 1,72in. Keith's next
project is a petrol engine.

Mr. H. R. Terry, a brother of the secretary,
exhibited his model of a high speed marine
engine-thin. bore x sin. stroke-made in
1926.

One of the finest pieces of workmanship
in the exhibition is a model of an 18 -footer
yacht-scale 2in. to the foot-which Mr.
J. Grout of the firm's senior technical staff
has been building during spare time in the
pSst 12 years. It is an exquisitely finished
piece of work, made exactly as the prototype.
Mr. Grout is a keen amateur yachtsman and
has built in his garden at Luton his own full
size dinghy and taken it by trailer to the

East Coast. His father, before
him, Mr. John Grout, tech-
nician and instrument maker,
worked for Messrs. George
Kent, Ltd.

31in. Gauge "Royal Scot"
On display from the

secretary's work was a bogie
for Austerity locomotive -
2 -8-0 for the War department.
A clean simple job-the scale
was in. to, the foot, and Mr.
Terry made his own hexagon
screws. That comes of being
an instrument maker by trade !
The illustration, Fig. 5, shows
the bogie of Mr. George
Archer's 31in. gauge " Royal
Scot " class locomotive named
" Grenadier Guardsman." The
model is being built from
drawings supplied by the
L.M.S. Railway, and he hopes
to copy the prototype as nearly
as possible. Readers will be
interested to know that the
bogie is all built up and has
complete brake gear, the wheels
being cast from Mr. Archer's
own patterns. The chassis and
boiler are now finished, and
the chassis has complete
working steam brakes, sand
boxes, etc. (Fig. 6).

From a boy Mr. Archer has
been brought up in the
" engineering " tradition. His
first model-a Lancashire
weaving loom-worked

" reasonably well," and after this he
built a model bleaching machine and model
spinning mule-also his own Sin. lathe before
he was 18 years orage. Later he modelled
the Isle of Man steam packet Viking, also
a tug and model tramp steamer, and then

Fig. 6.-A partly finished model of the " Royal Scot " Grenadier Guardsman, the work of Mr,
George Archer.
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Fig. 7.-A group of models at the exhibition, including the work of a previous " Model
Engineer " championship winner-Mr. Wyatt, of Norwich. In the foreground are the ram,
coupling and ball screw-parts of the Rhodes akin. single-action press which is being

made by Mr. Stanley Hills.

turned his interest to locomotives !

Model Torpedo Boat
The model motor torpedo boat Christine on

display was constructed by Mr. A. Readman,
aged 32, who works in the correction bay of
the steering gear department. The model is
driven by steam at a pressure of 6o1b., has
5in. pitch propellers, a compound piston
valve engine bore by sin. stroke) a
petrol -fired boiler, and a speed of about
to knots.

The work of a previous winner of the
" Model Engineer " championshhip - Mr.
Wyatt, of Norwich, was on view. He had made

a " Vosper launch engine (compound), 5 c.c.
2 -stroke petrol engine, grasshopper engine,
and Maunsell table engine (Fig. 7). His
winning " Model Engineer " model was of a
coaling crane.

Another " Model Engineer " winner-Mr. J.
Hudson, who won the M.E. silver medal
with a vertical engine in 1936-had on display
a gauge o -6-o chassis for an L.M.S.
tank locomotive.

It was disappointing that sa little could be
on view of the Rhodes 3,1,in, single-action
press-the work of Mr. Stanley Hills, who
is assistant foreman in the main tool room.
Every detail of this press is scaled down to

.coo5in. and when finished it will be complete
with forming tools (model Desoutter die sets).
When cast the block weighed 47 pounds, and
it will weigh 312- pounds when completed.
Mr. Hills is making this magnificent model
effort on a little Sin. lathe, and it is all the
more creditable that he has not long been a
model maker. At the time of the exhibition,
Mr. Hills was only able to put on view the
ram, coupling and ball screw.

When one learns of the models in the course
of Production-the akin. gauge Austerity
locomotive of Mr. Ken Terry (being made
from his own drawings), the 3,1 in. gauge
Royal Scot, which his father, Mr. H. Terry,
a real old-timer, is attempting, the model
Waygood-Otis lift of Mr. J. Burgess, and
the traction engines of Mr. Len Christian
and Mr. Bran Howard, one realises the'
tremendous enthusiasm there is in this newly
formed society.

Other Activities
At the invitation of Commander Kent, a

small- party from Bassett-Lowke, Ltd.,
including their managing director, Mr.
W. J. Bassett-Lowke ; the works director,
Mr. P. F. Claydon ; and sales manager, Mr.
W. H. Rowe, visited the works on the day
the model workshop was opened, and Mr.
Lowke spoke to the members and their
friends on " The Progress of Transport by
Water," illustrated by a series of moil. to tin.
waterline models of ships, and an encouraging
discussion followed.

Since the opening of the workshop the
society has held another exhibition, this time
on the occasion of the works annual sports.
The attraction of a tent full of exhibits was
enhanced by a passenger -hauling locomotive
running on a track on the sports field.

Members sent models for exhibition at the
show given by the Murphy Radio Model and
Experimental Society in September, and a
further effort is being made in December
when a combined exhibition will be staged in
Luton by the societies of the Vauxhall Motors,
George Kent, Ltd., and other firms in Luton.

Letters from Readers
Making a Barograph

SIR,-Our attention has been drawn to the
article on " Making a Barograph "

commencing on page 366 of your August
issue, in which is stated : " The pen can
be purchased complete with detachable V '
type nib and tension spring from the
Cambridge Instrument Co., Ltd." We have
as a result received a number of enquiries
for these pens, but regret that owing to the
extreme pressure upon our Works for
urgent Government orders we are quite
unable to supply these small parts.

These pens form part of a complete
Cambridge Instrument, and we are not able
to supply them separately. We should like
to suggest that in order to save your readers
disappointment, you may care to publish
this note stating that these pens are not now
obtainable from DS.-CAMBRIDGE INSTRUMENT
Co., LTD. (Cambridge).

SIR,-With reference to the letter that
you have received! from the Cambridge

Instrument Co., Ltd., concerning their
inability to at present supply recording pens
suitable for the barograph described in my
article appearing in the August issue of
PRACTICAL MECHANICS.

It is perhaps not surprising in view of the
labour difficulties prevailing at the present
time that they wish to conserve such small
stocks of spare pens solely for the maintenance
of their own instruments which are in use in
many Government factories.

However, in view of the interest that this
article has aroused, I have to -day located a
suitable alternative supplier of barograph
pens and nibs. The name of the firm is :
James Lucking & Co., Ltd., 5/7, Corporation
Street, Birmingham, 2.

They have shown me their stock of nibs
and pens ; the latter are in two varieties. One
is a plain flat arm which can be screwed or
sweated to a brass bush fixed to the pen axle ;
the other is provided with a short pivot pin
for hinging the pen at the axle end. The
reader should state which type he prefers
when ordering. The price of the pen complete
with nib is 6s. 3d. or the nib only is 3s.
Messrs. Lucking & Co., Ltd., inform me that
they will be happy to supply any readers who
apply to them direct.

I should also like to take this opportunity
of informing readers that the principal
manufacturers of barometer capsules or
aneroids are Negretti & Zambra, or Smith's
Aircraft Instruments, but there is no guarantee
that supplies are available at the present
time. Should any difficulty be encountered
the author of the article referred to will
gladly help in locating alternative suppliers.-
E. H. JACKSON (Newcastle -on -Tyne).

Model Racing Cars
SIR,- I have been reading with interest

in your June issue Mr. G. H. Dearson's
description of a model racing car.

I am pleased to think this form of model is
becoming popular in this country. I have

two cars, one being American and the other
is just about on the last stages of construction.
If I was not in the Service it would have been
finished long ago. I was in the States in 1941
and 1942 and saw quite a lot of this type
of sport. Their tracks are quite good too.

Mr. Dearson spoke of their speeds; well, their
record stands at something like 110 m.p.h.

The car which I have is fitted with a
to c.c. Tornado engine which turns over
at io,000 revs. It has a 2/I reduction to the
road wheels. In other words, it can get a
move on ! The other car I 'am building is
to try and beat the Ito (I hope !). Anyway, that
was my idea of building it. I am afraid it
will be some time before I can complete it.

These few points on the type of engines
the Americans are using might be of interest.
They have in most cases developed engines
to suit the requirements of the race track.
In other words, they are built more robust
than the aero engines. The weight complete
with flywheel is about 24 oz., flywheel taking
up 12 oz. of this weight. Revolutions are
between 1o,000 and 15,000. They are fitted
with rotorary valves in the crankshaft.
All are of the to c.c. class. (There may be a
few smaller, but not where speed is required.)
Price about $24 or £6. I have designed and
built a to c.c. on similar lines and the results
are quite good. My idea is to try and manu-
facture these engines to sell at a price which
meets most pockets.-F. FRANCILLON
(Preston).

WIRE AND WIRE GAUGES
By F. J. CAMM. 3/6, or by post 3;9 from

George Newnes, Ltd., Tower House,
Southampton Street, London, W.C.2.
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QUERIES GA
ENQUIRIES
A stamped, addressed envelope, three penny
stamps, ana the query coupon from the current
issue, which appears on back of cover, must be
enclosed with every letter containing a query.
Every query and drawing which is sent must
bear the name and address of the reader.
Send your queries to the Editor, PRACTICAL
MECHANICS, Geo. Newnes, Ltd., Tower House,
Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.

Pectin Extraction
T UNDERSTAND that pectin may be obtained

from fruit and vegetables, and that apples
contain quite a lot of it, but I feel that this would
be a waste of time as I want to make it into sodium
pectate by dissolving in NaOH solution.

Would you therefore please suggest some
suitable vegetable, and the method of obtaining
the pectin from it ?-J. K. Page (Guildford).
PECTIN is contained in a large number of fruits

and vegetables, and also by some roots. It is
present in apples, citrus fruits (the two commercial
sources of supply), carrots, turnips and beans. It is
also present in beet, the dried pulp of the sugar beet
containing about 25 per cent. of pectin.

As already indicated, commercial pectin is obtained -
from the pulp of apples or citrus fruits. It is extracted
either by a process of enzymic hydrolysis, or by the
carefully controlled acid treatment of the pulp. Apple
pectin is obtained as a brown powder ; citrus pectin
is produced as a white powder which has been precipi-
tated from its solution by the addition of alcohol.

In your case, we do not think you will find the task
of pectin production easy. Your best plan is to extract
your pectin containing pulp with warm (not hot)
water. Add to the extract about I per cent. of its
volume of pure hydrochloric acid. Leave the mixture
to stand for a week or to days (with frequent shaking).
Then neutralise with sodium hydroxide solution,
which will give you a sodium pectate of reasonable
purity, and which can be precipitated by alcohol.

Standard chemical literature contains but very
sparse references to the production of pectin, but we
think the following would be of much interest to
you:

M. H. Branfort : " Critical and Historical Study
of the Pectic Substances." (Food Investigation Report,
No. 33. Department of Scientific and Industrial
Research.)

The above is obtainable from H.M. Stationery
Office, Adastral House, Kingsway, London, W.C.2,
or provincial branches.

Compound Anastigmatic Lenses
Ts it possible to obtain a true anastigmatic effect

by combining two compound anastigmatic
lenses ? My ob;ect is to obtain shorter focal
length (and presumably improved stop number)
for use in my camera.

I realise that the length of the lens system will
restrict the angle or field, but a narrow -angle
lens is satisfactory for my purpose.

Also, is there an appreciable loss of light in-
tensity in passing through glass, and would the
loss in passing through such a long optical system
be detrimental to the effective stop number ?-
J. K. Page (Guildford).
W% cannot answer your query fully without an

examination of the lenses in question. Generally
speaking, two separate anastigmat lenses cannot be
combined satisfactorily to obtain a combination lens of
shorter focal length unless each separate lens has been
specially made for that purpose. You will appreciate
the fact that the two separate lenses may be by different
makers and may be constructed to different formula.
The only way in which this useful lens combination may
satisfactorily be effected is by the combination of
anastigmat lenses which are specially made for this
purpose, as, for example, the very excellent Ross -Zeiss

Single Protar " lenses, which may be used either
separately or in combination. These lenses are obtain-
able secondhand from any good photographic dealers,
as, for example, Messrs. Wallace Heaton, Ltd., New
Bond Street, London, W.I.

There is no appreciable loss of light caused by
passage through optical glass, but there is definitely
a light -loss due to partial reflection and scattering at
the glass surfaces. It is for this reason that lens makers
endeavour to construct their lenses with as few glass -
to -air surfaces as possible. Other factors being equal,
the lens having the fewer glass -to -air surfaces gives
the more brilliant images. It is for this reason that
single lenses (despite sometimes their distortion in
non-astigmat forms) give their characteristically brilliant
images.

Specially made " combinable lenses, such as the
ones above -mentioned, have only two internal glass -
to -air surfaces. Hence their light -loss is extremely
small and inappreciable. In a complicated optical
system, having many glass -to -air surfaces, light -loss
might become very appreciable.
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Nicotine and Conine
T\ Could you give me any information regard-

\ J ing the preparation of nicotine and conine,
also any method for the detection of finger-
prints ? I would like to know the silver nitrate
method if possible.

(2) Are there any books now obtainable dealing
with the preparation, properties and effects of
poisons, also is there a book dealing with finger-
prints and their detection ?-A. Bosworth (Derby).

(\ Nicotine can be obtained by boiling tobacco or'I (better still) tobacco leaves with water for an
hour. The brown extract is filtered off and concen-
trated to about a third of its bulk. It is then mixed
with milk of lime so as to make a whitish Iftauid and
distilled. The distillate is rendered acid by dissolving
oxalic acid in it. It is then evaporated to small bulk
and rendered alkaline by adding a strong solution of
potassium hydroxide (caustic potash) to it. This
liberates the nicotine. The alkaline liquid is then
shaken up with ether, which dissolves out the nicotine.
The ether can be evaporated off, leaving a brown mass
of crude nicotine, or, alternatively, the other extract
can be steam -distilled in a stream of hydrogen gas, by
which means a fairly pure nicotine is obtained.

This extraction process is difficult to work out
unless one has had adequate experience in chemical
manipulation. Furthermore, nicotine is extremely
poisonous.

(2) Conine can be prepared from the seeds of the
Spotted Hemlock (Conium maculatum) by simple
distillation with caustic soda. Grind up the seeds
with double their weight of caustic soda and distil
the mass from a hard -glass test tube. A few drops of a
colourless oil, rapidly turning brown, will distil over.
This is conine. It has a very peculiar and penetrating
odour, and it is very poisonous.

(3) Books dealing with the subject of poisons and
general medicinal chemicals are :

F. G. Hobart and G. Mefton : " Concise Phar-
mocology " (7s. 6d.). A. Lucas : " Forensic Chemistry
and Scientific Criminal Investigation" (18s.). P. May:
" Chemistry of the Synthetic Drugs " (12s. 6d.).
R. A. Witthaus : " Textbook of Chemistry, Inorganic
and Organic, with Toxicology " (2os.). W. Autenreith :
" Laboratory Manual for the Detection of Poisons and
Powerful Drugs " (32s.). Barrowcliff and Carr : " Or-
ganic Medicinal Chemicals, Synthetic and Natural "
(15s.). Driver and Trease's " Chemistry of the
Crude Drugs " (nos. 6d.). T. A. Henry : " Plant
Alkaloids ".(28s.). Also, any book on Materia Medica,
Pharmacology and Forensic Chemistry.

Figures in brackets indicate the pre-war net prices
of the above volumes. Possibly, you might be able to
obtain some of them secondhand from Messrs. W. & G.
Foyle, Ltd., Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2.

We are not aware of any available volume dealing
specifically with the investigation of finger -prints,
but doubtless the above -mentioned booksellers will
be able to put you on the track of one if such is at
present obtainable.

Preparing Glycerose
WOULD you kindly inform me how to prepare

" glycerose " from glycerol and from this
mixture, fructose ?-G. J. Brealey (Stoke-on-
Trent).
'THE material named " glycerose " is, in reality, a
'L mixture of glyceraldehyde and dihydroxyacetone.
It is prepared from glycerine by carefully oxidising
the latter with bromine water or dilute nitric acid, or,
alternatively, by the use of hydrogen peroxide in the
presence of ferrous sulphate.

For this purpose, diluted glycerine (water and
glycerine, equal parts) is mixed with some ferrous
sulphate (quantity immaterial) and concentrated
hydrogen peroxide is slowly added. The temperature -
rise of the mixture is controlled by immersing the
vessel in cold water. When the reaction is over, the
product is shaken with barium carbonate to remove
iron and sulphuric acid, and the clear filtrate is very
gently evaporated (preferably under reduced pressure
and at the lowest possible temperature). The
" glycerose " remains as a syrup.

It is difficult to obtain fructose from the glycerose
mixture. The method, however, consists in heating
the glycerose solution with to per cent. caustic soda
solution, when it undergoes condensation, giving a
mixture of sugars, including alpha-acrose, which is
inactive fructose. It has practically the same properties
as fructose, but is optically inactive. It may be purified
by recrystallisation after decolorisation of the parent
solution by animal charcoal. The yield produced by
this method of synthesis is but poor.
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Plaster of Paris Castings
T AM desirous of casting a few models in plaster
A of paris, and shall be glad if you will answer
the following queries :

(i) What is the best method of imparting a
glossy white finish on ordinary commercial
plaster of paris ?

(2) What is the nature of filler used prior to
painting ?

(3) What are the best paints, dyes and varnishes
used for finishing ?-L. Pearson (Walsall).
THE best way to get smooth castings in plaster of

paris is to have perfectly smooth moulds, and to
use a plaster which has been freed from lumps and
reduced to the smoothest possible " cream." Unless
the mould sides are highly polished, such a plaster will
set to an " eggshell " surface, that is, a non -glossy
surface, in which case your best plan is to brush size
water over the plaster and then, after it has dried out,
to paint or enamel the article. A suitable size water is
made by dissolving 3 parts of gelatine in 97 parts of
hot water.

Size or gelatine are common fillers in plaster work,
since these set to an impervious film and thus clog up
the pores of the plaster, thereby preventing the
absorption of the paint by the plaster.

Provided that a plaster article has been suitably
sized, almost any type of " fine " paint, enamel or
varnish will suffice for surface colouring and treatment.
Cellulose paints (obtainable in many proprietary
varieties) are very popular because they can be obtained
normally in very bright shades ; they dry rapidly, give
a good gloss and are reasonably waterproof and water -
repelling.

Sizes containing 5 per cent. of gelatine (5 parts
gelatine in 95 parts water) can also be used. They
must be used hot.

If a plaster article which has been gelatine sized is
brushed over with a solution made by mixing equal
volumes of water and commercial formalin solution,
the formalin will completely insolubilise the gelatin:
in the pores of the plaster, making it completely water
resistant. This treatment before painting is advised
for high-class, articles.

Asbestos Tiles : Iron Cement
CAN you please supply the information ?

(1) Composition of asbestos tiles and method
of making same.

(2) Composition of " iron cement."
(3) Any substance for mixing with clay to

make it set rock hard, without baking or using
cement, plaster of paris, or lime.- Querist '
(Delabole).

ASBESTOS tile material is usually compounded
h. ) from a cement -asbestos mix. Mix one part
Portland cement with three parts of asbestos powder
(obtainable from Turner Brothers Asbestos Co., Ltd.,
Rochdale, Lanes), slake the mixture with water in
the usual manner and allow it to set in suitable shallow
moulds. If required, you can incorporate a proportion
of dry earth colour, such as red oxide, in order to
colour the tiles.

(2) There are numerous varieties of " iron cement."
None of them is very satisfactory. If you want a cement
for joining iron to iron the following has been recom-
mended :

Mix together 6o parts (by weight) iron filings, two
parts sal ammoniac and one part flowers of sulphur.
Make into a stiff paste with water and use at once.

Another similar cement is made by preparing a stiff
paste of litharge and glycerine. This must be used at
once, as it sets rapidly.

Another cement is said to be made by taking equal
parts of sulphur and white lead, and by adding to this
mixture about 1;e of its weight of borax. For use, the
mixture is wetted with strong sulphuric acid and
applied between the two contacting pieces of iron. It
sets in about five or six days.

(3) The only clay -setting material which would
possibly suit your needs would be a thermo-setting
resin, such as is prepared by Bakelite, Ltd., Grosvenor
House, London, S.W.r. This resin powder could be
mixed with the clay and then treated with acid in the
cold, after which it would set to a hard mass within
a few hours. The process is patented, but Bakelite,
Ltd. would supply you with the necessary materials.

You could, of course, impregnate the clay with a
solution of hard pitch in benzene, and, after the benzene
had evaporated at normal temperature, the hard pitch
would bind the clay together, but this process would
blacken the clay, and would, therefore, presumably
not suit your requirements.

=
THE P.M. LIST OF BLUEPRINTS

The " PRACTICAL MECHANICS" £20 CAR SUPER -DURATION BIPLANE'
(Designed by F. 1. CAMM), Full-size blueprint, Is.

10s. 6d. per set of four sheets.
"PRACTICAL MECHANICS" MASTER

BATTERY CLOCK*
Blueprints (2 sheets), 2s.

-I- - The "PRACTICAL MECHANICS" OUT-
BOARD SPEEDBOAT

7s. 6d. per set of three sheets.
A MODEL AUTOGIRO*

Full-size blueprint, Is.

The I-c.c. TWO-STROKE PETROL ENGINE'
Complete :et, 5s.

STREAMLINED WAKEFIELD
MONOPLANE -2s.

LIGHTWEIGHT DURATION MODEL
Full-size blueprint, 2s.

P.M. TRAILER CARAVAN"
Complete set, 10s. 6d,

P.M. BATTERY SLAVE CLOCK' Is.

The above blueprints are obtainable, post free from Messrs. George Newnes, Ltd., Tower House,
Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.

An * denotes that constructional details are available, free, with the blueprint. E.
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Polish for Concrete Floor
I SHALL be obliged if you could give me the

following information :
I desire to make a paste for polishing concrete

floors, similar to some commercial polishes
(which are in short supply), and should be glad if
you would give me a formula for both red and
green. If the materials are in short supply,
can you suggest where, they may be obtained ?
-W. Houghton (Bolton).
VLOOR polishes of the type you refer to are
A essentially mixtures of waxes dissolved in suitable
solvents and dyed by the addition of a little wax -soluble
dye.

The best solvent to use is an approximately 50 : 50
mixture of turpentine and white spirit, but since genuine
turpentine is nearly unobtainable you will have to rely
on white spirit plus a little linseed oil (raw) if you can
procure any of it If these solvent liquids are not
obtainable you will have to make use of ordinary
paraffin.

As regards the wax component of the polish. The
most suitable waxes are beeswax and carnauba wax.
Beeswax is' soft, but it spreads easily. Carnauba is the
hardest of the waxes, but it does not spread easily. It
gives a brilliant polish when mixed with approximately
equal quantities of beeswax.

To make a wax polish, therefore, melt down in an iron
pan an approximately 5o : 5o mixture of beeswax and
carnauba wax (the mixture can be cheapened somewhat
by including a proportion of ordinary candle or paraffin
wax, if desired). Then slowly add to the melted mixture
about 6 or 7 times its weight of solvent. Stir well, and
allow to cool. If the product is to be coloured, add to the
molten waxes about 0.5 per cent. of their weight of a
wax -soluble dye, which latter may be obtained in small
quantities from Messrs. A. Boake, Roberts & Co.,
Ltd., " Ellerslie," Buckhurst Hill, Essex, or from
Messrs. Harrington Brothers, Ltd., 4, Oliver's Yard,
53a, City Road, London, E.C.I. It is possible, also,
that you might get some wax -soluble dyes from Messrs.
Towers, Laboratory Furnishers, Chapel Street, Salford.

The waxes may be obtained from Messrs. Harrington
Brothers & Co., Ltd., above -mentioned.

All the ingredients above -mentioned are in short
supply, but waxes have recently been partially de -
restricted.

If you find that your finished polish " fingermarks "
too much, remelt it, and add more of the carnauba
wax. If it is too slippery, when polished, add more
beeswax or paraffin wax to soften it down.

Modelling Clay
COULD you give me a formula for the manu-

facture of modelling clay that will not
harden by air -drying ? What actually interests
me is a suitable substance to be used for children's
modelling sets, that will keep malleable quasi
permanently.

I tried kneading dry clay with glycerine, but it
was not a success. I presume that colouring the
clay with aniline dyes will not be harmful to such
users as careless children ?-C. G. Anastasiadi
(Alexandria).

QUITE a good plastic composition can be made by
kneading dried clay (mixed with a suitable pig-

ment) into glycerine. A large amount of clay must be
worked into the glycerine. The process is a tedious
one, but it can be made perfectly successful.

A better formula, however, is the following :
Clay, 6 parts (by weight).
Grease (such as Vaseline), 24 parts.
Paraffin wax, II parts.
Rosin oil (or similar), r oz.
Melt the grease, wax and oil together. Keep the

liquid just molten and work the clay into it. Mix a
suitable pigment colour with the clay, if desired.

Another formula which is said to be effective is :
Kaolin or Clay, 6 parts (by weight).
Flour, I part (by weight).
Mix the above with suitable pigment colour. Then

gradually stir it into :
Melted paraffin wax, 2 parts.
Medicinal liquid paraffin, x part.
Colouring clays with aniline dyes is not to be recom-

mended. Whilst some of the dyes are harmless, the
majority of them are more or less pitisonous so that
products containing them should not be handled by
young children. All these plastic clays are best coloured
by the addition of mineral pigments, such as ultra-
marine, ochres, red oxides, and the like.

" Golden" Lacquer
ISHOULD be glad to have your advice regarding
A the composition of a cellulose yellow lacquer.
I wish to make up a small quantity for my own
use.-A. A. Tyler (Colchester).
VOU can make a yellow or golden lacquer of the

-1- type you require by obtaining from your local
paint shop a small quantity of a clear cellulose varnish
and by incorporating into this a quantity of a yellow
bronze powder (" Pale Gold "T such as is obtainable
from Messrs. Johnson & Bloy, Ltd., Metana House,
Hind Court, Fleet Street, London, E.C. The bronze
powder is rather expensive, costing about 3os. per lb.,
but, no doubt, you only require a small amount of it.

If you are unable to obtain cellulose varnish you can
make it for yourself by dissolving scrap celluloid in
a mixture of approximately equal volumes of acetone
and amyl acetate. Alternatively, you can dissolve scrap
celluloid in " Cellusolve," a clear liquid, obtainable
(as are also the previously -mentioned solvents) from
Messrs. A. Boake, Roberts & Co., Ltd., " Ellerslie,"
Buckhurst Hill, Essex.

Fluorescent Lamp Circuit : Choke Stamp-
ings

COULD you please give me the circuit diagram
for an Osram 8o -watt fluorescent lamp, and

answer the following questions ?
(a) Why is a choke necessary for these lamps ?
(2) Will a resistance, such as a filament lamp,

serve the same purpose ?
(3) Do you think one of these lamps would be

suitable for domestic use, say, in a large room
where normally a too -watt lamp would be used ?

(4) I have a large number of stampings (as
shown in sketch, not reproduced), which I think
would be suitable for building a choke. Could
you please tell me the thickness of core required,
number of turns of wire, and gauge and type of
wire ?-D. A. Pope (Birmingham).
(\ A choke coil it necessary to reduce the lamp

voltage when this has started up, as such lamps
require a higher voltage for starting the discharge than
under normal running conditions.

I"'
yz

Stampings 0.014; thick. build op
core tolt"thick

Circuit diagram for a fluorescent [lamp, and
details of choke stampings.

(2) Starting operations would not be as good with a
resistance instead of a choke and there would be a
considerable waste of power in the resistance. If
a resistance is used this should have a value of about
140 ohms for a 230 -volt supply and should be capable
of carrying o.8 amps.

(3) The lamps are suitable for domestic lighting.
(4) We are afraid the core which you have would be

too small for a choke for the 80 -watt lamp and suggest
you use instead a core having a cross sectional area of
about 1.5 square inches, as shown in sketch. Allowing
for the fact that the volt drop across the choke will not
be in phase with that across the lamp, and since the
lamp requires approximately 115 volts with o.8 amp.
under working conditions, we suggest the choke be
designed to have approximately 190 volts drop with
o.8 amp.

Allowing to per cent. for insulation between stampings
gives a net cross sectional core area of 1.35 square inches.
The core could be worked with a maximum magnetic
flux density of 65,000 lines per square inch so the total
flux through the core will be 88,000 lines. The volt
drop across the choke (V) is 4.44 ,sxfx his x to -8,
where Om is the maximum flux, s the number of turns,
and f the supply frequency.

190 x 100,000,000Then
s

x 5o x 88,000 -98o turns. With a cur-
rent density of 1,500 amps. per square inch 22 s.w.g.
will carry 0.92 amp., so the coil could be wound with
98o turns of 22 s.w.g. enamelled wire, winding on two
layers of paper after each two layers of wire. 'The
number of amp. turns needed to create a flux density of
65,000 in transformer steel is less than to per inch
length of magnetic circuit, quite a negligible value
compared with the 785 amp. turns in the coil. It is,
therefore, necessary to introduce air gaps in the core
between the two sections. The R.M.S. amp. turns

required to create maximum density 65,000 in air is
0.32 x 0:7 x 65,000 per inch 14,600 per inch. The
total air gap needed to limit the flux density to the
required value will then be slightly less than o.o55 inch.
This could be obtained by separating the core halves
by strips of mica or hardwood at the points B and C.
A certain amount of adjustment is available. We
suggest you start with a smaller gap and increase this
slightly until you obtain o.8 amps. with 115 volts at the
lamp.

Tinning Brass Articles
RECENTLY I discovered, in my workshop, a

stick of pure tin which I had mistaken for
solder.

This discovery recalled to my mind a method
which I used to employ for tinning brass articles.
The granulated tin and the work were immersed
in a copper bath containing water and a solution
of chemicals, and the water gently boiled for an
hour or so.

Unfortunately, I have forgotten the other
chemicals, and noticed that the solutions given
in a recent issue of "Practical Mechanics" both
specified tin chloride. Could 'you suggest an
alternative when pure tin is available ?-J. 0. N.
Burrows (Weymouth).
'THE method of tinning which you described is not

very reliable, neither does it give a thick coating
of the metal. However, here is the method which
you require, but we give it without guarantee :

'Caustic soda .. .. 12 OZS.
Stannous chloride .. 4 ozs.
Common salt .. 1 oz.
Water .. I gallon.

Place a few tin or zinc strips on the bottom of an
iron or copper pan and over this place an iron wire
mesh a little raised above the aforesaid strips. The
work to be tinned is well cleaned. Then it is placed
on the iron mesh and the above solution is poured in,
sufficiently to amply cover the work. The liquid is
gently simmered for a quarter of an hour or so or until
the work has become tin coated. The work is then
removed from the solution, rinsed thoroughly in hot
water and dried in hot sawdust.

A formula which gives better results than the above
is :

Tin chloride .. * oz.
Aluminium sulphate .. z ozs.
Cream of tartar.. .. 2 ozs.
Water r gallon.

This is applied exactly in the above manner. The
addition oft drop of strong sulphuric acid per gallon
of the above solution is said to improve the tin deposit.

Damp Walls : Condensation

IN my home at certain times of the year I
experience considerable trouble with damp

walls, " bubbled " wallpaper and streaming
windows as the result of condensation.

I shall be very grateful to you for any informa-
tion that will enable me to overcome this nuisance.
Would a layer of absorbent pulp cardboard
under the wallpaper help matters ? Could any
advantage be gained by using a sealing solution
on the exterior brickwork ? Are there any good
rules to follow with regard to ventilation ?-
J. D. Hughes (Harrow).
IT is quite impossible for us to help you in any

definite way without having made an examination
of the room and its surroundings in question. Indeed,
you give us very little information. You do not tell
us the dimensions of the room, the nature of its
foundations, its walls or its average internal temperature.
Neither do you tell us the general type and age of the
house.

You see, all these details are essential ones in enabling
us to visualise the exact type of trouble which you are
having. You talk of " condensation," which implies
that the room itself is at a higher temperature than
usual. The remedy for this is fairly simple-lower
the average temperature of the room. However, it is
probable that the trouble lies deeper than this. If the
house was built earlier than 1892 the whole trouble is
due, most probably, to lack of dampcoursings. If you
have these put in you may clear the trouble at once.
Again, the outside wall may be cracked and otherwise
faulty. It may lie up against specially damp surround-
ings. It may be subject to water leakages from gutters,
etc.

For the above and for other reasons it is really
impossible for anyone to give you good and effective
advice without having actually examined the room
and its surroundings, and we do not propose to advise
you to take any steps which would cause you expense
and would probably give rise to disappointment.

One thing is certain : a layer of absorbent pulp
cardboard under the wallpaper would probably make
matters much worse instead of better, for there is
nothing like this type of material for absorbing and
holding damp and setting up mouldy growths. Do not
have anything to do with this stuff.

Sealing solutions on exterior brickwork are expensive
and useless. If the dampness is arising from the ground
no amount of sealing solution will remedy matters.

The room should, of course, be properly ventilated,
but assuming that it contains an ordinary fireplace
and a window which can be opened at times, these
factors will give good ventilation.

The only way in which you can get a permanent
cure of the trouble is to have the room and its surround-
ings thoroughly examined by a competent property
repairer or builder with the object of determining the
root cause of the dampness. Once found, the remedy
is relatively simple. We ourselves do not think that
the dampness which you complain of is due to simple
condensation of moisture on the inner walls of the
room.
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PERFECT
TIMEKEEPER MADE
ON THE KITCHEN

TABLE!
Employing a new and simple method,
and materials and tools to be found
in every home, you can make a perfect
timekeeper. The few cog -wheels and
pinions are easily made. There are
no hands, the figures of the hour 'flip.
An amateur writes : " - now I
have built the clock which works
perfectly -I congratulate you on your
method and the simplicity of your
instructions and diagrams -the clock
has been going for some time and
keeps perfect time."

Planbook, price 3/6 (by post 3/9),
gives full instructions with 5o illus-
trations, and plans.for Grandfather -
clock case. Send 3d. and unstamped
addressed envelope for Illustrated
List of over zoo Plans.

MODELCRAFT LTD.
77 (P.M.) GROSVENOR ROAD

LONDON S.W.I

B.A. thread screws one gross, useful
sizes, 2/6 : ditto, nuts, 96 gr. : assorted
gross screws and nuts, 2'6 ; ditto, brass
washers, 1/6 gr. ; fibre washers, 1/6 gr. ;

assorted soldering tags, 2'- gr. ; assor-
ted small eyelets and rivets, 1/3 gr.
Large stock of screws, etc. State wants.
Rubber -covered stranded copper wire,
ld. yard : heavier quality, lid. yd.
very heavy quality, 2c1. yd. Copper
indoor aerial wire, 30ft., 9d. ; 60ft.,
1'3. Single cotton -covered tinned
copper wire, 25g., 12yds., 9d. ; Wyds.,
3/-; tinned copper connecting wire,
20ft. coil, 6d. ; ditto, rubber covered,
loft., 6d. finest quality stranded
push -back wire, 12yds.. 2'3 : twin bell
wire, 12yds.. 1/9 : ditto, heavier quality,
12yds., 2/3 : ditto, flat rubber -covered,,
3d. yd. ; twin flat braided electric cable,
6d. Yd. ; Wood's metal stick, 2iin. by
fin. 1/-. Cotton -covered copper instru-
ment wire, llb. reels, 18, 20, 22. 24g., 1/6 ;
26, 28g, 1/9 ; 80, 32g., Bi-; 34g., 2/3 ;
Enamelled ditto, same prices. Also
36g., 213 ; 28, 40g.. 2/6. Silk -covered
ditto, 2oz, reels, 24, 26, 28g.. 1/6 ; 30,
32, 34, 36g.. 1/9 ; 42g., 2/- ; 16g. D.S.C.,
11b., 3/- ; 18g., enamelled, 11b., 3/6.
Sensitive permanent crystal detectors,
Tellurium-Zincite combination, com-
plete on base, guaranteed efficient, 2/6 ;
glass tube crystal detectors, complete,
2I- : reliable crystal with cats -whisker,
6i1. Reconditioned headphones, com-
plete. 4,000 ohms, 121. All postage
extra. S.A.E. with enquiries.

POST RADIO SUPPLIES,
33, Bourne Gardens, London, E.4.

r0,1' MINE
APPARATUS

OFFER

10/6
OR INCLUDING

CHEMICALS

21/ -
(England, Scot-
land and Wales

only.)
Send 54. stamped
envelope for Price
List of other

equipment.

BECK
(SCIENTIFIC DEPT. A;, 60. HIGH STREET.

STOKE NEWINGTON, LONDON. N,10.
Booklet : "Experiments in Chemistry," 7d, P.O.

NEWNES PRACTICAL MECHANICS

LET ME BE
YOUR FATHER
You need help and Fatherly advice in difficult
times like these. I am in the position to

give that to you FREE.

We teach nearly all
the Trades and Pro-
fessions by Post in
all parts of the
world. The most
progressive and
most successful
Correspondence
College in the world.

If you know what
you want to study,
write for prospec-
tus. If you are
undecided, write for
my fatherly advice,
it is free. Distance
makes no difference.

DO ANY Of THESE SUBJECTS INTERESIYOU?
Accountancy Examinations
Advertising & Sales Management
Agriculture
A.M.I. Fire E. Examinations
Applied Mechanics
Army Certificates
Auctioneers and Estate Agents
Aviation Engineering
Aviation Wireless
Banking
Blue Prints
Boilers
Book-keeping, Accountancy and

Modern Business Methods
B.Sc. (Eng.)
Builders' Quantities
Building, Architecture and Clerks

of Works
Cambridge Senior School Certifi-

cate
Civil Engineering
Civil Service
All Commercial Subjects
Commercial Art
Common Prelim. E.J.E.B.
Concrete and Structural Engineer-

ing
Draughtsmanship, all Branches
Engineering, all Branches, Subjects

and Examinations
General Education
G.P.O.IEng. Dept.
Heating and Ventilating
Industrial Chemistry
Institute of Housing
Insurance
Journalism
Languages
Mathematics
ff you do not see your own requi

any subject. Full

Matriculation
Metallurgy
Mining, All Subjects
Mining, Electrical Engineering
Motor Engineering
Motor 'Trade
Municipal and County Engineers
Naval Architecture
Novel Writing
Pattern Making
Play Writing
Police, Special Course
Preceptors, College of
Press Tool Work
Production Engineering
Pumps and 'Pumping Machinery
Radio Communication
Radio Service Engineering
R.A.F. Special Courses
Road Making and Maintenance
Salesmanship I.S.M.A.
Sanitation
School Attendance Officer
Secretarial Examinations
Sheet Metal Work
Shipbuilding
Shorthand (Pitman's)
Short Story Writing
Speaking in Public
Structural Engineering
Surveying
Teachers of Handicrafts
Telephony and Telegraphy
Television
Transport Inst. Examinations
Viewers, Gaugers, Inspectors
Weights and Measures Inspectors
Welding
Wireless Telegraphy and Telephony
Works Managers

rements above, write to us on
particulars free.

COUPON. CUT THIS OUT

IF YOU AT-
TEND TO THIS
NOW IT MAY

MAKE A
WONDERFUL
DIFFERENCE

TO YOUR
FUTURE.

Nome

To Dept. 76, THE BENNETT COLLEGE,
LTD., SHEFFIELD

Please send me (free of charge)

Particulars of

Your private advice
about

(Cross out line
which does

not apply)

PLEASE WRITE IN BLOCK LETTERS

Address

November, 1945

HIGHSTONE UTILITIES
a   lam

CRYSTAL SETS Our latest Model le
a REAL RADIO
RECEIVER, and
is fitted with a
PERMANENTCRYSTAL
DETECTOR.
WHY NOT RAVE
A SET IN YOUR
OWN ROOM OR
AS A STAND-BY ?

.11/6, post 64.
PERMANENT
DETECTORS, 2/6,

e poet 3d.
.0003 Pre-set Condenser. 2/-, post 3d.

HEADPHONES
Reconditioned 9/8,10/6 & 1218. New Di-, Post 69,

MICROPHONES
Just the thing for impromptu concerts, room to
room communication, etc. Bakelite table model,
613; 30.1senslon tyPe, 8/6. Post 69, Super Model
on stand, AR Fitting instructions included.
Mike buttons, 28. Transformers, 616. Public
Address Transverse current Mike, 37/6, post

BUZZERS
No. 2. Square single coil model, 2/6. No. 3.
HEAVY DUTY double coil, 4/9, post 3d.

MORSE KEYS
Practise on a regulation size Tapping Key. Our
heavy brass model is mounted on a wooden base,
has an adjustable gap and nickel contacts. Key is
wired to work buzzer or flash lamp by using a 41 -volt
battery or the transformer described below
BRASS KEY, 6;9. Chromium plated, 7/6. W.O.
Model with heavy brass bar and en additional
front bracket, 9/6. Chromium plated, 10/8. Junior
Key, mounted on a bakelite base, together with a
tamer, 5/.. Should you require a complete outfit,
our D.X.2 set consists of a heavy key mounted on
a large touched board, 10in. s ills.. together with
a bugger, flash lamp, bulb and holder, with two
switches to bring either into circuit. Terminals are
also provided for distant sending and receiving,
1916, post 8d.

BELL TRANSFORMERS
These guaranteed trans-
formers work front any
A.C. Mains, giving 3. 5

or 8 volts output at 1

amp., - operate bulb,
bugger or bell. Will
supply light in bedroom
or larder. etc. PRICE
8/8. POST 5d,

SOLDERING IRONS. Adjustable Bit, all parts
replaceable and fully guaranteed. 200/230 v.,

60 watts, GS; 100 watts, 12/0, Mutt Gd.
SEND 1d. S. A. E. FOR LIST B.P. OF USEFUL
ELECTRICAL ACCESSORIES. Mgney refunded ft
not completely satisfied. Lettere only. Please
include postage, any excess wilt be refunded

HIGHSTONE UTILITIES
58. Ness' Wanstead, London, 11.11
se.

A.C. BATTERY CHARGER
For charging car accumulators, either 6
or 12 volt at I amp., in enclosed metal
case. Input and output flex, leads
and ADAPTORS. A thoroughly
efficient job. Price 3916, post 10d.,
state 6 or 12 volt.
COMPLETE SET OF PARTS,
including case and blue print. Price
3216, post 10d.
BOAT MOTORS, low centre,
wound field, high-speed, weight I8oz.
Size 5"xl 1-"x2". Well made -No
Rubbish. Price 261-, post paid.
ELECTRIC ENGRAVERS. Powerful
instrument in cylindrical cases, on
stand, with spring attachment and
switch, suitable for dog collars, identity
discs, etc. A.C. Mains Model, 200-240,
751-. 4 -6 -volt Battery Model, 551-.
SWITCHBOARD METERS, A.G.-
D.C. N.P. cases, I I," dial. Any read-
ings up to 0-25 volts, 0-25 amps. Price
1516 each.
TOOLS. Send 2d. stamp for list of
over 200 useful tools of all kinds.

ECONOMIC
ELECTRIC CO.,

64, London Road, Twickenham,
Middlesex.

Tel.: POPesgrove 1318.

USEFUL GIFTS
Very wide variety Antiques, Chessmen,
Mahjong, Fishing Rods, Musical Instru-
ments, Mirrors, Handbags, Writing
Cases, Coffee Sets, Scent Sprays,
Dressing -Table Sets, Cut Glass, Neck-
laces, Bracelets, etc., Models and
Paintings (Aircraft, Ships, Galleons).
BOOKS: "How I Toured the World

on Nothing," 116, by W. Buehler.
" The Art of Scale Model Aircraft

Building," 4111, .

by V. J. G. Woodason.
" Toys From Scrap For Pleasure

or Profit," 316, by W. Lee.
" Money in Exports " (Trading in

41 different Markets), 1016.
Ready December :

"Publishing for Pleasure and Profit" 3/6
USEFUL PUBLICATIONS,

37, Aldwych, London, W.C.2.
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A fine selection of the
ELECTRADIX

Bargains available.
MICROPH ONES. The Lesdix No. I IA
Hand Mike is again available ; a carbon
inset in solid brass case, the sensitive
diaphragm protected by a perforated metal

panel, 816. Metal clad inset
only, 5/-. Pedestal mikes for
desk or pulpit, 251- ; High
ratio transformer 416 extra.
Mike Buttons, G.P.O.
sound transmitter units,
I in. dia., 216 each.
H.R. Transformer, 416.
Recording and announcers'
hand -mikes, multi -carbon,
metal clad, service type,
by Tannoy and Truvox,
with neat switch in handle,
211-. As illustrated.

RELAYS Telephone type No. 6. 2 -coil
polarised, S.P.C.O., 6 volts, 25 ma., 325
ohms, 816. No. IA S.P. on -off, 2 volts,
40 ma., 51-. Relay movements, 1,000 ohms,
less blade and contact, 216.
INVISIBLE RAY CONTROL. The
famous Raycraft Kit with solenium bridge,
in bakelite case, 10,000 ohm Relay,
megostat, etc. ; with instruction booklet,
421,
MAGNETS. The wonder Midget Magnet,
ALNI perm. steel disc, weight only half
an ounce and flux density 4800, in. dia.,
Ain. thick, -:11.;in. centre hole, 316 each.
Large selection of horseshoe magnets in
stock ; send for special Leaflet " M."
WIRE. Single silk -covered magnet wire,
28 gauge 716 lb., 30 gauge 91- lb., 32 gauge
1216 lb. Enamelled and S.C.C. wire,
18 gauge 312 lb. Twin bell wire 100 yds.
for I2/-.
BUZZERS and
BELLS. Tiny
Townsend High Note
Buzzer, the smallest
made, used by
Government on
wavemeters, etc., The " Townsend"
platinum contacts, 101-. Metal cased prac-
tice buzzers, tunable high note, 716.
Bakelite case buzzers,- 316. Bells. -Large
A.C. mains bells, 6in. gong " Tangent,"
230 volts A.C., 421- each. Small A.C.
house bell with transformer, 1216. Bell
wire, twin, for indoor wiring, i00 yds. 121-.
CRYSTAL SETS. The Wall -Nut
Model, tapped aerial inductance and
condenser tuning, semi -perm. detector,
in fine quality walnut box, 421-. Mk. II
Converted ex-W.D. type, variable con-
denser, coil tuning and perm. detector,
in box with lid, 551,
CRYSTAL DETECTORS. Semi -perm.
perikon detectors, 216. Spare crystals, 116.
Catswhisker Detector, 2(6. Spare crystal,
II-. Multiple detector arm, choice of
6 catswhiskers, 116.
AERIALS. 7122 copper aerial wire, 50ft.,
31-. 100ft. 516. 30ft. indoor aerial wire,
on reel, II-. Egg and Shell Insulators, 3d.
each. Lead-in Wire, rubber covered, 3/ -
dozen yards.
COILS. Aperiodic Coils, 5 taps, for one
valve receiver, 41-. 2 -pin loading coils up
to 75 turns, 119. Up to 300 turns, 31-.
500 turns, 319. H.F. Choke Coils, 316.
BATTERY CHARGERS. " Lesdix "
Nitnday models, metal rectification, 2 volts

amp., for wireless cells, to large chargers
for your car accumulator. Send for special
Leaflet " P.W."
SUPERSEDERS. H.T. Battery Super-
seders for Radio Receivers. 6 volts input,
110 v. 15 ma. output, 12 volts input, 230 v.
30 -ma. output. The Army, the Navy and
the Air Force use small Rotary Superseders,
a 5;1 lb. midget type taking less space than
your old H.T. Battery. Last for ever and
cost little more than a few months run on
H.T. Battery. Size is only 51 x 31, x
beautifully made, model finish, ball bear-
ings, etc., and takes small current from
your acts. Latest model and guaranteed
12 months. Price £3 15s.
TRANSFORMERS. 3 k.w. Crypto 230 v.
to 115 v., shrouded, £9 10s. 3 kW Metvick,
50 cy. 400 v. to 600 v., £9 10s. 500 watts.
Foster 50 cy. 440 v. to 110 v. 5 amps., £4 I5s.
150 watts Foster 400 cy. 230 v. to 15 v. 10
amps., £2 I5s. 5 watts H.T. test Trans-
formers 1101220 v. to 1,000 v. 5 m.a., 101-.
TRANSFORMERS, FOR RE -WIND
3 kW. New type with stampings 4.4 x 6 x
71,in., windings damaged by blitz. Can
be taken apart to make a number of smaller
units. Weight with damaged wire is
65 lbs. Limited number at 451-, carriage
extra.
G.P.O. Electric Counters 25150 volts
D.C. 500 ohm coil, counting to 9999, 516.

Please include postage for mail orders.

ELECTRADIX RADIOS
214, Queenstown Road, Battersea,

London, S.W.8
MACaulay 2159

LOG -LOG SLIDE RULE

priced at 716
HA.RDTMUTH'S meet the needs of the practical mechanic
with the range of moderately -priced ' Classic ' slide rules.
Most popular of all is the 5' log -log rule, illustrated here.
Like all ' Classic' slide rules, it is completely accurate,
strongly made of seasoned Honduras mahogany, tongued
and grooved, and reinforced with flexible stock unaffected
by climatic change. The strong, view -free, unbreakable
cursor has metal ends. Inch and centimetre scales on edges.
`Classic' Slide Rule, in strong, pull -off shoulder box
with full instructions :
Series 1 -With A, B, C and D Scales -

5' Pocket Model ... ... Retail 5/6 each
10", for Desk Use ... 7/6

Series 2 -With A, B, C, D and Log -Log
Scales -

r' Pocket Model ... 7/6
' 10', for Desk Use ... 10/6

Series 3 -For Building and Timber Trade,
with Special 3 -line Cursor and Explana-
tory Booklet -

6" Model, with 5' Scales 10/6

Series 4 -With Sine and Tangent Scales -
1016

S 0 0 N " KOH-I-NOOR " and " MEPHISTO "-
perhaps the two best-known pencils in the

world -will be available again.

I. & C. HARDTMUTH (GREAT
BRITAIN) LTD.

: 44, Alexandra Road, Epsom, Surrey

CHEMICALS
REAGENTS, FINE CHEMICALS

SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
STUDENTS' MATERIALS A SPECIALITY

Write for quotations

CONSOLIDATED INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH
LABORATORIES, LIMITED,

295, Regents Park Road, Finchley, London, N,3

40 YEARS RELIABLE\el * SERVICE TO THE *
INDUSTRY

Nril POWER CHOKES
TRANSFORMERS

WIRE WOUND RESISTANCES
DELAY SWITCHES

MADE BY

OLIVER PELL CONTROL 1!°
CAMBRIDGE ROWWOOLWICH 'S'E' IS

TELEPHONE: WOOLWICH 1 4 2 2

PELMAN ISM
for

Courage and Clear -Thinking

The Grasshopper Mind

YOU
know the man with a

" Grasshopper Mind " as
well as you know yourself. His
mind nibbles at everything and
masters nothing.

At home in the evening he tunes
in the wireless -gets tired of it -
then glances through a magazine
-can't get interested. Finally,
unable to concentrate on anything,
he either goes to the pictures or
falls asleep in his chair. At the
office he always takes up the easiest
thing first, puts it down when it
gets hard, and starts something
else. Jumps from one thing to
another all the time.

There are thousands of these
people with "Grasshopper Minds"
in the world. In fact, they are the
very people who do the world's
most tiresome tasks -and get but
a pittance for their work. They
do the world's clerical work, and
the routine drudgery. Day after
day, year after year -endlessly -
they hang on to the jobs that are
smallest -salaried, longest-houred,
least interesting, and poorest-
futured !
What is Holding You Back ?

If you have a " Grasshopper
Mind you know that this is true.
Even the blazing sun an't burn
a hole in a piece of tissue paper
unless its rays are focused and con-
centrated on one spot ! A mind
that balks at sticking to one thing
for more than a few minutes
surely cannot be depended upon
to get you anywhere in your
years of life !

Half fees for serving and ex -service
members of His Majesty's Forces
(Apply for Services Enrolment Form)

The tragedy of it all is this ;
you know that you have within
you the intelligence, the earnest-
ness, and the ability that can take
you right to the high place you
want to reach in life ! What is
holding you back ? One scientific
fact. That is all. Because, as
Science says, you are using only
one -tenth of your real brain -power.

What Can You do About It ?
Here is the answer. Take up

Pelmanism now ! A course of
Pelmanism brings out the mind's
latent powers and develops them
to the highest point of efficiency.
It banishes such weaknesses and
defects as Mind Wandering, In-
feriority, and Indecision, and in
their place develops strong, posi-
tive, vital qualities such as Opti-
mism, Concentration, and Reli-
ability, all qualities of the utmost
value in any walk of life.

The Pelman Course is fully
explained in " The Science of.
Success." The Course is simple
and interesting and takes up very
little time. You can enrol on the
most convenient terms. The
book will be sent you, gratis and
post free, on application to -day to :

Pelman Institute,
(Established seer 40 years)

130, Norfolk House, Wigmore St.,
London, W.1
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THE ARMIES ON WHEELS

The famous " Trakgrip" style

tyre tread seen on millions of

war vehicles was originated by

Dunlop in 1926 and adopted by

the Services for almost every

type of wheeled transport.

6yDUNLOP
CYCLES
TANDEMS
TRICYCLES

Built to your own
specification of
Reynolds 531 Tubing

and highest grade

component parts.

REMEMBER ? That's what we said before the
war-and we'll say it again before long. It'll

be great to get into the peacetime rush again
(not so peaceful for us)-fulfilling all orders
to your personal specification. Just imagine, any-
thing you want, as you want it ! When that time
does come you'll realise the amount of planning
our Service Managers and I have put in to give
you the best of everything. Yes, we are ready !

SERVICE AND REPAIR DEPOTS

WANDSWORTH
101, East Hill, S.W.I8.
Phone - BATtersea 1381

LEWISHAM
34, Lee High Rd., S.E.I3
Phone - LEE Green 2072

HARRINGAY
71, Grand Parade, N.4
Phone: STAmford Hill 4368

EALING
16, Bond Street, W.5
Phone - - EALing 3557

CLAUD BUTLER
"C.B." WORKS, CLAPHAM MANOR ST., S.W.4

APEX
'SUPERLITE'

CELLULOID
PUMP
15" 4/ -

Thick Celluloid
Beautifully Polished

Light of 'Weight
but of

robust construction

The World Famous

BAILEY'S
'SUPER'

PUMP 15" 4/ -
Steel Lined

Celluloid Covered

Lining is solid drawn
cartridge fashion,
the end being solid
with the barrel.

Can notwarp nor leak

LASTWEL (Celluloid) 15" 4/ -

APEX
PRODUCTS

Are in use in every Country in the
world.

They are known and appreciated
for their reliability ; long service and
efficiency in their job of inflating tyres.

War conditions have restricted
supplies, and whilst control lasts we
are permitted to make only small
quantities.

MADE BY

APEX INFLATOR Co. Ltd.
ALDRIDGE ROAD, PERRY BARR,

BIRMINGHAM 22B.
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Comments of the Month

All letters should be addressed to
the Editor, " THE CYCLIST,"

eorge Neivnes, Ltd., Tower House,
Southampton Street, Strand, London,

W .C.2.

Phone : Temple Bar 4363
Telegrams : Newnes, Rand, London

How Many Cyclists?
IT has always been considered that

there are, in this country, over ten
million cyclists and this figure received

substantial confirmation by the War -time
Social Survey, conducted last year for the
purpose of supplying certain Government
Departments with statistical details. The
survey covered all parts of England and Wales
and it also comprised all sections of the
community, covering factory workers, agri-
culture, distributive trades, building and
transport, mining, clerical, managerial, pro-
fessional, housewives and retired.

A cross-section of the community embracing
these sections and numbering 2,862 persons
were interviewed. They were all above school
leaving age and it was found that 26 per cent.
of them owned bicycles and a further 3 per
cent. rode bicycles owned by others. At the
time of the last census the number of people
living in this country who were over school
leaving age was 37i millions and there were
approximately ro millions of 14 years
of age and under.

The survey states that the highest pro-
portion of cyclists is found in East Anglia,
the South and the Midlands, whilst Wales
and Scotland figure at the bottom of the list.
More people ride bicycles in the South of
England than in the North. About 57 per
cent. of all cyclists reside in the area covered
by the Midlands, North 'Midlands, East
Anglia and the South, but excepting London.
Only a small part of the population resides
in that area. The report states that 27 per
cent. of the workers interviewed cycled to
work regularly, and 69 per cent. of them used
bicycles for this purpose, but not regularly.
From this it is assumed that five million
workers in this country are regularly using
bicycles as a means of transport between
their home and their place of business.
Workers in rural areas who use bicycles exceed
those in urban districts. The proportions
given are 47 per cent. and 23 per cent., while
agricultural workers total 51 per cent. as
against 29 per cent. of manual workers and
22 per cent. of non -manual workers.

Pleasure cycling is undertaken by more
non -manual workers than manual workers.
Of those in the non -manual class 58 per cent.
cycle to work and 74 per cent. use bicycles
for pleasure. Among manual workers the
proportions were 75 per cent. and 55 per
cent. respectively. Only 18 per cent. of those
interviewed stated that they used bicycles
for leisure purposes.

There are many more men cyclists than
women. Of those interviewed 42 per cent.
were men and 58 per cent. women, although of
the numbers who owned bicycles, 62 per cent.
were men and 38 per cent. women.

These statistics should be of enormous
value to the cycle trade, for it indicates areas
which at present are flat -spots and need
developing, as well as the busier areas where
there is room for more cycle agents, more
cycle repairers and better distribution.

The report does not state how many cyclists
are club cyclists, but it is assumed that only
about 5o,000 of them.

Road Accidents

WE think the statistics issued by the
Ministry of Transport relating to road

accidents are well presented, in that they
give the types of vehicle involved in the
accidents. For example, road casualties in
August totalled 14,758, including nearly
4,000 killed or seriously injured. The figures
were : deaths, 488 ; seriously injured,
3,452 ; slightly injured, 10,818.

Compared with August of last year, there
were 13 fewer deaths, but 626 more cases of
serious injury. Accidents during hours of
darkness were considerably higher than in
the blackout at this time last year and more
than double the number in July of the present
year.

Fatalities among child pedestrians and child
cyclists numbered 95. Though less than the
number in recent months, this is still above
the pre-war average.

The following table is an analysis of the
number of deaths according to the type of
vehicles primarily involved :-

umberType of Vehicle ofDaths.
Service (British, Dominion, and

Allied of the three Services)
N.F.S. .. .. .. ..
Public Service and Hackney ..
Goods .. .. ..
Private Cars ..
Motor Cycles ..
Pedal Cycles ..  
Others ..  

87
2

76
84
93
55
77
14

488

The term " vehicle primarily involved "
means where more than one vehicle was
concerned, the vehicle to which the accident
appeared to be primarily attributable. In
no case does it imply that the driver of the
vehicle was culpable.

It will be noted that Service vehicles head
the list. These are grim statistics, and now
that all of the bodies interested have had their
say and made their recommendations, we hope
that the Ministry of Transport will be able
to evolve some plan to reduce the risks of the
road. There will always be careless people,
and so road casualties cannot be entirely
effaced. It is obvious, however, that all
sections of road user will have to make
concessions for the general good. In this
connection the remarks of Mr. G. N. Wilson,
chairman of the British Road Federation, are
of interest. We give them below :

" Better and Safer Roads " Exhibition

Luncheon-October 3rd, 1945

"THE problem of rebuilding is the same
in all parts of the country, though it

is brought out with particular vividness in
areas which have suffered from bombing.
The people need homes and with their homes
they need all the ancillaries that go to make

By F. j. C.

up a pleasurable and worth -while mode of
living. Amongst these, roads are a prime
essential. If I may be allowed to adapt an
old proverb, we don't want to put the car
before the house, but at the same time we
must see that the house has an adequate road
system to allow the car to approach it.

" Of major importance amongst the British
Road Federation's proposals you will note the
emphasis placed on the need to avoid conges-
tion in the cities. There -is clearly no one
way to achieve this object. It is a matter of
painstaking approach from many angles.
Roads must be provided to cope with fast
through traffic ; parking places must be
provided to ease the strain on the streets ;
pedestrians must be aided to move in comfort
and safety from one side of the street to the
other. Above all, measures of safety must
be applied to reduce the accident rate.

" When we come to roads beyond the city
confines, the British Road Federation has, for,
a long time, been fighting the battle for motor-
ways, a battle, as you know, that has met with
some measure of consideration in Government
circles. We want those motorways con-
structed and we want them quickly. But
the motorway system must be countrywide.
As you will have seen, it must link Bristol
with Birmingham and the Midlands, and
with Manchester and the industrial North.'
To take simple examples, what helps you will
help Manchester's cotton and Coventry's
vehicles.

" Especially, however, do we want to see
London and Bristol linked by a motorway
with an extension to South Wales. No one
has been more pleased than myself to see that
the building of the Severn Bridge remains in
a high priority category. I have heard that
the site suggested by the Gloucestershire
Highway Committee, between Aust and the
Beachley Peninsula, has been approved. If
this proposal ultimately receives parliamentary
sanction, the saving between Southampton,
Bristol and Cardiff by such a bridge would be
no less than 54 miles, whilst that between
London, Bristol and Cardiff would be 9 miles.

" But let me emphasise that in building
motorways we need not and we must not
spoil the countryside. With the modern
landscaping approach there is no reason
whatever why we should. Moreover, by,
attracting fast traffic to motorways, we shall
allow our existing road system to perform the
function for which it was originally con-
structed.

" The farmer's needs must be remembered,
and the minor roads should be adequately,
cared for. But let us leave it at that ; they
are part of our land and must be preserved
in their beauty.

" There is little time to lose in all these
plans. Although the output of all types of
cars is restricted to -day, I don't think it will
be long before the flood commences at full
spate. To take a local example, we must
ensure that when the bore comes on us, the
river bed is wide enough to absorb the
maximum pressure."
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Irish Activity
THE North Belfast Temperance C.C. is again

operative. Its activities were suspended during
the war. The Ulster Ladies Road Club, the only one
catering for an all -girl membership. is gradually re-
turning to pre-war activity.

Some " 12 "
T SOBEL ADAMS, Glasgow Nightingale C.C., has
A ridden 216 miles in an out -and -home " 12." This
is the greatest distance ever yet covered by a girl in
an event of this kind.

Activity in Rutland
"UTLAND

is the smallest county in this country
but is an ideal cycling area. Yet it had no club

until the R.A.F. Luffenham Road Club came into being.
Many noted racing clubs are now represented in
membership.

N.A.C.T. Back in London
THE offices of The National Association of Cycle

'I'raders have been moved from Watford to
24, Newman Street, London, W.I.

From Halifax Planes to Tubes
AT Roote's No. t bomber factory near Speke,

Liverpool, cycle tyres and tubes are being pro-
duced. Dunlops have taken over the extensive works
which formerly turned out Halifax bombers.

Road Safety Chairman
GR. STRAUSS, M.P., Parliamentary- Secretary

to the Minister of War Transport, has been
appointed chairman of the Committee on Road Safety
in succession to Philip Noel -Baker, M.P.

Southgate's War Record
SOUTH GATE Cycling Club are to prepare a book

containing a review of the club's war contribution :
over half the active members served with the Armed
Forces. Three made the supreme sacrifice and two
were prisoners of war.

Back Home
RK. BRADDICK, who in 1938 represented Wales

in the Empire Games and who left Wales for
Nottingham just before the war, is leaving the Midlands
for borne. While at Nottingham he was a member of
the Broad Oak Road Club.

Another Club
THE Essex County Bicycle Club is the latest club

to be formed in Essex.

Scottish Assistance
FOLLOWING an appeal from Norway for hostel

equipment to re -start the movement in that
country, Scottish Y.H.A. have sent 25o beds and hope
to send additional gifts in due course.

News of Cluff
DORMER Hon. Secretary of the Hitchin Nomads

C.C. and well-known Hertfordshire official and
speedsman, Quartermaster Sergeant Major Kenneth
Cluff, who was taken prisoner at Singapore, is now
in Australia.

Club for Bevin Boys
TOM COOPER, Highgate C.C., himself working in

a Notts coalfield as a Bevin Boy, is attempting to
form a club for those who have been directed to work
underground.

THE CYCLIST

Barnard 'Meet President
Dies

DRESIDENT of the noted
A Barnard Castle Meet in r937,
Captain C. D. Pickeragill, is re-
ported to have flied of malaria
in a Japanese prison camp two
years ago.

Competition from Mos-
cow !

REPORTS from Moscow indi-
cate ,that one of the largest

fighter -plane factories in the
U.S.S.R. is to be turned over to
bicycle production.

Dukinfield Diamond
Dinner

nNE of Cheshire's oldest clubs,- the Dukinfield C.C., appro-
priately celebrated its Diamond
Jubilee with a dinner dance
which attracted many members
and friends.

In Burma Now !
WITH the formation of the

South Burma Road Club-
the latest Forces club - the
world-wide network of cycling
enthusiastic exiles has reached
another point.

Manchester Veterans
THE Manchester Branch of the Veterang Time

A Trial Association now numbers . over 3o en-
thusiasts.

Scottish lz-hour Record
I

ALLISON, Musselburgh Road Club, broke the
Scottish 12 -hour record, previously. held by Jack

Taylor, West of Scotland Clarion, with a ride of
2503 miles.

Croydon Cycling Association
AN association of cycling clubs in the Croydon area
" -the Croydon and District Cycling Association
-has been formed and is being well supported.

Death
PREVIOUSLY reported missing following an opera-

tional flight over Germany, Flight Sergeant
G. Phippen, Royal Air Force, of the Plymouth
Corinthians C.C., has now been officially posted as
killed in action.

Sussex Police Drive
APUBLICITY campaign Sussex designed to

encourage the public to take greater care of their
machines, has been launched by
the Chief Constable. A pl ea is
put forward for the padloc king
of all cycles that are left
unattended.

The Puncture Fiend
THE all -piercing flint is no

respecter of persons. Ralph
Dougherty, the famous Warwick-
shire crack, had three deflations
in three-quarters of a mile when
riding to start in an important
event : B. Francis, another well-
known Midlander, punctured
twice in the first seven miles of an
event making the eighth successive
event in which he has met with
tyre trouble.

A Super Ride
QTANLEY BOULTER, Ports -
A mouth North End, registered
an amazing performance whe n
he won the Regent C.C. Open
" 25 " with the time of 1.0.5 2.
In addition to winning the event
by a three -minute margin, the
performance represented a new
course record over roads used
extensively by clubs for the past
twenty years and which includes
many gradients.

South Yorkshire News
OF 23 open events decided
1-- on a well-known local South
Yorks course, 21 were won by
South Yorkshire riders. Fifteen
open events have been won by
riders from the same area and
more than twenty local men have
ridden a " 25 " inside sixty-six
minutes. Eleven of them beat
sixty-four minutes and five beat
sixty-three minutes. The best
of the batch was Jack Simpson's
59 minutes 29 seconds.

re -
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Lion Forces News
AT the close of the war it was known that 5/ members
" of the Lion Road Club were serving with the
Forces : two had made the supreme sacrifice. The
clubs annual dinner fixed for January has been postponed
but the fresh date will be known later.

Freed from .laps
TWO prominent South Yorkshire cyclists are reported

safe and well after being in Japanese prison
camps. They are Harold Dawson, one-time member
of South Elmshall Road Club, and Henry Ekins,
successful Brodsworth track rider.

L. Puckering Safe
GEORGE FLEMING'S brother-in-law, Leslie

Puckering, Belle Vue C.C., who was captured
While serving with the Crown Forces at Singapore, is
now in Australia.

Scottish Loss
y CLIMIE, Douglas C.C., chairman of the West ofJ Scotland Time Trials Association, has died.

Mine Host
TED AVERY, former hon. secretary Of Bath C.C.,

has become Mine Host of an establishment in
Bridgwater.

Eddie Roberts Safe
'DDDIE ROBERTS, popular Fountain C.C. rider in
A-. pre-war days, who has been in Japanese hands in
Siam for some years, hopes to be home by Christmas.

New London Club
LONDINIUM C.C. is the name given a new cycling

club in North London which will cater purely
for the tourist and hosteller, and will not affiliate to
any controlling racing bodies.

Britain Making 1,500,000 Bicycles
MORE than zo,000 men are needed before the

British bicycle industry can begin to cope with
the present demand, states Mr. George Wilson, 0.B.E.,
president of the manufacturers' Union.

" Europe alone wants millions of bicycles and
bicycle parts," he says, " and the British industry is
doing what it can with one-third of its pre-war
personnel.

" Our present programme is 1,5oo,00o machines and
two out of three of them are for export. The same
quantity in parts is also proposed, and we hope to feed
overseas bicycle assemblers with parts they previously
obtained from Germany and Japan.

" We hope shortly to provide roo,000 for the Dutch
Government and Dutch police. A further roo,000 will
be earmarked for Denmark and Norway, and we are
also ready to supply France's needs.

" These are up-to-date bicycles, with chromium
plating and three -speed gears ; handle bars, mudguards,
and the size of wheels and tyres vary slightly from
country to country. Apart from these, utility machines
are going out to Europe through U.N.R.R.A. We
hope that in due course all Europe will be riding on
British wheels."

MOD IESU R -Y
SOUTH OEVOtst 

Looking dom,. eke winding
main street wftk its pretty
colectioP of old kouses
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Around the Wheelworld
"Men and Women," or " Ladies and

Gentlemen " ?
AVHEN Adam delved and Eve span, who

was then the gentleman ? ' This
age-old question has been raised in the house
journal issued by the C.T.C. to members.
It is asked : " why on earth cannot we speak
of ourselves as men and women ? " Hickey,
of the Daily Express, answers : " We can ;
but what are C.T.C. going to call their
tandems -now d.g. (double -gents) and 1.b.
(lady -back)?" Why are C.T.C. members so
resentful of being called ladies and gentlemen ?
Are they not ladies and gentlemen ? Some of
the cyclists I have seen disporting themselves
in tea -houses are anything but that, and their
conduct has been responsible for many notices
which state, " No cyclists." Incidentally,
why is it that the very lowest shacks are often
selected as cyclists' officially recognised tea-
houses ? Some of them are insanitary hovels.
I suggest that the C.T.C., so far from wasting
its time debating whether a cyclist is a man or
a gentleman, might do something to improve
the status of cycling.

B.L.R.C. Progress
T N spite of all the hot air spoken by
1 N.C.U'ites, R.T.T.C'ites and C.T.C'ites
against the British League of Racing Cyclists,
and notwithstanding the vacuous nonsense
spoken by ill-informed journalists at club
dinners against this modern and much -wanted
development in cycling sport, the league
continues to progress. In December, 1942,
it had 210 members. In December, 5943,
there were 384 members, in December, 1944,
527 members and at August, 1945, 752 mem-
bers. It is confidently hoped that the first
1,000 mark will be reached by December of
this year. As every member of the British
League is vitally interested in road sport of
the massed -start type and a high percentage
of its members partake in those races, it has
thus become a more representative body, as
far as the sport is concerned, than the N.C.U.,
which exists to control track racing only and
the few hundred licensed riders who indulge
in this form of sport. The rest of the
membership of the N.C.U. are not interested
in track sport, but have joined as associates
or private members so that they may receive
the benefits of touring and legal advice.
About 2 per cent. of the membership of the
N.C.U. are interested in track racing. The
league has been responsible during the year
for promoting highly successful road events,
which have received far greater publicity in
the daily papers than any event promoted by
the N.C.U. or R.T.T.C. and thus they have
provided for cycling sport the publicity it
has always needed, and which the narrow-
minded, spiteful and parochial outlook of the
National bodies (so-called) has failed to
provide.

I can inform my readers that daily papers
do not look with favour upon the cycling
organisations because of the splenetic and
phrenetic attitude which these bodies have
adopted and it says much for the conduct of
the league that it has been able to break this
Gordian knot.

The Victory Race, organised by the league,
was a great success, and everywhere the police
co-operated. During the race an address
was delivered at Buckingham Palace to the
King and it has been suitably acknowledged.
The dire results of running massed -start
races on the roads, prognosticated by that
small coterie who want to act as the dictators
of the sport have not eventuated. How stupid
they now look. There is a move on foot to

By ICARUS
heal the split. If there was a split it should be
hailed, for it has at long last broken the shackles
which have held cycling sport down and
driven it into the hole-and-corner furtivity,
which aptly describes time -trial methods.
Cyclists have spent years " fighting for their
rights " and yet have never had the courage
before to insist upon their right to conduct
time trials overtly. They have preferred
the covert methods of the felon who is afraid
of the police. That sort of outlook, so long
continued and so long supported by the

apostles of the past, must be expunged in the
enlightened days of 1945.

Speed Limit in Built-up Areas
Ae, was expected, with the general restora-

tion of street lighting, the Minister of
War Transport has removed the speed limit
of 20 miles an hour on roads in built-up
areas during hours of darkness. The speed
limit of 3o miles an hour on those roads now
applies to hours of darkness as well as of
daylight.

THE BRITISH ALL-ROUNDE
I. J. Allison, Musselburgh Road Club

Johnstone Wheelers .. " 50 "
,West of Scotland T.T.A. " too"
West of Scotland T.T.A.

2. A. Overton, Kingston Road Club
Velma Road Club..
Calleva Road Club ..
Scuth-Western Road Club ..

3. D. Scott, Crawick Wheelers
Clarion C. & A.C. (West of Scotland) ..
Clarion C. & A.C. (West of Scotland) ..
Ayrshire and District C.A.

4. A. E. G. Derbyshire, Calleva Road Club
Barnsley Road Club ..
Broad Oak Road Club ..
Broad Oak Road Club ..

" zoo "

5. D. K. Hartley, Dukinfield Cyclists' Club
Stretford Wheelers
Bath Road Club .. " zoo "
Manchester and District T.A. " 12 "

6. D. Hepplestone, Yorkshire Road Club
Huddersfield Road Club .. " 5o -
Bath Road Club .. " too
Polytechnic C.C. .. " 12 "

7. T. Love, Fullarton Wheelers
Johnstone Wheelers ..
West of Scotland T.T.A... "
Ayrshire & District S.A. .. "

8. R. J. Maitland, Solihull C.C.
Belle Vue C.C. .

Leamington C. and .A.C.
Birmingham T.T. League

9. A. C. Harding, Middlesex Road Club
Barnsley Road Club ..
Bath Road Club .. " zoo "
Yorkshire C. Federation .. " 12 "

2"

to. V. Callanan, Norwood Paragon C.C.
Velma Road Club .. . " 5o "
Calleva Road Club
South -Western R.C. " 12 "

x. E. J. Whythe, Bath Road Club
Marlboro A.C.
Bath Road Club ..
Birmingham T.T. League " 12 "

12. N. A. Howe, Dukinfield Cyclists' Club
Clarion C. and A.C. (Manchester) " 5o "
Bath Road Club .. " 100 "
Manchester Wheelers .. " 12 "

I. Geneva Road Club
A. E G. Derbyshire ..
D. S. Burr9ws-

Marlboro A.C.
Westerley R.C.
South -Western R.C...

L. C. Dunster-
Barnsley R.C...
Bath Road Club ..
Birmingham T.T. League

2. Altrincham Ravens C.C.
C. Farebrother-

Liverpool T.T. CA...
United Doomers
Polytechnic C.C.

R. Redford-.
Norwood Paragon ..
Broad Oak R.C.
Manchester Wheelers

E. Woolley -
Velma R.C.
Manchester Wheelers
Polytechnic C.C.

R COMPETITION -RESULT
Sept.
July
Aug.

July
May
July

6
8

19

I
21

8

2. 4.48
4.24.40

250 M. 280 y.

24.038
22.670
20.875

2. 7.55
4.26.17

281 m. 1,560 y.

23.453
22.532

20.990

July I 2. 4. 6 24./74
July 29 4.40.11 21.415
July 22 245 M. 384 Y. 20.434

Aug. 12 2. 6.35 23.700
July 15 4.31.59 22.060
Aug. 19 240 In. 1,434 Y. 20.067

May 27 2. 6.54 23.641
Aug. 6 4.32.25 22.025
Aug. 19 237 m. 770 y. 19.786

June to 2.10.56 22.912
Aug. 6 4.28. 2 22.385
Aug. 26 241 111.234 y. 20.096

Sept. 36 2. 6.46 23.666
July 8 4.34.32 21.855
July 22 238 M. 22 y. 19.834

July 22 2. 7.42 23.493
Sept. 16 4.37.19 21.636
Sept. rl 242 m. 44 y.  20.168

Aug. 12 2. 8. 4 23.425
Aug. 6 4.31.10 22.127
Sept. 23 233 m. 45 Y. 19.417

July I 2. 8.57 23.365
May 21 4.33.36 21.930
July 8 234 111.1,258 y. 19.559

May 27 2.11.47 22.765
Aug. 6 4.33.14 21.959
Sept. 9 239 111.636 y. 19.946

June to 2.10.41 22.956
Aug. 6 4.34.47 21.835
Sept. 9 238 m. 56o y. 19.859

TEAMS

"5o" May
" ZOO" Aug.

" 12 " July

. " 50" Aug.
" 100 " Aug.
" 12 " Sept.

" 5o " Sept.
" 10o " Sept.
" 12 " Aug.

"50" July
" 100 " July
" 12 " Sept.

"45o" July
" 100" June
"12" Aug.

22.528

22.325

22.008

21.942

21.817

-1.798

21.785

21.766

21.657

21.585

21.557

21.550

21.942

27 .2. 9.16 23.208
19 4.34.40 21.845
8 232 m. 1,754 Y. 19.416

21.490

12 2.11.32 22.808
6 4.33.43 21.920
9 233 m. 1,648 5'. 19.494

21.407
21.613

9 2. 7.24 23.548
16 4.36.36 21.692
26 23011'1.1,100 y. 19.216

21.485

2 2.11.14 22.850
15 4.39.27 21.471
9 238 no. 1,z90 y. 19.889

21.407

I 2. 9.16 23.208
24 4.38.30 21.544
26230rn.1,046y. 19.216

21.323
21.405

The foregoing is a provisional result, subject to official confirmation of certain performances, and to
adoption by the R.T.T.C.-S.A.C.A. Joint Committee.
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The Future Travel

SEEM to recollect that, some years ago, when people
L in this country were beginning to see " the end
of the beginning " of the late war, many of them were
very optimistically talking about a fuller life with the
standards of well-being marvellously extended. I read
Of these things and occasionally heard them'expounded
by people who seemed to think the gaiety of living was
only a postponement and would arrive in -full flood
directly peace was declared. For the life of me I
could not see that state of Utopia occurring, but, also,
11 was not greatly concemed far the well-being of my
compatriots, always providing they on their side were
prepared to face the facts and play the game to the
rules those facts laid down. I think I said then that
.we should all be poorer when the war was history.
but emphasised the notion that such a condition need
not make us unhappy unless we allowed it to

'
- and I

still feel the same way about things, probably because
my way of living has been on the simple side through
following cycling. This subject came up recently
among a group of friends, the majority of whom were
bemoaning the recent statement by the Minister of
Fuel that petrol supplies may be restricted because of
the difficulty of paying for the stuff now that Lend-
Lease- has ended. Most of that group of friends were
younger than I am, and when I mentioned cycling as
an alternative means of pleasure travel they seemed
shocked by the advice, just as if they had been invited
to adopt a condition of movement which entailed a loss
of dignity. It is to me a curious reaction of mind that
dignity goes with wealth, or, at any rate, with a form
ostentation that possesses neither healthy activity nor
a kindly and comfortable observation of beauty. But
then I suppose cycling and all it connotes is bred
in me.

Differences
THE point I want to make here, as I did with my -

argumentative friends, is that the bicycle is
almost entirely a native product. A bit of rubber,
cotton, and maybe a trifle of leather arc all the foreign
substances 'it need contain. And the same .thing can
be said of the car, which is the reason why both articles
are of such industrial value, representating, as they do,
a high percentage of wages. The difference between
them occurs when they are put in service.- The bicycle
may. cost 2d. a' month for lubricant, and a few coppers
for lighting ; but the car needs great quantities of
petrol and oil, the major portion of which has to come
from overseas. Now there's nothing wrong about that
until the question of import economy is discussed, and

-then the car is not quite the valuable acquisition to
Great Britain some people would have us believe.
Most folk do not stop to think of the car in these terms,
but they may have to yet. If only we could find a
native fuel, as is the case in U.S.A., this problem would
disappear. It is in this sphere that atomic energy may
yet prove of greater value to us titan the oil -producing
countries. ^ In the meantime I think if I were a cycle
manufacturer I should add something to the slogan of
" Ride a bicycle for health and pleasure," by stating
" and for the benefit of your country." At the present
time it is certainly another little satisfaction cyclists
can legitimately claim, they are buying British and
using British power. Were the positions reversed I
feel quite confident that some ntotorists would "-rub
it in," and even go so far as to suggest the abolition of
cycling. I want to see expansion of travel freedom
everywhere provided it comes in fairness to all forms
of road users ; but naturally, being a cyclist, it auto-
matically follows that these facts call for mention.

Poorer, but Happy
ACTUALLY, I do not think any great hardship will

happen to the motoring fraternity, but I am still
of the opinion that the enormous increase in such
traffic we are told will occur to the private owner is just

nonsense, Individually we
are all poorer than was the
ease in z939 ; I think that
is the answer in a nutshell.
But, as I said before and
I repeat, that is no reason
why we should be less
happy, and a very good
reason why we should be
more healthy if we take
to cycling and,' having
mastered that pastime, stick
to it. I have been fortunate,
for the service of a car has
always been at my disposal
since two, but except for
really urgent journeying I
have not the slightest use
for it. It gives me no sense
of pleasure, rather of bore-
dom, similar to the boredom
flying men say is their con-
dition when the excitement
of combat is over or non-
existent. But put me on a
fast -class bicycle properly
positioned and geared to
my liking, and I'm a happy
and healthy man. I think
the reasons are manifold,
but the overriding one is
certainly activity, the pulse
of the blood, the aliveness
of the individual, and the
mental awareness. It is
symbolic of cycling to the
fit rider, this freedom from
purchased power, this sense
of self-sufficiency that
brings a man to his journey's

end with satisfaction and appetite as the material
awards, and the inner spiritual condition that the
approach to beauty has been perfect. The material
things please the youngster more, but if he continues in
this way of wandering he will find, as he grows older, it
is the beauty of the way, the acquisition of its intimacy
that keeps a man a cyclist to the end of the story.

Badly. Needed
WITH September in I was compelled to look at my

lamps and, as usual, I found all the rear light
batteries gummed into the tin cases. I know it's my
fault for not removing the batteries during the summer
months ; but I ask, in extenuation, who does ? What
we need, we battery users, is a type of container that
will not corrode, with electrical connections sufficiently
robust to withstand vibration. Nor are we asking for
anything impossible. As things are these rear lamp
cases arc a cheap and nasty thing, cheap in first cost
may be, but very expensive when their replacement
seems to be necessary every winter. My last purchase
was a new nameless type in aluminium with a well -
riveted steel plate (in and out) bracket, and it cost
me as. 9d. complete as against the 3s. 4d. for the tin-
plate type. How it will act has to be proven, but at
least it will not rust, and I should imagine the slight
corrosion of the metal will not make much difference.
For a headlight this winter I think I shall go back to the
old " Holophote," a Lucas oil lamp with brass body,
all riveted, which has not been made for thirty years,
but when it was in production, it was made. It seems
as good as ever, and its inch wick gives me a beautiful
mellow light covering the width of a country road, a
glow which I can and do reduce when I'm town riding.
Why not a dynamo ? you will say. Well, perhaps I'm
old-fashioned ; anyhow, I don't like them (I've seen so
many of them go wrong) and I'm prejudiced as to the
power they need from me to make them function.
Anyway, why should I carry a dynamo set about when
I don't need even a Om, which is during six months

genet) la a As.Leal .

of the year. Yes, a battery lamp is very handy, and with
the aid of the Holophote I should be well served if I
could only buy well -made rustless cases to house the
batteries.

Time of Year
AUTUMN is falling late this year, as is usually the

case after a dampish season. At the beginning of
September there were few signs in the Midland woods
that the year was so far advanced, and it was only when
you obtained a glimpse of the bleaching stubbles that
the country scene proclaimed the calendar. But what
a lovely time to go a -touring ; the quiet misty mornings,
the search for mushrooms to aid the meagre breakfast
rasher, the golden glory of sunshine over the shaven
fields or carving sharp shadows in the glen, and the
perfect sunsets with all the hills blue violet in the
depths of distance, and the near things lit with flame.
I always envy people with holidays to come, no matter
what the time of year, but I think that envy is more
pronounced at the " back -end " 'when one's own
releases have gone the way of all time, and the perfect
September weather rests with the resting earth. I da
not think I have ever seen so much grain, nor finer
crops, and even my farmer friends seem satisfied with
this bounty of Nature in this year of grace ; which, with
a fairly long knowledge of farmers and their comfortable
grousing, is a good portent for the immediate food
problem. Nor have I noticed in my local wanderings
that there is any delay in getting the crops. Nearly all
the corn was in by the end of August, and at least
some of this clearance was due to the combine harvester
which cuts, threshes and bags the grain as the tractor
moves forward. Looking back over the years of war,
we are apt to forget the immense strides the farmer has
made in the mechanisation of his business. Only in the
uplands of Wales and the Highlands can you see the
horse still king of the furrow. Sometimes one regrets
this- startling change until one thinks of the land now
under cultivation, a feat which would have been
impossible without the aid of the tractor.

A Favourite
T HAVE just had my old John Marston Sunbeam
A " done up." In November it will he twenty-six
years old, and as far as I can judge is running as sweetly
as ever. Now that it has been rejuvenated it has the
look of a high-class mount, though I am afraid it will be
put to the low -class riding of the winter solstice. For
when the days are wet and the roads are filmed with mud,
the " little oil bath " case never makes a murmur -at the
conditions, the chain running as smoothly as it can only
run under full protection, with an oil dip at each
revolution. I have been lucky in this matter too, far
some friends of mine had a pair of stainless steel rims
to replace the old " Electron " which Dunlop made
years ago, and which were worn out after more titan a
decade of winter roaming. Now I am searching for some
good tyres to complete the process of rejuvenation, and
no doubt I shall be lucky again, for I'm already promised
help -in this matter. Then I shall have a winter mount
second to none in the world, for that was and is still
my opinion of the old Sunbeam. One hopes that the
new Sunbeam now made by the B.S.A. will equal or
surpass the Wolverhampton products of five -and -
twenty years ago, for there is a real need for such a
mount. When supplies of the goOd goods are on the
market again we shall see if the sound old name of
Sunbeam reflects the glory of the past. At odd times
I have been offered quite a lot of money for this par,
ticular machine, but no amount within reason would
make me part with a bicycle that has served me so well
at such little cost arid with so small an expenditure of
attention. That old bicycle his probably carried more
mud home than any other machine I have owned, but
whatever its appearance it has never grumbled or
groaned, but just carried on with the job with a sweet
response to the slightest muscular propulsion.

i;
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low tide in. the prettii
little harbour.-
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YARMOUTH
ISLE. OF WIGHT.

The host is last leaning the per
head icr Lynangton...
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"After what I saw 'out there'

no other tyre

will really satisfy

me now

°Firestone
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turte in the road
The turn in the road,
ever revealing the

unexpected, is one

of the fascinations of
cycling. But it may
also reveal an un-

expected emergency:
be ready to meet it.

Remember, rain or shine
you can cycle in safety

if you fit

FERODO
ALL-WEATHER BRAKE BLOCKS

FERODO LIMITED CHAPEL -EN -LE -FRITH
REG'D TRADE MARK

F E R 0 D 01
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CYCLORAMA H. V\/. ELEY

Fund, that great institution which has
done and is still doing so much for those in
the allied industries who may have fallen by
the wayside or met with hard fate. I gather
that the Secretary of the Fund is making a
great drive in connection with a memorial
fund to " A.J." and I wish him well in his
efforts. The great work which A. J. Wilson
put into this worthy cause must be carried on
by those now engaged in the industry, and
there could be no better way of keeping
green the memory of a pioneer and a man
who was beloved by all who knew him.

Back to the. Clubs
oNE or two club secretaries have told me

this week that quite a number of
" the boys " are out of the Forces

and have already made contact with their
old clubs. And the returning boys would
be made very welcome ! One can easily
imagine how eagerly they have been looking
forward to a return to the old pastime and
a reunion with their companions of the old
days. Good luck to club life in these happier,
better days which lie ahead. The coming
winter may see quite a brisk revival of club
functions, socials, dances, etc.-not forgetting
the good rides along hard roads fringed with
hedges fairy-like with rime and flanked by
fields where patient cattle munch their winter
meals of roots and hay.

Manufacturers' Post-war Programmes
A STUDY of the current advertisements

fi issued by cycle and component manu-
facturers suggests that many programmes are
well advanced, despite the fact that plenty
of men are still to return to industry from
the Services and despite the fact, too, that
raw materials are not by any means in full
supply. Inquiries among manufacturing
firms indicate that whilst detailed plans cannot
yet he publicised, a great deal has been done
on broad lines . . . and makers have a pretty
good idea what models they will concentrate
upon and what the post-war policy of selling
will be. Roll on the day when the full and
complete programmes will be available and
the retail shops well stocked with bikes, tyres
and every type of accessory !

Those Rubber Plantations
EVER since Malaya fell into the hands of

the Japanese, rumour has been rife as
to what might have happened to the vast
raw rubber plantations .. . source of a priceless
raw material for all engaged in the rubber and
tyre industries. There were those who
imagined, somewhat curiously, that the Japs
would have destroyed all the millions of trees.
Others argued that as rubber was a vital
munition of war, our enemies would have taken
good care that the trees were carefully tended
and nurtured, so that the Japanese military
machine could be fed with good tyres made
from natural rubber. Now that the Japs have
been beaten, stories are filtering through and

stA
lYt

ertr C kurcL_
Buck:11Q ka riNski re.

'14church, corttalrts mam.i -Fine
memorials to the Nrms oTNtm.
who lined ixere for two cattturnes.

one published last week indicates that the
plantations are in 'good fettle and that it
should not be long before supplies of " crude "
will be coming through . . . to the delight of
the rubber industry and the satisfaction of a
host of users of rubber products, who have_
always had a firm belief in the superior
virtues of the " real thing."

In " Homely Hertfordshire "
THE gentle Charles Lamb hit upon just

the right adjective when he described
Hertfordshire as " homely ; " it is a county
innocent of rocky grandeur and the glories
of crag and fell, but it has a peculiar charm
of its own, and I fell in love with it again
recently when I cycled around Ayot St.
Lawrence-home of " G.B.S."-and rambled
about the pleasant little town of Wheat-
hampstead. Hertfordshire is homely indeed,
and friendly too. I like its little inns, its lanes
where just now the blackberries are ripe and
luscious, its farms where, as far as cattle are
concerned, the preference seems to be for the
picturesque black -and -white British Friesian
breed. And the good thing about Hertford-
shire is that it is so easy to reach if you live
in London. And it has plenty of history . . .

those towns on the old North Road, like
Baldock and Stevenage, are rich in historic
treasure and
tradition.Ycs !
when one
cycles in this
fair county
one may well
feel that the
gentle spirit
of Charl?.s
Lamb is near
. . . .

" Feed's
Monument
NOT a

monu-
ment in stone
or bronze . . .

but a monu-
ment never-
theless . . . in
the shape of
the Motor and
Cycle Trades
Benevolent

.001217..-OU r2.41,41.4

MANOR -BIER CASTLE
PEUtP.OKEEHIRE_ .

...,,,, " tatm -from the i2.-cent,4

Price and Service

I WAS having a chat recently with a cyclist
and we got on to the subject of cycle

prices . . . and recalled the figures of pre-war
days, made a few comparisons, and came to the
conclusion that the British cycle, at its present
price, represents extraordinarily good value
for money. After all, when one buys a
cycle one does not buy so much steel,
leather, and rubber and vulcanite. One buys
service . . . miles ! And, remembering
wages costs, overheads, prices of raw materials,
and all the other factors which affect the final
retail price of an article to the buying public,
it would seem fair to say that a bike is jolly
good value for money. The way to work it
out is to try to " evaluate " the original
cost to the length of service obtainable, the
miles of travel, the great hut indefinable
pleasures which come from possession of a
cycle . . . and if the matter is looked at in this
way it will be found that the present figure,
higher, of course, than the pre-war, is nothing
to stagger one or to give one any sense of
exploitation. " Cost -per -mile " is the true
yardstick !

Autumn Glory
NOW is the time of the glory of the wood-

lands, the magical colours of the trees,
and the autumnal beauty of hedge and coppice.
A great time for getting out into the heart of
the countryside . . as beauteous as green
springtime or lush summer. Even in a
suburban road one may see the fire of the
reddening creeper on the wall of a small
villa and the gay colours of dahlias and
Michaelmas daisies in the little gardens.
But out in the rolling countryside . . . there is
the autumn pageantry of Mother Nature in
excelsis ; browns and reds, and golds and
russets, all blending in a blaze of glory
which seems to tell us that the year may be
on the wane and the fullness of summer gone.
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Britain's. Touring Grounds (12)
RECENTLY I was compelled to go to Brighton on

business. After three hours of this " Queen of
Watering Places " I was sitting on the railway station
fretting for the train to -take me away. My brief visit
in no, way enhanced my love for this type of holiday
resort, but it certainly gave me an object lesson. I saw
the milling crowds, the queues for meals, the tawdry
shops and the so-called amusements, and I was sorely
puzzled to know why thousands flock to Brighton,
Southend or Blackpool. The answer is, of course, that
one man's meat is another's poison. In a series of
articles dealing with the touring grounds in Britain it is
therefore unwise to be too dogmatic in stressing the
beauties of one place as compared with another. It is
naturally understood that these preferences are the
writer's, although years of experience have told me
what types of scenery the educated cyclist likes, and
what places he avoids like the plague. One other ex-
planation is that Brighton is so near to London. The
sea has such a powerful fascination for many people
that the surroundings do not exist in their myopic
vision. The sea is enough.

Old Father Thames
T SUPPOSE in the same way we might look at the
A Thames Valley as a touring ground. I have to admit

Notes of a Highwayman
By Leonard Ellis

that I travelled north, south, east' and west
and over, a good part of the Continent before
I decided to spend a fortnight cycling in
this charming area. I admit freely that the
Parts of the Thames that I visited are very
lovely, but here again there is a large body
of people who are content to shut their eyes to
backgrounds providing the water at their feet
or under the keel of their boat is the Thames.
I honestly cannot say where the Thames Val-
ley begins or ends from a holiday point of
view. There are many who are content
with a holiday quite near to London, and
one does not deny that Richmond has a great
deal to be proud Of. Kew and Hampton
Court are visited by thousands and the beauty
of the gardens and the historic interest justi-
fies their choice. Then there -is a long stretch
from Sunbury to Staines where thousands of
jaded Londoners love to spend their week-
ends, and who can blame them ? Windsor,
of course, with all its associations is a focal
point for tourists from every corner of the
earth.

A Lovely Waterway
PERHAPS I would be right in saying that

the touring area proper begins at Maiden-
head. As a change from cycling I can re-

Left.-
The Cloisters,

Hurley Priory.

commend the boat trip
from Boulters Lock, north
of Maidenhead, via Cook -
ham and Bourne End to
Marlow. 'Phis is a lovely
stretch Of the river, and is
best seen from a boat. The
towpath can be followed ,
but it is not ideal cycling,
considering the surface and
the numerous gates. Mar-

 low is a delightful old town,
particularly when one is
willing to spend time in
searching out its old
creeper -covered cottages in
the back lanes. -The scenery
is just as fine from Marlow
to Henley. Here again the
boat may be used although
there is a good road, run-
ning north of the river and
an alternative on the south
side. Both are well worth
following. The former
passes through the charm-
ing village of .Medrnenham and a detour may be
made to the pretty villages of Hambleden, Skirmett
and Fingest. The south road, like the north, does not

follow the river very closely, but steep and pretty
lanes lead down to Remenham, Aston Ferry and
',Wriest. The latter is a delightful village with an old
priory offering tempting glimpses to the photographer,
and the exceptional width of the river and the numerous
islands at this point make it a paradise for campers.
and swimmers. Southward we shall reach big and busy
Reading and then, in a long, wide sweep northward , the
Thames passes through lovely Pangbourne and between
the twin villages-or should it be towns ?-of Goring and
Streatly. Still northwifd we reach Wallingford, a
bright and prosperous -looking country town, quite
close to the beautiful village of Dorchester (Oxon),
and on to Abingdon. From here westward the river
becomes less interesting, although there arc many
delightful stretches and many interesting villages and
towns. Most cyclists have a love of bridges and in
following the greatest of England's rivers there are
scores of opportunities of adding to one's collection.
West of Fairford the Thames still runs, but it seems
that the age-old controversy regarding its real source
is still raging. There is a Thames -head ; and at Seven
Springs, near Cheltenham, a plate boldly declares that
this is the source of the Thames. Old Father Thames
doesn't seem to worry where he was born, he just
rolls along.
Overheard
LADY motorist encountered at the roadside with a

flat tyre : " I haven't had the car very long,

The Thames at Mecimizhant

but I'm sure I got a spare wheel with it." Having'
passed this remark to her companion, she resumed
her search.

My Point of View : By "Wayfarer "

Beware !
TT is authoritatively stated that St. Paul's, Cathedral
A is moving down Ludgate Hill at the rate of one inch
in too years. All the more necessary for cyclists to look
where they are going

Expensive
ACCORDING to a writer in The Daily Telegraph.

a holiday on the Riviera this year may cost visitors
about km a day. I have a feeling that the Riviera will
not see me this year, my budget for holidays being
nearermuch nearer-to Jos. a day.

People, Too
SOMEWHERE in the Press the other day I saw the

hope expressed that dogs would again learn sense
now that motor -cars, in bulk, had returned to the roads.
I hope they will. I also hope that pedestrians will
cultivate sense. Ther6 is ample room for improvement.

Immunity Badge
IN he large and enterprising factory which I illuminate

with my presence daily, for a consideration, a
scheme was recently inaugurated for the free injection
of the workers (and drones); in the hope that the
time lost through the common (the very common !)
cold would be materially reduced, When I was asked
(rather mischievously, it is to be feared) whether it was
my intention to submit to the series of injections (three
in number), my negative reply lacked nothing in the
way of emphasis. For many years now, I have been, so
regularly injected with the best possible anti -cold
serum-to wit, fresh air, obtained in the course of a

comprehensive cycling programme spread over the
whole of the Is months-that I do not consider it
necessary to adopt other methods for outwitting and
side-stepping the common (as before stated, the very
common) cold. In practice, constant cycling acts as
a sort -of immunity badge.

" All Along o' Dirtiness "
SOMEBODY who met me the other day was suffi-

ciently 'enterprising and observant -to comment
on the dirty state of the bicycle I was riding. I pleaded
guilty, of course, saying that my purpose in having a
small stud of bicycles was to ride em, and not to get
hot and bothered and mucky in the unwelcome process
of cleaning them. My policy has always been to ride,
ride, ride : in Kipling's words, the policy is " all along

dirtiness," and the fact that my cycling is always
trouble -free constitutes a complete justification of my
plan. The fact of the matter' is that I have no time
(in any meaning of that term) for cleaning operations.
I prefer to devote my leisure to riding my bicycles and
to miss out the cleaning process. Mind you, I look
after the tyres and the transmission, leaving nothing
to chance in those two respects.

Historic Meeting
AS I was dropping swiftly into Dolgelley a few days

ago, I saw approaching me two elderly pedestrians,
one with a white " knob " and wearing climbers' boots.
Memories got to work quickly and recognition was
mutual, and, in a moment or two, tongues,were wagging.
In the white-haired walker 1 recognised the office
colleague from whom, over so years ago, I bought my
first bicycle-a very secondhand machine which served

me well for a time and then collapsed. Here, then, was
the individual who started me on my career of crime
as a cyclist ! He, on giving up cycling, took to other
pursuits, and it was good to hear that, at age 70, he was
still climbing mountains. In a way, the meeting was
a historic one for me. It is the case that if I had not
bought a bicycle from him, I would probably have
obtained one elsewhere. The fact remains, however,
that Ire was the man who did the deed, thus actually
pushing me off (though I was already a tricyclist, of
sorts) in a life-long event which has endowed me with
such wealth-taking the form of health, pleasure, and
knowledge.

Good-bye to September
IN my part of the world the last day of September

was a quiet smooth grey day without a bit of
sunshine. But what a joyous cycling day it was : what
a gorgeous colour scheme shoWed under the eternal
drab canopy of the sky ; what delightful air ; what good
views, even if they were limited in expanse ! Between
ro a.m. and 8 p.m. I accounted for 67 miles, consumed
two leisured meals, devoted half -an -hour to gathering
blackberries, and bought the naked corpse of a rabbit,
a jar of honey, some onions, and one or two other things
to help the home larder.

Taking things all round, it was a jolly fine day-but
where were the cyclists ? I encountered none during the
journey itself, which comprised main and secondary
roads, and one long field -path, with six or eight gates
to open and close. At the popular lunch -place, there
were to other cyclists. At the also popular tea -place.
there were five other cyclists. Where was all the rest
of the wheeling brigade ? I do not know. What I do
know, however, is that those who were repelled by the
greyness of the day missed a grand, cycling occasion,
which was made all the more acceptable thanks to the
absence of those blustering winds that have been in
such ample supply of late. Thus I said good-bye to
September, and, at the moment of writing, am looking
forw`ard, with eagerness. to the remaining months of
the to4.5 cycling " season."
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Special Miniature I.F. TransforrnerZ,
tin, high x lin. sq. Permeability tuning,
enclosed pot cores, silver mica con-
densers, high Q. 465 Ice. Per pr. 25/-.
3 Wave Superhet Aerial and Oscillator
Coils. with circuit, per pr., 10/6. I.E.
Transformers. standard size, high. Q,
Ceramic trimmers, seamless aluminium
cans, iron cores, 20(47 Litz windings.
465 kc. Per pr., 15-. L.F. Chokes,
15 h., 90 m.a., 7/8, H.F. Chokes, 2/-.
M.W. Aerial and H.F. Coils, with circuit.
Per pr., 5/... Output Transformers,
3 rat(.,, 116. Mains Suppressor Chokes.36 Wrtte-

Weldona Radio Accessories
Ltd., 12 Gilbert Rd., Swanage,

Dorset.

MODEL MAKERS,
ENGINEERS, Etc.

We are urgently wanting Passenger
Hauling or Goods Hauling Model
Locomotives, from 31in. gauge to
15in. pane, coal fired jobs in good
condition, also Track, Wagons,
Crocodiles or Coaches for passengers,
and anything else suitable. Large or
small layouts. Give fullest particu-
lars, photo if possible, and price
required. Also the smaller Electric,
Steam and Clockwork Layouts. A
few of the above are for sale. Stamp
with requirements.

BOTTERILLS MODELS,
HIGH STREET, CANVEY, ESSEX

Phone: Canvey 103.

CONSTRUCTIONAL

DIAGRAMS

AMPLIFIER, 6-8 Watts, A.C.ID.C.. Si-.
" Wizard " Universal Medium Wave
4 -valve Receiver. SI-. Medium Wave
" Dorset " Battery Receiver Circuit,
316. Coming shortly, 3 Wave 5 Valve
Superhet. Manuscripts comprise de-
tailed layout drawings, theoretical
circuit, drilling templates, explicit in-
structions and parts list. Easily obtain-
able components. Write-

Weldona Radio Accessories
Ltd., 12 Gilbert Rd., Swanage,

Dorset.

LARGE DEPT. FOR TECHNICAL BOOKS

FOYLES
FOR BOOKS

New and secondhand Books on
Engineering and all other subjects.

119-125, Charing X Rd., London, W.C.2
Open 9 orm.-6 p.m. including Saturday.'Telephone Gerrard 5660 ,,A

Build your own
POWER DRIVEN FRET -JIG SAW
from easily obtainable parts ONLY

(costing approximately 601-).
Using Coping Saw tad.) will out out
TOYS, ANLMALS, PUZZLES and
101 other Saleable Articles. Well
tested. Set of Diagrams and Instruc-
tions. Price 3/6.
P. M. BARHAM, " Hilltop," Brad -
more, Green, Coulsdon, Surrey.

(Parts Stocked.)

FABRICATED PLATEWORK
CONSTRUCTIONAL AND GENERAL

ENGINEERING
WELDING AND REPAIRS IN ALL

METALS

ROD ENGINEERING &
WELDING CO.,

64a, Arkwright St., Nottingham
'Phone : Nottm. 89455

You'll be glad you kept on saving
when you can again buy an

ADANA
Adana Printing Machines
TWICKENHAM, MIDDLESEX----

OLFLU
SIMPLIFIES SOLDERING

PAINT AND HEAT -JOB'S COMPLETE
Solder applied only where required by meaus of brush or pail. May he heated by
means of solder iron,'blow-lanip, open burnt;, 1,:ate, oven. etc.

RADIO AND
ELECTRICAL

WORK
MODEL

11AKENG

ASSEMBLY
WORK

CI'CLE CABLE
NIPPLES

CAR
RADIATotts

soLDER PAINT & Er "WRI"LSOLDEIL CREAM
(Active) (Non -corrosive)

2 oz. 4.oz. 8 oz. 1 lb.
19 2i9 4,- 8 3

PURE TIN
PAINT & ('REAM

(Active) (Non -corrosive)
2 Oz. 4 oz. 8 oz. 11b.
2i3 3.6 5'6 9.3

1101SE1101.111
SES

TINNING AND
REPAIRS TO

COOKING
l'TENSILS,

REERIGER_IJOR
Ete.

SOLFLUX PRODUCTS.
98, ALBION STREET, SOUTHWICK, SUSSEX.

SMALL TOOLS
Drills, Reamers, Lathe Tools, Micrometers, etc.

EVERYTHING FOR THE
ENGINEER -MECHANIC

Bench Millers, Lathes, Bench Drills, Electric Motors
A.C. and D.C.

'Send 41d. for Lists

NUTTALUS (LATHES) LIMITED,
MAINSFIEIVD, NOTTS-

LINESIDE FEATURES i: 00
STAFF HUTS ... ... 3- 3.8 & 4,6
COAL OFFICES ... ... 3.9 5.0 & ret
WEIGHBRIDGE & OFFICE 7 6

.ENGINE SHEDS ... ... 18,6 -
ROOKS by Post
ABC " MINOR BRITISH RAIL-

L.N.E. "TITANS OF TRACK"
RAILWAY SIGNALLLNG AND

COMMUNICATIONS ...
BRITISH LOCOMOTIVE
TYPES "

1116 1

8i- 811

- 80

TYLDESLEY & HOLBROOK
109, DEANSGATE,
MANCHESTER, 3.

-GIVE THOSE YOU LOVE -
A Radio You Have

Made Yourself.
Th. " JI3 VICTORY FOUR"
(a) Child's play to build.
(b) Suitable for work off A.C. or D.C.

mains and bang up to date.
(c) Portable, it needs no aerial or earth.
(d) Ideally suitable for Bedroom,

Nursery, Workshop, etc.
(e) Guaranteed 6 months and subject

during this time to free service.
Complete kit of parts, including valves
and all items, even nuts, bolts, wire,
etc., with full detailed layouts and
wiring instructions. 2711716. Dia-
grams, etc., only, 51-; refunded if
complete kit bought later.

V.E.S., Radio House, Ruislip.

Easily made
From Our

Castings.

&HALLAM
& SON,

Upton, Pools,
Dorset.

MINIATURE PETROL ENGINES for
Aeroplanes and Speed Boats.

S+nd 24 for parti.

Ark for
Leaflet No. 18,4

Spiel up to
6,000 r.p.m.

B. & F. CARTER
& Co. Ltd., Bolton 5

RATCHET & REVOLUTION
COUNTERS

rf
111

e Want7d:Themar
a n

money for

s or patents of pr al
worth with a view to making
and marketing them. Write
in confidence to :

Edron Industrial Group,
7 Park Lane, London, W.I

JUBILEE WORM DRIVE
HOSE CLIPS

The long -life
clip with the

ever -tight
grip

The Bess Kneen
For

Radiator Joints,
Air. Oil andWater Hose

Joints
We guarantee a

Tight Joint
I. ROBINSON & Co

25, London
Chambers.

CILLINGHAIVI.KENT

Your HANDBOOK of the
MYFORD LATHES

71d. post free.

GARNERS
Sheffield Road, BARNSLEY.

'Phone 2866.

INSTRUMENT WIRES, ETC.
Levees" enamelled copper wire9, 14 -1,1 -1M19 -

as --04-26-38-30-34-38-40 smi.r. 2.P, 3 -, .3e3,
3,3, 4,-, 4.3, 4,6, 4. 5:3, 5,9, 6,- per lb. Less
than 1 -lb. reel 3d. extra. 1 to 3-1b. reel II- extra.
3 to 6.1b. reel 2,6 extra. Alt reels returnable. Also
P.C.C. wires, and many other interesting Radio
and Sicetr.mie lists 11 S.A.E. Orders
ever 30:- post tree.

MIDLAND INSTRUMENT CO.,
13, lizrherna Par:s Roal. Cirmingh2m 17.

MOVING COIL
HAND MICROPHONES P.M.
Energised by Alni Magnets. 45 ohms,
On. Coil, lilted wIth switch in handle,

12 8 each.

MOVING COIL IlEADPIIONES, P.M.
Energised by Ilr.i Magnets, ohms,
sin. Coil. Ideal for Mikes, Miniature
Loudspeakers, etc. Ilia. overall in
Bakelite cases with 3irL front flange.
TO each. Per pair, with headband, 18(8.
THROAT MICROPHONES. fitted
with elastic bands.. 'Phone, Plug, etc.

7.6 cacti!
SYNCHRONOUS MOTORS. " SAN-
G AMO." 200450 volts A.C., SO c. Self-
starting, tilted Reduction Gears. IDEAL
MOVEMENTS FOR TIME SWITCHES,
INDUSTRIAL, DARK ROOM, ELEC-
TRIC CLOCKS, etc.

ROTOR SPEED 200 r.p.m.
FINAL SPEEDS AVAILABLE

I rev. 12 miss., 22;6
1 rev. 30 mine, 251-.
1 rev. 60 mins., 251-.

Consumption 21 watts.. Size 21 x 28 x
If. Cash with order. Registered post

and packing, 1/- extra.
MIRE -WOUND NON -INDUCTIVE
RESISTANCES. 2 watt. Ideal for
Meter Shunts, Resistance Boxes, etc.
21 per cent. 8r:curacy, wound on hakelite
bobbins, tin, a sin. One of each of the
following ratings, 25, 50, 100, 200, 400,
600, 1,000 and 2.000 ohms, 5/6 per lot.

postage paid, quantities available.
ELECTRO MAGNETS. 200-250 volts
A.C. Resistance, 320 ohms, II x Ilin..

3.8 mach.
REV. COUNTERS. Ex Meters, drum
type, 0-339, Automatic reset to zero on

completion, 316 each.
DARK ROOM CLOCKS

EASILY MADE
Synchronous motor 200-250 AC. 50 cyls.,
fitted reduction gear giving final
speed 1 rev. -60 sees. Clutch incor-porated to reset to zero. Length of
shaft 9.10, x 1!10, 22)6 each. Postage
1/- extra.

Trrms-Cmh with order.

H. FRANKS,
SCIENTIFIC STORES,

58, NEW OXFORD ST., W.C.i
'Phone: MUSeum 9594.

Large selection of differential reduction
gears, meters, relays, etc., etc.. for

Callers only.

SPARKS' DATA SHEETS
Provide full constructional details and
blueprints of Tested and Guaranteed
Designs.
One -valve All -dry Portable. Mel.

and Long waves, 9v. II.T. 2.6
Two -valve All -dry ,Midget. Med.

waves 2/6
Three -valve All -dry Midge( Port-

able. Own aerial and L.S. Med.
A.C. Quality Raillogram. 8 watts.

P.P. Output. Med. waves. 3:6
A.C. 8 watt A mplitier, P.P. ... 2 6Quality Radio unit. 2 valve.

Mains. Mod. naves 2 6
Electric Guitar Units (3rd Ed.) ... -
A.C.4).C. 8 watt Port. Amplifier 2.6
31 watt A.C. Amplifier 2 6
Two -valve Battery Amplifier ... 213
Three valve Ditto. P.P. output . 2 6
A.C. Quality Two Set, Med. wane. 2 g
Straight Three Battery Set, Med.

WIIVeq
Super SAN. 2 Vahrr, Ratt..- 2, 0

Send Stamp tor Full List.
L. ORMOND SPARKS (M)

P. Phocheth Road. BrockleY,S.E.4.

A (41LCOIC
-

Guaranteed to improve per-
formance of any car, van
or lorry. Increased power.
improved petrol consamP-
Lion. better starting.

41.11.14 RUNBAKE N. MANCHE 5 TE R I
s -rd Is to ino booklet 7.17.
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One of the following Courses taken at home in your
spare time can definitely be the means of securing
substantial promotion in your present calling, or entry
into a more congenial career with better prospects.

ENGINEERING, AERO, ETC.
Plastics-Radio-Aero Engines-Aircraft Design-
Welding-Aerodynamics-Electrical Engineering-
Television-Electric Wiring-Talking Picture Work
-Generation and Supply-Works Management-
Metallurgy-Refrigeration-Planning, Estimating,
Rate-fixing-Time and Motion Study-Aero Inspec-
tion-Automobile Engineering-LSheet-metal Work-
Engineering Draughtsmanship-Aero Draughtsman-
ship-Jig and Tool Draughtsmanship-Press Tool and
Die Draughtsmanship-Structural or RIF Concrete
Draughtsmanship - Sanitary Engineering - R.A.F.
AND R.N. PILOTS AND OBSERVERS.

GENERAL
Matriculation-College of Preceptors-Chartered
Institute of Secretaries-Aircraft Apprentice.

MUNICIPAL SERVICE
School Attendance Officer-Handicraft Teacher-
Registrar-Relieving Officer-Sanitary Inspector-
Weights and Measures Inspector-Inst. of Mun.
and Cy. Engineers-P.A.S.I.

THE BUILDING BOOM-
SECURE YOUR SHARE!

The Free Guide also gives particulars of our
extensive range of modern Building and Structural
Courses, Building Draughtsmanship, etc. The
great post-war Building programme offers un-
limited prospects to technically trained men.

_BECOME A DRAUGHTSMAN
QUALIFY AT HOME
AND EARN RIG MONEY

Men and Youths urgently wanted for well paid
positions as Draughtsmen, Inspectors, etc.,
in Aero, Jig and Tool, Press Tool, Electrical,
Mechanical and other Branches of Engineering.
I'ractical experience is unnecessary for those
who are willing to learn-our Guaranteed

"Home Study" courses
will get you in. Those
already engaged in the
General Drawing Office
should study some
specialised Branch such
as Jig and Tool or Press
Tool Work and so con-
siderably increase their
scope and earning
capacity.

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING
(Dept. 29)

148, HOLBORN, LONDON, E.C.I
4

OVER SIXTY YEARS OF
CONTINUOUS SUCCESS

tRICAN BRANCH : E C.S.A.. P.O. BOX 8417 JOHANNESRUP.,

" PRACTICAL ENGINEERING " said-
We recommend all readers interested in improving their position

to apply for a copy of this valuable Book. " Success in
Engineering" is not a pamphlet. It is a 132 -page book,
containing valuable and vital information on all branches of
engineering . There are many engaged in engineering who
owe their success to The National Institute of Engineering.
The FREE GUIDE explains :

Openings, prospects, salaries, etc., in Draughts-
manship, Inspection, and opportunities in all other
branches of Engineering and Building.
How to obtain money -making technical qualifications
through special RAPID FULLY -GUARANTEED
COURSES.

Write now for your
copy of this remarkable
publication.
A.M.I.E.E., A.M.I.Mech.E.,
A.M.Brit.l.R.E., A.M.I.P.E.,
A.M.I.C.E., A.M.I.Struct.E.,
A.M.I.A.E., A.F.R.Ae.S.,
A.M.I.E.E., M.R.San.l.,
London B.Sc., Degrees.
Fully guaranteed postal courses jot
all the above and many other
examinations. Fully described in
the Free Guide.

re e
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THE ACID TEST OF TUTORIAL EFFICIENCY
SUCCESS ---OR NO FEE

FOUNDED 1885 -- FOREMOST TODAY-OVER 100,000 SUCCESSES

- Practical Mechanics." Advice Bureau COUPON
This coupon is available until November :;001, 11.145, and
must be attached to all letters containing queries, together
with 3 penny stamps. A stamped, addressed envelope

Masi also be enclosed.
Practical Mechanics. November, 1945.

We definitely guarantee that if you fail to pass the examination for
which you are preparing under our guidance, or if you are not
satisfied in every way with our tutorial service-then your Tuition
Fee will be returned in full and without question. This is surely
the acid test of tutorial efficiency.

If you have ambition you must investigate the Tutorial
and Employment services we are able to offer. Founded
in 1885, opr success record is unapproachable.

Why not fill in and post the attached coupon NOW for further
details and Free Authoritative Guide to openings in Engineering
and Building ? This book contains a mine of valuable and exclusive
information and may well prove to be the turning point in
your career.

PROMPT TUTORIAL SERVICE GUARANTEED.

FREE COUPON
To NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING

(Dept. 29), 148, Holborn, London, E.C.1.
Please forward your FREE Guide to

NAME
ADDRESS

My general interest is in : (i) ENGINEERING (ph, 
(2) AERO (3) RADIO (4) BUILDING the branches in which

(5) MUNICIPAL WORK vOu are interested.)

The subject or examination in which I am especially interested is

To be filled in where you already have a special preference
(id. stamp only required if unsealed envelope used.)
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